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Business demands the outstanding performance of
Underwood Typ叩riters. ‥ More than 5 M皿on
standard o鯖ce-SIZe Underwoods have been pro-
duced and sold. ‥ ExceptlOnal typewriter per-
formance, durability. speed and ease of operatlOn
have contributed to the world_Wide demand fol-
Underwood machines.
UNDERWOOD Eし」10TT F獲SHER CO。
211 Congress Street Boston, Mass・













10　Amual Meetmg Of the Trustees a七4:00
p.M. followed by a ReceptlOn and Dimer
glVen by the Presiden七and Trus七ees to the




Grounds, New York City - Night game.
12　Bos七on Universlty Day a七the New York
World’s Fair - See page 23.
14 _ 16　CONFERENCE ON PREACHING　-
See page 16.
14∴2:30　Raymond Calkins “Christ in Our Preach-
1ng’’. Harris Franklin Rall “We Need a
Teaching Pulpit’’.
7:30　Boynton Merrill “The Prophetic Message
and the Priestly Ministry in Protestantism’’.
15　9:00　Ro1獲o Walter Brown-Subject not yet all-
nounced. James Gordon Gilkey　“Life-
Situation Preaching’’.
2:30　Harold Bosley “We Need a Reading Minis-
try’’. Fred Eastman “The Use of Modem
Biographies’’.
7:30　G. Bromley Oxnam “The Essentials of
Ethical Preaching’’. James C. Baker “The
Cost of Hthical Preaching’’.
丁6　9:00 John Benjamin Magee “When Youth
Faces God’,. Robert Russell Wicks　鵜
Subject not ye七announced.
Q:30　Charles R. Brown “The Basis of the
Sermon’’. Ro11in H. Walker - Subject no七
yet announced.
7;30　Daniel A. Poling　-　Subject not yet
announced.
15　Boston University SchooI of TheoIogy
Alumni Dimer喜Copley Church, Boston
賀　Guest Speaker Dr. Charles ReynoIds
Brown - 5:30 p.M. - Reservations: Rev.
Harold H. Cramer, 20　Beacon S七reet,
Bos七on.
19　Footba11 game - University of Cincinnati
鵜Nickerson Field.
26　Boston University.Women Graduates’Club
Tea - 146 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston
-3:30to5:30 p.M. Seepage40.
November e Footba11 game　-　Wes七em Reserve　鵜
C工eve量and, Ohio.
4　Boston Universi七y Women’s Council -
Book Review talk by Mrs. Alice Dixon
Bond - Mommg COffee lO:15 A.M.
9　Football game - Boston College Home-
COmlng Game - Fenway Park.
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Where shall the scholar live?
In solitude or in society?
In thc green stillness of the country, Where hc
Can hear the heart of Nature beat, Or in the dark
gray city, Where hc can feel and hear the throbbing
heart of man? I make answer for him, and say,
In the dark gray city.-LongfeIfow
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At the center of the Boston University Campus
Will stand a replica ofthe tower of St. BotoIph’s
Church of Boston, England, a餓3Ctionately known
as the　付Old Boston Stump’’.　St. BotoIph’s
Church dates from the time of the Norman
Conquest.
NEW HoME OF THE WESLEY FouNDATION IN JAPAN,
10 HIGASHI SHINANO-MACHI, YoTSYUA-Ku, ToKYO
_(
Boston Universlty
As the Universi七y year opens, there is the nearest ap-
PrOaCh to war in all lands and among all people as ever
WaS true On this particular planet. Alumni may we11 in-
qulre What Boston University is doing that is constructive
and helpful.
It is clear that members of the class of 1944 and stu-
dents who will share University days with them will halγe
more influence in making this world a better world than
other alumni.
The President and Trustees, the Deans, and seven hun-
in World Service
dred members of the teaching sta鱗, keenly conscious of
their responsibility, Will make every e鮮ort that these
thousands of students shall mee吊he problems of the new
days with courage and force and vision・
In con七ras七to the s七udies and e鮮orts now directed
to the killing of persons and the destruction of property,
the alumni will be interested in the activity of some of
the graduates of Boston University at present working
in forelgn lands in the service of the Prince of Peace.
_ED重富OR.
A FRICA
EDWARD E. EDLING, S.T.B. ’」9
Caixa 9, Malange,
Angola, Africa
“Angola, Or Portuguese West Africa’is the
country ln Which we are working. The area
for which our church is responsible is some
200 miles from nor七h士o south, and some 400
miles from east to west. Part of this area
is in the coasta=owlands, and the remainder
on the interior Plateau. Our stations of
Malange and Quessua are on this plateau,
at an altitude of　3800　feet. There are two
epochs in the year’the dry season from May
to Sept,ember, and the rains from October to
April. February to April are the hottest
months, and June the coolest. The nights
are always cool and the climate good, though
there are enough mosquitoes to keep us always
on t,he alert against malarial fever.
``Malange is a small city with some 1500 or
2000　white inhabitants, and a much larger
native and mixed population. It is the seat
of govemment for the Province of Malange’
the rail terminal, and an important commercial
center. Some eO years ago there were less
than half a dozen white women in the city.
Now there are hundreds of them, and social
life and living conditions have consequently
changed.
“Our home is in a sma11 mission compound
in the center of the city. From here it is
convenient to supervise the outstation work
in the outlying districts, and to keep in touch
with the govemment o鯖cials as necessary.
Dr. and Mrs. Kemp and Rev. and Mrs.
Dodge live in Quessua (Kesswa) some eight
miles out from the city. They are both Boston
University SchooI of Theology men, and so
they will te量l of the important educational
and medical center we have in Quessua.
``There is a large Catholic church in the
City. They have intensified and expanded
their work greatly in the last ten years or
more. This is a Catholic country, but we have
on the whole received very fair treatment from
the govemment o臆cials.
“Our work is altogether among the native
PeOPle, eXCePt aS We may in租uence others in
Our daily con acts with them.
`’Our fam組y consists of Mrs. Edling nnd
myself and four children, tWO Of whom are
in school in America, and all of whom were
bom hene in Angola.’’
ALEXANDER H. KEMP, M.D. S.T.B. ’Q」
Caixa 9, Malange,
Ango量a, Africa
賞WorkiIlg aS a medical missionary among
a primitive people 9　degrees south of the
equator and 200 miles inland from the west
coast of Africa provides plenty of variety and
interest, and a sense that one has a worth-
whhe task. Caring for the health of the mis-
sionary force in this `White Man,s Grave’is no
small responsibi量ity, Where a satisfactory water
and food supply is d綿culもto 6btain, Where
mosquitoes transmit gems of pemicious
malaria, Where ticks do血e same for relapsmg
fever and tsetse飾es for sleeplng Sickness, Where
the streams are contaminated with parasites
causing bilharzia, and where etemal vigilance
is the prlCe Of health. Only last week, as Our
laundress was spreading our neatly laundered
dothes on ouI. bed I discovered that the baby
on her back was covered with smallpox in its
most infective stage.
“Among our natives the 70% infant mor-
tality is caused largely by diseases the germs
of which are transmitted by insects. Hook-
worm infestation is almost universal. Tuber-
culosis and pneumonia are common and highly
fatal. When our schooI opened, 60% of our
boys had the “itch’’. Eye conditions requlrlng
surgical removal of the eyeball are only too
common. Major surgery is relatively rare,
though I recently removed a 4 pound goitre
from a woman, and anot,her woman here is
alive and active af七er having had a 47 pound
abdominal tumor removed five years ago.
Minor surgery such as openlng uP abscesses,
富emOVing foreign bndies (needles, bu11ets, etC.)
We are always aoing. My record for ex-
tracting eeth is lOO in a momlng. My dozen
重O c.c. syrlngeS are Sterilized at least once
every mommg, as many Of our diseases can
be cured only by injecting the medicine
directly into the blood stream. In fact, many
Of our patients do not consider themselves
ndequately treated unless they have received
a least one “needle’’. Our natives are p∞uliar-
1y free of appendicitis, CanCerS, StOmach ulcers
and gall-bladder trouble.
``Besides my medical work I have the over-
Sight of lOO boys in our dormitory, tO Whom
I dole out food every momlng, and whose
extra-ourricular activities I oversee. The agrl-
Cultural work falls to me along with carmg
for the herd of cattle, and our goats and sheep.
Likewise the industrial departments,-tailoring,
shoe-making, maSOnry and carpentry, and the
construction work. We have just built a fine
school house of four dassrooms, asSembly room
and o鯖ce, and a new indus七rial building for
our printing, tailoring, CObbling and carpentry
work. I lect,ure in the several departments
of our schooIs hoplng tO teaCh our students
that germs rather than evil spirits cause disease・
and that the logical treatment for disease is
along medical and surgica1 1ines rather than
getting a fetish from a witch-doctor.
高In all of our work our aim is to gain dis-
ciples for our Lord, teaChing our people that
our God is the one and only God, that he is
Love, as Christ revealed him, and that a
spiritual hamony with him is possible’a life
free from the ignorance and superstition and
degradation which make life so miserable and





“The Wi11iam Taylor Bible SchooI of Angola
is preparlng Africans for ministerial and
educa七ional work in a white-Washed, mud-
brick building of four∴rOOmS: dassroom, dorL
mitory, dining-rOOm’ and kitchen-With a
capacity of 16 boarding students (at 4 cents
each per day for food) and 9 day students.
The curriculum of Bible, Church History・
TheoIogy, Homiletics, PraCt’ice teaching, and
a11ied subjects can be completed in two years
。f three semesもers each.
“A district superintenden七in Africa has bo血
similar and dissimilar problems from his SchooI
of TheoIogy classmate in America. Yesterday’
I received a letter from a young pastor, asking
for a transfer because his pcople do not sup-
port him; during the summer I shall be deep-
1ng ln native mud huts, holding a series of
quartehy conferences. In this manner’the
dry season (May to September) is largdy
spent in district visitation and supervision.
“A sermon on Sunday, a funeral on Monday,
a wedding on Tuesday, a Prayer meeting on
Wednesday-and so goes the week as pastor
of a church of over 500 members.
“After the mid-day siesta comes an hour of
concentrated study and an equal time in
recitation, for even the graduate student must
leam new languages when in new countries.
With Portuguese semi-leamed, We turn With re-
newed zeal to Kimbundu, the native language:’
Pαge T初ee
MRS. MARSHALL J. MuRPHREE,
厭e拘わ鵬Ed%cα寂m
Old Umtali Mission of the
Methodist Church
Old Umtali, S. Rhodesia,
A紐ica
``During our nearly twenty years in Rhodesia
we have not been able to do a great deal
oursdves, but we have witnessed much which
the power of the gospel has done in Rhodesia.
Thou如it frequently is not true I皿nk that
oocasionally material progress is an indication
of inner mental and spiritual development.
Perhaps the following wi11 illustrate what I
``The other day MR. MURPHREE CB.R.E.
薯0) left on a two ton truck for Chiduku Cir-
cuit, Where Rev. and Mrs. Chimonyo were
being transferred. The Chimonyos and their
earthly possessions were loaded onto this truck,
血e possessions consisting of: COOking utensils,
dishes, home-made fumiture (such as chairs,
tables, CuPboards, and beds) , garden tooIs, in-
duding a one furrow pIow, a Pen Of white
leghom fowl and fencmg for them, books, and
two bicycles, One Of these being for “Mai’’,
Mother, and the other for “Baba’’, Father.
What a diflerent scene to movlng PrOCeSSions
of only a few years ago. In the `Olden days’
when a pastor-teacher was transferred, Off he
started, With a load on his shoulders and a
SPear in his hand. Behind him followed his
wife, With the baby on her back, any Older
Children toddling beside her, and with a load
On her head. Welトto-do people required t,WO
or three extra carriers. Then the transfer of
workers was not such a task as it is now. But
We do not begrudge the Chimonyos any of
the comforts of their home. They are glVmg
freely‘ of their time and strength to help their
PeOPle. Mai, thoudl frail in body and though
She receives no pay, While the wage of her
husband in only $15. per month, is one upoll
Whom we can always rely to he量p. She was
the first of our native women to be licensed
as∴a local preacher. Whenever her help is
needed she is ready to hurry o鮮　on her
bicycIe. Both Baba and Mai Chimonyo have
done splendid work in this vicinity, but they
are now answermg What seems to be a more
needy service’a Place farther away from mis-
sionary supervision. Our personal interest wi11
follow them and we trust that God will con-
tinue to bless their e鯖orts as He has blessed
them in the past.
高Here at Old Umtali we are in the midst
of a schooI vacation. Though many of the
students have remained here to do the neces-
sary work, thereby eammg SOmething on their
school accounもs, mOSt Of them have gone to
their homes. These homes vary in types from
Very Primitive, heathen kraals to Christian
Villages. As we think of these boys and girls
in their former surroundings, We Pray that they
may shine as candles in the dark comers.
`’As to our particular work, Mr. Murphree
is now and has been for many of our twenty
years in Rhodesia the Superintendent of the
Old Umtali District. This District comprises
the `Hartzell Training School’at O重d Umtali
and thirty out-Stations on the District. One
Of his particular interests at present is the
training of our TheoIogical students, Who are
in the second of their three years training.
My major interest has been with music for
ou富people.’’
REV. J. S. REA, S.T.B. ’Q4
Kambini
Portuguese, East Africa
=Kambini-in two hundred words? Impos-
sible! What the Reas are doing can be told
in seven-trying to bring the Kingdom of
God. What are the chances? Here are some
of the di鯖cuIties involved.
1. A totalitarian govemment caught in
the wave of nationalism bound to expIoi七
the colony for the bene飢of the Lisbon
govemment.
碧. A code of education laid down along
continental lines-taught in a medium
foreign t,O the African, but even this being
denied to all but a very few.
3. An African tribal system broken up
and the chiefs reduced to the unfortunate
POSition of tax col量ectors and extortioners.
4. A destitute people burdened wiもh ex-
cessive head tax forced to enlist for labor
on the Johamesburg mine fields.
“There, in the darkest aspect of the situa-
tion, light breaks! The gospel is freely preach-
ed there in the mines, ni釦t schooIs are carL
ried on, indigenous native churches train con-
Pαge Foαγ
MEN’s SI。E OF CoNGREGA冒ION, ANGOLA, AFRICA
verts and fire them with evangelistic passion.
Coming back to their v組lages they cry oul
for the righ七to worship God according to the
dictates of their consciences, and for educa-
tional opportunities for their children. There
is no rebellion. They are proud of their Por-
tuguese govemment and claim its promises of
no racial discrimination or coIor bar. So even
under existing circumstances Protestant Chris-
tian villages mu量tiply in number. Methodist
classes sprmg uP in heathen kraals. The
padres send out police to, CatCh students.
Kambini turns them away for lack of room.
Kambini says, `Come and support yourselves,
dig your own food, make your own dothes,
hoe and saw and grind your way through the
practical kind of education that will enable
you to go back and lead and save your people.’
“So my Massachusetts Aggie and Bosもon
University SchooI of TheoIogy training and
Mrs. Rea’s State Normal and Boston Univer-
sity SchooI of Religious and Social Work train-
mg are brought to bear on the problem of
bringlng the Kingdom of God in this most
di鯖cult and yet most rewarding mission field.’’




``Our first six years of wo血were in a large
mral section at the Central Training SchooI
of the Mission, but for three years we have
been at Elisabethvi11e in the mmlng area Of
the Katanga. Our work is among a l紬ge
population which has been drawn from all
over Central Africa, bu七with di鱈erent back-
grounds, di鮮erent languages, di鯖erent denomi-
national experiences, and varymg gOVemment
backgrounds, and all with the desire to make
money and go back home again. Our wo血
is largely determined by those varying back-
grounds. The program is determined by the
Shifting nature of the people and their triba]
origin. Our Sunday School is carried on in
Six different languages. The day school is
bilingual and continually changmg m POPu量a-
tion. Aftemoon and evenlng Classes for adults
attempt to meet the needs of untrained but
ambitious people. There is a continual chal-
lenge in building Christ into the lives of those
who after a few years will be scattered all over
the heart of this Continent.”
MA駆ING CoRNHUSK MA冒S AT CENTRAI,冒RAIN|NG ScHOOL,
INHA轟のANE,l EA閲A耽IcA
ARGENT INA
REV B. FosTER STOCKWELL, Ph.D.
S.T.B∴Q5, (棚g働CmれZ鋤de)
Facul七ad Evang61ica de Teologia
(Union TheoIogical Seminary)
J。S6 Bonifacio 1356 - Buenos Aires
“The Union TheoIogical Seminary of Buenos
Aires is the trammg Cen七er for the Protestant
pastors of several di鱈erent denominations-
Methodists, Waldensians, Disciples of Christ,
German Congregationalis七s’and Presbyterians-
and of six di鯖erent Spanish-SPeaking countries
-Argentina, Uruguay’Paraguay’Bolivia, Peru
and Chile. Among the twenty students now
enrolled in the Seminary, there are representa-
tives of all these countries but Paraguay,
where Protestant work is little advanced. It
is the spirit of `72 Mt. Vemon Street’which
prevails in our school・ MRS. S冒OCKWEIL
(A.M., ’26) and I live in our small dormitory
with the students and make a home for them.
Not far away DR. RHODA C. EDMESTON
(Ph.D., ,30) is principal of the deaconess
training school, and there is naturally much
cooperation between the two schooIs-劃しin
the Boston spirit・ I am endosing a picture
of most of our present student body in the
two schooIs, With the professors.タタ
AUSTRALIA
REV. H. C. UsHER,





“since retuming home from Boston, (I 】eft
New York on Apri1 1, 193Q, arriving in Mel-
boume 。n December 19th) I have been
preaching in Presbyterian Churches in 3 of
。ur 7 Australian States. Our 7 S七ates cover
much the same area as your 48. My first
appointment embraced rou如ly lOOO square
miles of wheat country in Victoria. There I
had charge of three churches.
買In South Australia I worked for a time
in the lovely capital city of Adelaide and also
in a small country town set in lovely h組ls.
For the last three years I have been in Hobart)
the capital of the island state of Tasmania
and a one time whaling centre. Hoba富t is
set in lovely surroundings and Tasmania
generally eams its title of the `Wonderland,・
I flew in a Douglas plane the　314　miles
separating Tasmania from the mainland in
l hour and 40 minutes on Christmas day.
“This year I have been supplying m various
churches with a view to settling down on
the mainland agaln. In this way I have
covered thousands of miles by train, Plape and
car; OCCuPymg Pulpits for one, tWO Or three
Sundays as the case may be.
“1939 was rather a disast,rOuS year for my
home state of Victoria which was swept by
hu印brush and grass fires. It was a fright-
fully hot summer (December　-　February).
Las七month (March) all best records for the
month were broken, but the fires were not
so bad as in 1939. We are now at the be_
gmnmg Of autumn.
STUDENT BoDY OF UNION THEOLOGICAI, SEMINARY OF BuENOS A皿ES
存The shadow of war lies on the land, al〇
七hough it is di鯖cult for us to realize what
European conditions are like as we seen so
secure here. Had it not been for the war
I would have gone to Europe and also to
the World Social Service Convention at
Durban. A great deal of money is being
spent on aviation and we are buying planes
from the United States.冒he churches are
sending Chaplains for service overseas and
also providing spiritual guidance in the many
military camps here.
“Thus far only 20,000 of our troops have
been enlisted for service overseas. Those who
have gone (apa巾from the air force) are in
Egypt and Palestine. At the moment there
is a threatened rise in taxation to meet the
War COStS.
“Quite recently the population of Australia
PasSed the　7　million mark. Melboure has
a population of one m皿on and Sydney, the
most American of Australian capitals,
1,250,000. We badly need more people, but
the war has sIowed down the rate of emlgra-
tion. We have made room for some thousands
Of refugees most of whom go to the big
Cities. Jews are strongly represented in this
suburb of Melboume and now have two
Syn agOgueS ・
“Our church paper at the moment is glVmg
PubIicity to Dr. Morrison’s artide in　`冒he
Christian Century, under the caption　`Not
America’s War.’冒his is propaganda on the
Part Of a number of ministers calling them-
Selves the `Peace Study Group.’�
CANA DA
REV. RALPH W. RARKER,
S.T.B. ’80, M.A∴81
Bedeque,
Prince Edward Island, Canada
“The south shore of Prince Edward Island
between Summerside and Cha轟ottetown is one
Of the best farming districts in the province.
The farms are not large which makes it more
thickly populated than most farmlng COm-
munities in Canada. Some of the peopIe are
quite welI-tO-do, having been among the first
to see the possibilities in ranching and many
modest fortunes were made in the early days
Of that industry.
“It is in this district that the Bedeque
Pastoral Charge of the United Church of
Canada of which I am minister is Iocated.
The charge consists of four preaching appoint-
ments, the largest of which is Bedeque where
the parsonage is situated. The church in
Bedeque seats around 175∴and is well-創Ied
every Sunday. It has a choir of some 15
members, the training of which is my hobby.
We have been smgmg Standard and classic
anthems and are working at present on
Hayden’s　`Tんe Heat;e郷　4γe reJ海g, from
`The Creα訪0乃,.
“The business organization of the charge is
One Of the best I have ever seen in a famlng
C?m苧1uni七y. Money is borrowed at the be-
gmnmg Of each year so that the charge is
able to meet its financial obligations on time.
The pastor receives his salary promptly at
the end of each month. Last year the total
amount raised by the charge for all purposes
WaS OVer $5700 of which more than　$1900
Was COntributed to missions. The parsonage
is equlPPed with electric lights and sanitary
Plumbing and is on the paved highway that
I.unS from Borden to Chariottetown.
“The people are very loyal, SOmeWhat con-
SerVative’but very toIerant toward view points
differing from their own. Their loyalty is
Shown in the fact that in the years between
1918-1938 there were but five divorces granted
in the province, the population of which is
around　94',000. The adult education move_
ment and the cooperative movement have
made good headway and the Island has∴a
Very e節ective system of public Iibraries. There
are credit unions in Bedeque and Borden on
the charge while the Sear量etown Farmers, In_
Stitute and the Dunk River Dairying Com-
Pany do a thriving business.
“The adult study group which I conduct
is studying Thou量ess’ book　`鋤峨海事　α”d
Oγ00ked r脇協g,, a Very appropriate sub-
ject for the presen=ime. As ye=he w。r has
not a節ected the life of the community to
any great extent. A very few have enlisted
and of course this fact coupled with the
War itself casts a gloom over the whoIe com_
munity’for in a farmlng COmmunity what
affects one a蹄cts alI. To all outward ap-
Pαg8 Fわe
pearances however life goes on as usual. There
is no enthusiasm for the war: Only a grlm
determin ation.
``Although the rural minister is some七imes
Pitied by his urban brethen his Iot is in many
respects happler than theirs. Famers live
the most normal life of any group in this
highly artificial age. They are less dass con-
scious and more neighborly than any other
group. On a charge such as this where the
PeOPle are intelligent and deeply religious,
where anyone of a dozen laymen is capable
of taking a service at any time, Where the
church has exerted a deep in組uence for more
than lOO years the minister feels he is to be
envied. So also does his wife, an American
girl whom he met on the student charge
where he preached while at Boston University.’’
CHINA
M恥S. Ⅴ工C冒0聯A R. P珊ERSON,
C/o Me七hodist Board of
Forelgn Missions
150 Fifth Avenue,
New York City, N. Y.
Mrs. Peterson writes from Chengtu, West
China.
``As I write this letter we have just had an
air raid alarm, but the enemy planes must
have gone elsewhere. Whenever the planes
enter the province of Szechuan border, One
and a half hours from here by flying time,
WOrd is relayed through the cities and towns
in the province and people take to dugouts
and places of safety unti量　the all clear is
sounded. The full moon at this time has
glVen uS SeVeral raids already. We have been
COnSCious now that cther parts of the world
are in like situations and that Paris, London
and Brussels are also expectant of visiting
bombers. The beauty of moonlight nights
has been marred in memory when across thc
face of a yellow moon go silver riders of
death and destruction.
“In spite of this all, educational facilities
here are carrylng On amid much that would
ba鮒e many people. As one girl refugeelng
from Nanking said: `We do not have enou如
books to go around’but we copy the lessons,
We do not eat as well as wa did in Nanking,
but we do not starve’We are aWay from our
homes and relatives’but we are in free China;
We are Carrymg On.’”
Mrs. Peterson sends us the followlng nOtes
regarding the Alumni now resident in West
China.
DR. CHEN WEI-PING, Z918-王6　ScんooI of
Tkeologひα1)d Gγadααte School. General Sec_
retary of the O鯖cers’Moral Endeavor Asso_
Ciation, Chengtu, West China. Address: 1念th
Street’New Village, New South Gate, Chengtu.
Association occupleS beautiful three∴∴StOry
building modeled after the Summer Palace,
Peiping’a fitting rendezvous for Aviatidn and
Army o鯖cers of the Chinese Govemment.
MISS CHARLor珊∴TRO富田ER, 4.M. J986.
Teacher in West China Union TheoIogical
CoIIege Chengtu; a union project. AIs。 h。ad
Of English Department in the Co置lege.
GEORGE I・ CHWEHN・ Oollege of Li∂eヶd 4碕
Bo$あわ　び読めe巌g Gγadααわ.School (」9約一
J987). Professor at West China Uni。n Uni.
versity’History and SocioIogy Department.
PαOe Sわ
This University is a union institution in
which four large mission bodies cooperate,
namely, the ’United Church of Canada, the
Methodist Episcopal Mission,血e Northem
Baptist Mission and the Church Missionary
Society of London. It is Iocated in the center
of the Chengtu plain of the province of
Szechuan, 1200 feet above sea level, bu七within
view of the 24,000 snow capped富ibetan moun-
七ains 150 miles away. Since 1937 this Institu-
tion has played host to the Nanking University,
missionary institution, and the National Cen-
tral Medical College, Chinese govemment
school, Ginding College, Of Nanking, also
Shantung Christian University, Tsinan, Shan・
七ung. These schoo量s left their former lacation
to come to the West where freedom of thought
and action could be used in their education
work. A campus % of a mi量e long and wide
houses these four colleges where all have leamed
the art of living and working together, a
sociological accomplishment unrecorded in the
annals of higher education in any country.
MISS CHUNG MEI-LIN, B.A. 」9Q2-24, M.A.
」923. Since 1924 to 1938 engaged in super-
Visory Primary Schoo書work in Nanking and
Chinkia皿g, China. In 1938　came to West
China as teacher in Girls’High School and
at present supervisor irl the China Industrial
Cooperative, Chenglu.
M|SS MAUD PARSONS, B.A. Z980: J980-8去
teacher in Methodisも　Girls School, Aoyama
Gakiun, Japan. 1931 to present date, Super-
Visor and Counselor in Methodist Girls Hi如
School, Chellgtu, West China. This schooI
of 350　girls have moved out of Chengtu to
the near by country due to air raid conditions.
Eu毛ENE CHAN, M.D., ScんooI of Medic読e,
」9Q7. Ophthalmo置ogist; Professor in West
China Union University College of Medicine,
Chengtu, Szechuan. Senior Surgeon, Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat Hospital, teaChing in the
hospital of above Medical College. Arrived in
Chengtu, 1937. Hospital sees over 60,000 cases
each year in a city of 600,000 people. Recently
Claimed as his bride, Dr. Winifred S. Mao,
graduate of West China Union University
Medical College 1937, and speeialis七on the
Staff of the above hospital.
From Augus七194!O until December 1941
Mrs. Peterson is on furlough in the United
States to raise funds for establishment of
Institute, in memory of Dr. R. A. Peterson, for
Postgraduate work in the Eye, Ear, Nose and
Throat specialties.
RoxY LEFFORGE,




Dear friends ’round the world:
The last spasm of work for this six-year
term is ended and I am at home in Foochow
for tha七`Very great nuisance of packing both
to leave space for another in my rooms and
to head America-Ward. This time, because of
the long, di債cult, devious, tWO-day overland
trip to Hinghua to ge七a steamer for Shanghai,
I am travelling light with a few suitcases only.
Leaving Shanghai on Apri1 8 aboard the S. S.
President Cleveland, I should reach San Fran-
Cisco on April e5. This will give opportuni七y
to see friends in Honolulu enroute.
Of course, the autumn up to Christmas
will be創Ied with meetings of various sorts.
Christmas with my family over, I hope to go
east for the SchooI of Rural Missions at
Ithaca, if dates do no conflict, and then en-
joy the sprlng SemeSter in study at Union
Seminary in New York. That compIeted, I
Shall be more than eager to retum to work
in Foochow and the three Fukien Conferences
of the Methodist Church.
The pas七year has been just as wonderfuI
as any other, fuIl to the brim with work; With
danger enough in travel to add spice; anXiety
OVer PeOPle and conditions enough to make
the presence of God of necessi七y a very
PreCiously rea量experience; ful創ment of hopes
enough to make Iife worth living; and a future
for our church promlSmg enough to challenge
the best in everyone of us who cares about
making Christ real to each person whom we
touch. As usual’the opportunity to heIp a
COuPle of young Anglo-Chinese High School
graduates to find their way to Christ and His
Church has glⅤen the joy tha七nothing els。
Can bring. Fe量lowship with the missionaries
in our three Conferences has been beautiful.
Days on end with our Chinese pastors, Dis-
trict Superintendents, lay workers and church
members everywhere’teaChers in schooIs, Stu-
dents in the TheoIogical SchooI, MiddIe
SchooIs’aIld Colleges have糾ed my cup of
reJOICIng tO OVerflowing. Like Mother Wilkin輸
SOn’Who entered Paradise on January 5, I,
too, find God,s worId a very wonder請worId
in spite of everything that makes one’s heart
siek.
DouBLE PAGE FROM αTHOUSAND CIIARACTER,, BooK
And I,m so glad that I can laugh often.
Piもy the missionary who can,t! After all
these years I have at last qualified as a true
Wesleyan iterant・ At one stage in the
Hinghua trip during January’One aftemoon
several of us were confronted with a dilemma.
We were nine miles from our destination; all
chair coolies were carrymg either brides’chairs
or co臆ns; I qualified for neither.冒o walk was
out of the question; SO at the crack of dawn’
a young Chinese woman and I started o鮮on
horseback. Her horse promptly threw her off
and she had to change steeds. Mine, 1ed by
the owner to minimize the possibili七y of a
fa11 which might injure my pride if not break
some bones, PrOVed a reliable Pegasus until
we reached a slippery, treacherous sもone bridge
high above a very rocky creek bottom. His
hind feet slipped o揮the bridge, and for a
minute I wasn’七sure where I m固I七land. As
he regained his footing and started down the
rickety stone steps on the opposite end of
the bridge, he almost shot me o鮮over his
head. At another place, While I was ducking
my head to escape decapitation as we passed
through a low, nOne-tOO-Wide door’he swerved
to one side and almost took o節my lef七foot.
As we neared the church he rounded a sharp
comer too fast and I neady lost the other
foot. At the church door, the D. S. ,and
the R. E. Secretary appeared with a small
dining table on which to alight, but since I
was still some distance from the ground it
took a helping hand from each of them to
land me safely, and I entered the church with
exactly 5 minutes to spare before the openlng
sessions of the training institute. I laughed
most of those nine miles and I have been
laughing ever since as I remember the funny
figure I cut on that ride.





REV. EvERE冒T M. S冒OWE, S.T.B. ’Q8
Shaowu,
Fukien, China
“The best clue to presenトday China is
found in two characもers appearlng eVeryWhere.
冒hey are pronounced `k,an-chien, and they
mean `resist-reCOnStruCt,. Boもh of these ends
are being pursued with all the strength pos-
sible to a non-industrial country that has been
guilty of neglecting to build a powerful navy.
“Resistance continues in spite of the loss
of chief industrial centers and important lines
of communication. The defection of a former
leading figure of the Central Govemment has
altered little the determination to continue
into a long future, if necessary, a War that
seems to be for once in history a purely de-
fensive one.
“Of equal importance with resistance, how-
ever, is the second term, reCOnStruCtion. It
is manifested in many ways,--℃COnOmically,
in the rapid growth of industrial and rural
cooperatives; POlitically, in the spread of self-
govemment ,into e鮮ective Iooal units along
with instituting a democratic constitution for
the national govemment; educationa皿y, in the
move to the interior of innummerable schooIs,
students and teachers; mOrally, throu駆l the
New Life Movement and a Spiritual
Mobilization.
“Our own institution, Fukien Christian
University, is one manifestation of the recon一
霊宝昔嵩嵩∴霊‡嵩・ F慧豊
we are camylng On a full program in the
far interior of the province, and with a larger
enro11ment than ever in spite of di鯖culもies
that seemed insuperable. We are able to carry
On SCientific research projects, agricultural ex-
tension, Participate in community enterprlSes,
as well as fumish foundations for the alト
essentia=eadership the new China must have
in intellectual, material and spiritual ways.’’
PROFESSOR PETER PENG, S.T.B. ’Q8
Cheeloo School of TheoIogy,
Tsinan, Shantung, China
・・Seventeen years have elapsed since I came
back to China. I express my hearty apprecia-
tion that during these years you have re-
membered me by sending me letters and
magazines from time to time’by which I have
leamed a good deal of the new plans and
accomplishments of my Alma Mater. Boston,
with whatever and whoeveI' are dear to me,
remains vivid in my imagination.冒remont
Temple and Trinity Church, Public Library
and Symphony Hall, Charles River and Bunker
H組l, Louisburg Square and　`No. 72, with
fourteen portraits of our Bishops・ and besides,
the China Town and the King’s Chopsuey
are only a few of the things that I cherish.
Dean Beebe with his∴SParkling eyes, Dr.
Knudson wi血his `philosophie and theoIogie’,
Dr. Brightman with his `five-minutes qulZZ ’
and Dr. Buell with his comforting `Ford’are
only a few of the hos七of prophets and scholars
that give me inspiration and enlightenmen七
that I may be able to preach with `tongues
of fire, so often repeated in our schooI song.
質Since my retum, I firs七served as Pastor
of Asbury Church in Peking’Which is one of
七he largest self-SuPPOrting churches of Metho-
dism in North China. After three years I
was appointed Rdigious Director in Peking
Academy, One Of our Methodist schooIs, for
six years・ Finally I accepted the Professor-
ship of the School of TheoIogy of Cheeloo
University, the presen七institution’in which
I have already served for ei如t years. Besides
the daily rou七ine of my duty, I have had the
pleasure of writing three books-A” E卿o$巌on'
of Cん応房の7a Docかめe$, rhe P脇o80Pんg of L海,
and 4捌s±0γひOf Chγ短わのrkoαg坊the first
one being now.on the press for its fifth
edition. I am preparlng tO Write something
on A Comparative Study of Christianity and
Chinese Philosophy. As Cheeloo University is
a Christian instiもution, I have been asked for
many years to be responsible for the Univer-
sity Chapel and other religious activities.
Generally speaking, I have enjqyed my work
and try. to do better.
“As to my country, We have su節ered a lot,
leamed a good deal, and strive for the best.
The Christian Church in China has always
her task here and now. An e航cient Christian
PeOPle who live in the mind of Jesus is血e
hope of our nation just as it is for the world.
I join with my beloved AIuhmi in the Prayer
Of our Lerd, `Thy Kingdom come. Thy w組l
be done., ,,
INDIA
HENRY H.、 PRESI,ER, S.T.B. ’86
Oak Ridge Co耽age,
Naini Tal, U.P. India
CHRISTIAN SOCIETY FOR THE STUDY
OF HINDUISM
A七　the invitation of the Benares United
City Mission and Bishop B.冒・ Badley, a COn-
ference of Christian workers representing
several churches met in Benares to consider
the experiment relative to the Study of
Hinduism. Excerpts from this report fo1low:
1. The resolution of the United Pro-
vinces Christian Council:
帝ResoIved, that this Council, having
heard the proposals for a short SchooI of
Hinduism to be held in Benares this com-
mg Winter, heartily commends this new
experiment, and hopes tha=his and other
simhar experimenもs may result in a regu-
lar SchooI of Hinduism under competent
leadership being established.”
質Three groups of students came to Benares
for short courses lasting from eight to ten
days each. Four Indians from Bareilly Theo-
logical Seminary constituted the first group;
four European missionaries made up the
second; three Indians from Leonard Theo-
logical Col量ege, the third. In addition to
these eleven, there was one Indian minister
staying for the fu11 ten weeks, One local
English missioIlary attending one full short
couI.Se and several other lectures, tWO Iocal
Indian Christian workers glVmg mOre Or less
regular attendance throughout the three
Periods, and fina11y, PerSOnS Who came to
the classes a few times only. In other words
there were fifteen regular students.冒he
highest attendange at any one lecture was
sixteen.
“冒he regular Iecturers and their subjects were
as follows: Rev R. C. Das spoke on Topαめγ
Hわdu料m;, Rev. H. H. Pres量er spoke on ’T巌
H轟0γひOf創れduあm,’Dr. A. J. Appasamy
spoke on `The Go坤e! αのd hodわ’$ He諦めge;’
Rev. A. C. Chakravarty has been with us
during the last period and instruc七ed in the
subject of `Bんの脇’.
``In addition to this regular sta鱈the school
has listened to lectures as follows: Bhikku
Jagadish Kashyap, M.A. (Sanskrit and
Philosophy), Principal of the Mahabodhi
School, Samath, lectured on　`The L辞e of
Bαddんα α線d hゐreac九読・g* Professor Joshi,
of the Department of Reli宵ion, Benares Hindu
University, lectured on H窃dα Dんαmα,加
Oo寂e枕の綿d Meα耽読g,; Dr. M. D. Shastri,
Principal of the Govemment Sanskrit College’
spoke on `Some A坤ecおof Vedic舵digわ?巧
Dr. Bhagawan Das,, author of several books
on contemporary Hinduism, discussed the doc-
trines of works, faith and knowledge. Bhikku
Ananda of Samath lectured on　`Tんe Jdeα
of N&砂m;タDr. Altekar, Professor of Ancient
Indian History in B. H. University., Iectured
on `Wo棚lかわHわdα Socie切;’Pandit Sukh
Lalji of B. H. University, SPOke on %わあ%’
Dr. B. L. Atreya, Of the Department of Philo-
sophy and PsychoIogy of B. H. University,
]ectured on ’Tんe Doc読鵬of Mαgα.’
‘`Students were not asked to study bocks,
but rather were conducted to the representative
religious iustitutions in　血is Place of p組-
Pαge Seのeの
grlmage. Some of the visits were to the
Chief temples in popular Hinduism, Habban
ceremony, Arya Samaj, Bhajan Ashram, Dasas
wamedha to Mamikamikan Ghats, Goenka
Sanskrit Co11ege, Ramanuji’s monastery, Temple
to Mother India, Bhara七Sevashrama Sangha,
Ramkrishna Mission, Theosophical Society,
Central Hindu School, Benares Hindu Univer-
Sity, Maha Bodhi Society at Samath,冒ulsi
Das House, Asi to Harischandra Ghats, Jain
temp萱es and school, Sikh Bagh, Kashi Vidya-
Pitha. The students often talked to the de-
VOteeS themselves, aSked questions and re-
Ceived tracts or books. Benares is open to
the Christian student if he comes humbly and
respe ct fully.
“On occasion students were conducted to
the scene of important Hindu festivals. They
also saw Iocal libraries containing ancient
SCriptures, and books describing the faiths
of血dia.
“Devotions were in charge of Rev. S. R.
Holt, and on Sundays we attended either the
Sigra Church or the Cantonment Church.
``After various trials we aI.ranged to have
the laboratory work each moming and lec-
tures each aftemoon and evenmg. The stu-
dents worked between nine and ten hours
a day except Sundays.’’
Mr. Presler writes: “The assembled workers
decided血e experiment held su鯖cient promise
to continue it annua寒ly. They accordindy on
ganized themselves into a Christian Society
for the Study of Hinduism, and elected me
Secretary. The Society is the only one of its
kind that we know of, and it is now cam-
Palgnlng for members. The charter member_
Ship numbers about a dozen.,,




``Boston University has seemed very near to
us these days, as We have just had a visit
from Dr. Elmer A. Leslie, Mrs. Leslie and
their son, Jim.’’
He dso sends us the following timely
artide entitled:
WHY INDIA?
The strategic hour has struck for Christ
止血dia.
With the comlng Of the Reforms in Govem-
ment and the taking over of greater respon-
Sibility by the Indian people, a great National
WaVe has swept over India, bringlng neW
interest to educational and political realms
and this interes七has reached the field of re_
1igion. More Hindu students are attending
COllege to-day’than ever before. No Ionger
are they satisfied with mythoIogy∴and the
worship of gods and goddesses of‘ wood and
StOne. They are in search of religious cer-
七a血か
Twentyrfve years ago when we first came
to India, it was a common thing for mis-
Sionaries to be stoned and the meetings broken
up. There were embarrassmg evidences that
We Were nOt Welcomed and that the people
did not wish to hear the Gospel Message.
To-day things are di鱒erent! The doors are
Pαg●留め加
Wide open. We are not on量y welcomed every-
Where’but requests constantly come asking
us to visi=his village, Or that; tO gO tO this
SChooI or that college assembly to tell the
蒜耕h諾。嵩三豊語証書置‡
the greatest day that Christian Missions have
ever known.
Then there is the great community of un-
touchables numbering more than郎ty million
SOuls. They are no Ionger the docile com-
munity which they used to be. They are not
satisfied to be considered slaves of the Brah_
mins and not allowed to worship in the temples
and to undergo all the degrada七ion which has
been heaped upon them during past centuries.
The leader of the untouchables is Dr. B. R.
Ambedkar who has had splendid training both
in America∴and in England. He came from
the untouchab萱e community and is an out-CaSte
by birth. When he retumed to India after
an absence of a number of years, in which he
graduated from Columbia University and the
University of Iondon, he was not allowed to
rent a house in the decent quarter of the
City and the shopkeepers refused to se皿sup-
Plies Lo him. He realized the terrible pre-
dicament of the out-Caste COmmunity. It has
been less than a year since Dr. Ambedkar,
together wit,h a group of fifteen thousand
untouchables, declared that they would leave
Hinduism and there are thousands of these
POOr PeOPle who are ready to fo量low his leader_
Ship. Dr. Ambedkar is being looked upon as
the質Moses,, o=his day to lead the fi備y
million out-CaSteS Out from bondage into the
Promised Land.
The need is for Chris七ian leadership at this
Strategic time. The Bishop of Domakal, Who
is the Chairman of the National Christian
Counci量, SayS:-バIndia is rising to a New Life.
A new moral power is necessary. Christians
know well tha七this power can be found onIy
through Jesus Christ・ He is ever the great
regenerating force for individuals and foI'
Society,,・ Sir William Barton has recently said
“Let us come to the condusion of the whole
matter. India is at the parting of the ways.
Will she choose the road to chaos’Or an Orde轟y
development?’’ This hour in the Christian
Church has not come upon us suddenly.
Through the years missionaries backed by
their Churches-at home with prayers and
money, have been doing their best for Christ
here in India. It is no wonder that the hour
has∴COme’it would be strange if something
did not happen. Now that we have come to
this strategic hour’We need the backing of
the Christian.Church as we never n∞ded it
before. The harvest is rlPe. Those who share
in the bringmg Of India to Christ will rejoice
throughout all Etemfty for this wonder餌op-
POrtunity of helping m the bu蘭ing of the
Kingdom and tummg Of the tide for Christ.
Now you will want to leam how India is
responding to the War. First let me say that
SymPathy with the Allies∴and disapproval of
the Nazis is feIt by all classes and parties.
India has become strongly attached to the
ideal of democracy. Certain of the politicians
are trying to seize this opportunity to wrest
from the British Govemment a dedarati。n
to which the minority communitieS are strong-
1y opposed. Japan,s∴Crimes in China have
Produced a new appreciation of the value of
association with Great Britain.
JAPAN
REV. RoBERT S. SpENCER, 4.M. ’β5
念4 Maple Avenue,
Madison, New Jersey
バEaster Sunday・ March 24th’Was my last
in the pulpit of Fukuoka Church. Followmg
the service in the moming’With eleven bap-
tisms’the friends of the Church gave us∴a
farewell dinner, and overwheImed us with the
gifts of two complete outfits of s遭k Japanese
CIothes. Mrs. Spencer,s outfit was a bride七
trousseau; mine the ceremonial black with
White crest, One Of the church o億cials granting
me his fam叫y crest・ Frankly, We both wept
at the deep’deep friendship shown us by so
many. Monday, When our train left the
S七ation’We had such a sendo鮮as is accorded
to high o鯖cials’but with much deeper feeling
Shot through it all. What a wonderful two
and a haIf years we had in that church; and
how strong are the ties of friendship woven!
“Our adventures began in Kobe the next day,
When we found that the Norwegian M.S.
`冒ARN’’a freighter, WaS ddayed. With a
quick shift of plans we took the train to
Tokyo and had a brief visit there, finally
Sailing from Yokohama March 30th. On the
dock we left Dorothy, With another term to
finish before graduation from High School,
at Canadian Academy, Kobe.
’`The `TARN’was∴a neutral boat, but that
did not alleviate the storm, Which sent bureau
drawers, fumiture, etC.’SCurrymg around the
floors for three days. Finally came quieter
SeaS, Only to be acompanied by the news that
HitIer had struck at Norway, and we were
On a belligerent ship. We made Los Angeles
Safely, and still planned to go around to New
York with the boat; but after four days of
delay’We Were requeSted to get o節　So cheerL
fully (?) we repacked, and crossed by train,
arriving in New York just nicely in time so
I could represen=he Japan Methodist Church
as fratemal de量egate at the General Conference
in Atlantic City.
“One of the great joys connected with our
departure from Fukuoka was that the church
PeOPle asked our “son’, Masaji Mitsukude to
COntin葛量e With the new pastor as assistant.
You have read often of him-how on New
Year,s Eve of his third year in high school
his fami]y sent him penniless out into the
SnOWy night because he had become a Chris_
tian. We found him in Fukuoka, When we
Went back there in 1933・ and have heIped
him through theoIogical work. Then when I
WaS Called to the Fukuoka Church, the of-
ficial board suggested him as my assistant, and
We have spent wonde皿months of fe皿owship
and cooperation together・ He and his loveIy
Wife call us father and mother. And now in
his own right he is wanted as a Christian
minister’ eSPeCially gifted in pastoral∴work
and work wi七h Sunday SchooI children.
“But the greatest joy came last fall, Wh。n,
after years of silence, his real father and
mother came to visit. Those few weeks
brought a complete change in their attitude
and one day the father said to his daughter-
in」aw’With tears: `I was very wrong to drive
Masaji away for embracing such a good teach-
ing・, and he pleaded for forgiveness. If God
had granted us no other frui七s during the
Past SeVen years than this com皿g Of ligh=o
the Mitsukude family, We Should be hapr,)r.
And the end is not yet.
``We are on fu轟ough in an anxious time.
The news of the past few days from Japan
sounds ominous. None yet knows what the
new `Religious Bodies of Law’may produce.
Everywhere we are asked:バAre you golng
back to Japan?’’ Our answer is God wi11ing,
we w皿l go back, and give the remainder of
our Iives to Japan.
αMeantime, after welcomlng Dorothy, WllO
had graduated with honors; and then having
a brief joyous regathering of the whole familv
plus two fine, neW SOnS-in-law, husbands of
our elder daughters, We are Settling in Madison,
New Jersey, for schooI work, and whate`γer
else may be assigned by the new Board.’’
THOBURN T. BRAMBAUGH, S.T.B∴24
10 Higashi Shinano-maChi,
Yo七syua-ku, Tokyo, Japan
``Japan today lS a COmPOSite of the ancient
cultural and feudal conservatism of the Orient,
mixed with the scientific naturalism of 19th
Century Europe and the idealistic humal王ism
Of the modem Christian missionary movement
SO largely of British and American origill.
To understand the Japan of today and to-
morrow one must see and feel t,he interpIay
of these diverse elements of culture as. 1ike
WaVeS, they roll into and over each otheI` and
finally in breaking, leave their impl.int o!1 the
sands of time.
``If this sounds academic and a bit romantic,
it is because the writer is living and woI'king
with the students of Japan; and, like youth
t,he wohd around, Only more so, they alle i】ト
Curably idealistic and romantic. Up to 1931,
When Japan plunged into her s量ough of eco-
nomic despend, the youth of Japan believed
thoroughly in spiritual, peaCeful and brotherly
means of achieving their proper place in the
fabric of world rdationships. Having failed,
however言n the years following the World war
to find solutions to their most, di鯖cult prob-
lems by such means, they fe]l silent but
grudging victims to the prevalant national-
ism of the day and went out to follow rash
and aggresive leadership in getting their share
Of the wohd’s goods.
“Now, however, this debauch seems some-
What to have spent itself, and altruism is
agaln COmmg tO the fore. Even among those
Who insist that Japan’s　`new order in East
Asia’is an immutable policy, there is a new
note of idealism and an emphasis on
SerVice as the only prlnCiple worthy of under-
1ying this nation’s actions in China and else-
where in the Pacific basin.
“It is the duty of Christianity to add and
t,O guide aright alI these better instincts.
If America is less aggressive than certain other
and older cultures, it is due to Christianity’s
greater chance in the New Wor量d with its
fewer fears and prejudices. The Christian
Church in Japan is as yet young and weak
in numbers-Only 350,000 baptized Christians
inし　a 】and of more than　70　million peopIe,
or less than %-Of-1%. Such a nation should
not, be judged in the same way as countries
With centuries of Christian background.
“Yet the Christians of Japan are a staunch
and sturdy lot, and their influence is far out
of proportion to their numerical strength.
Christianity is now one of the o鯖cially recog-
nized religions of the nation, its Ieaders are
called into conference by the govemment with
regard to the moral and social problems of
the day, their numbers are constantly increas-
mg--and this in spite of, Perhaps indeed
becαuse Of, the insistence of our faith upon
universal ethical prmCiples among both in-
dividuals and nations. The religion of Jesus
Christ seeks to save humanity from sdf-
destruction. It is this message of hope and
of assurance of Divine Power to糾up what
is lacking in mere human strength, Which
appeals to the Youth of Japan with whom





存Community service may begin wherever
a christian gl.OuP becomes concemed over
some need in the community; and the satis-
faction which is derived from such service
w皿　soon make further∴activities not only
possible’but inevitable.
“when a new idea does answer a popular
need, eVen though it be a need not yet con-
sciously recognized’ the response may be
startling. A few years ago, the schooしput up
a, COnCrete building, in a conspICuOuS SPOt On
a main thoroughfare. With no thought of
community likes or dislikes, but simply to
satisfy our own aesthetic wishes, it was de-
cided to coIor it a warm brown instead of
the usual cold gray cdor of cement. Where
snow cove重S the ground for four or five months・
a touch of coIor is satisfying. Interestindy
eno竜h, Hirosaki suddenly blossomed out with
brown buildings: ei如ty percent of the con-
crete or stucco, Or eVen brick, buildings erected
in the past six or eight years are some shade
of tan or brown. Would that all one’s ideas
met with such hearty acceptance!
・・The boys themselves take a great interest
in the experiments, and do most of the work
on them. Since the farm is removed from
the city, the schooI schedule is arranged so
that a,∴Class of fifty boys may go at one
time, Stay for a week, and combine farm work
and study. Educationally it is a superb op-
portunity, for boys and teachers live to-
gether in one great room of a rude dormitory
in the midst of the village. The day begins
at four o’cIock with faces washed in a nearby
stream. At four-thirty begins an hour of
worship, led effectively by the schooI chaplain・
Next comes breakfast, and then out to the
fields or forests. After血e day’s wock, eVen-
ing vespers at dusk completes the program.
When it rains, there are re糾lar studies. We
feel that these intimate days when teachers
and boys live, WO血and study together are
s。me Of the best features of the whole school
life. Normally there are nine weeks of this
farm life each season, With different dasses
in tum.
“The boys raise grea七quantities of dα視oの,
the huge radish which housewives need for
pickle-making in the fall. These and o血er
veeetables, as Well as other handicraft, are
sold cheaply at a bazanr held a=he schoo事
each au七umn. Some staple commodities are
also sold by the students on commission. Six
or ei宵ht thousand guests come to this three
day bazaar, tO SPend two or three thousand
yen. This year the supply of dα掲脇Was i重い
adequate and eager housewives began an un-
dignified tussle for the limited supplies.
“Another activiもy which impresses the boys
is reforestation on the mountains at the fa富m.
S。me treeS are Cut each year for firewood at
the school and for lumber, and the farmers
make c。nSiderable charcoal in their free time;
but in general the mountains should support
much better forests. So each year the boys
plant from thirty to肌y thousand tree seed-
1ings of various kinds・ Awaiting pl狐ting next
spring are tens of thousands of seedlings of
American Douglas fir, raised from seed・ It
is this tree, Which produces the Oregon pme
or be∂mαおu Which is impor七ed to Jap劃しin
great amounts. The boys take no little pride
in the knowledge that long years later there
wi11 be great forests as a result of their work.
Object lessons such as these give young boys
a new attitude toward servmg SOCiety, Since
the rewards of such work must naturalIy be
reaped by other boys.’’
KOREA
C. C. AMEN関, S.T.B. ’」8 A.M. ’Q4
57-7 Shinson-Cho
Seoul, Korea
バKorea, the old name, Or Chosen, as it
appears on the newer maps, Or冒yosen, aS
the revised spellers would have it, Was Japan’s
first firm foothold on the mainland of Asia.
Formally annexed in 1910　a七　the　`request’
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A TYPICAL VILLAGE CHURCH IN KoREA
Pαge Nわe
of the Korean king it is `0鯖cially’declared
to be well on the road to being thoroughly
Japanized. The people are of necessity edu-
cated in Japanese but worship in their native
Korean, Which is my medium for preaching
and teaching. Roughly one in seventy-five of
the country’s twenty mi11ion people are Chris-
tian. The churches are largeIy administered
by nationals but the missionaries are still
needed and wanted and the Korean church
st皿l needs the aid of the `mother churches,.
``My own work is as associate with three
Kbrean district superintendents on three dis-
tricts coverlng a territory of 5000 square mi]es
With a million and a quarter people. Our
One hundred churches and the great untouched
areas are a, Challenge to the best we have and




S.T.B. ’87, A.M. ,88
190 West Ninth Street,
Claremont, Califomia
Mr. Myers, nOW On leave of absence, Writes
Of his observations while in Malaya and the
Netherland Indies.
“Malaya and the Netherland Indies are not
China as so many suppose. Origina11y poly-
nesian, these countries are now populated by
three additional races, European, Indian and
Chinese, believing a little of anything and
everything. Still considered colonies or spoils
Of war these tropical countries will no doubt
change masters several times before developing
a national consciousness strong enough to hold
its many peoples together. Undemeath the
POlitical turmoil there are subtle changes tak-
ng Place, Changes that enable these under-
Privileged peopIes to look towards a new order
impressed by a progressive world civilization.
“The missionary commg into this com-
Plexity of racial backgrounds is immediateiy
aware of the necessity of a common ground
on which these various races can meet. SchooIs
have been established to provide the funda-
mentals, Westem fundamentals with an
Eastem emphasis acquired by usmg educated
native instructors whenever possible, Then
the missionary is cha11enged to witness God
as the father of the mystical Indian, the
Practical Chinese, and the cynical Eurasian.
Churches, raPidly becommg indigenous, are
established with the plan in mind that the
PeOple shall become Asiatic Christians. West-
em culture bewilders and even disgusts the
thinking Orien七al, though he admits the pro-
gress made economically and politically. Our
job is to present Christianity, nOt the Occident;
God, nOt SOCialism or capitalism; brotherhood
Of man, nOt raCe SuPremaCy. And in spite of
WOr量d conditions, SlgnS are favorable to that
REV. DouGLAS P. CooLE, S.T.B. ,26
Methodist Mission,
Ka皿par,
Perak, Federated Malay States
I have just made a little Jungle trip to
Visit our Malayan Home Missions station on
the Sungei Bertam River in Pahang. I=ook
us two days trave11ing by foot up and over
a mountain track, SOmetimes hardly visible
to the human eye, tO reach the little station
Where we found the young Asiatic missionary
and his wife carrying on their work in a small
Clearmg SurrOunded by dense Jungle. Here
they minister to a group of our peninsula
aboriginee. There is a small schooI with eleven
Children attending and some clearmgs planted
With vegetables’frui=rees and dry rice. The
young missionary visits three other groups of
these folk in various parts of the jungle as
welL
Our work carries on in school and church
and this year district as we11. We continue
to enJOy these Christian approaches to our
friends of oもher races.
I was very much interested to see the Cen-
tury of Progress page in the Zion’s Herald
Which just arrived today, Which pictured the
WOrk of the Booths in the Belgian Congo.
These friends went before the Board of For_
eign Missions on the same day we did back
in 1926.
Boston University School of Theology has
four represen七atives in our Malaya
Conference. Our quartet are R. A.
District Superintendent, Singapore
Douglas P. Coole, aCting District
tendent, Berak Section, Penang-Ipoh
C. Foss, aSSist,ant Past,Or, Wesley
Kuala Lumpur and Tyler Thompson,
PastOr Of WesIey Church, Singapore.














質The Methodist Mission in Malaya is now
55 years old・ I七s work, Which is carried on
in about a dozen large centers as well as many
smaller ones, gOeS forward through both
churches and schooIs. Malaya is under
British control and possesses nothing which
can truly be ca11ed a national language. Most
education is therefore in English and our
En如sh and to a large extent our Methodist
schooIs have set the standard in　血e de-
velopment of English-language schooIs throudr
out the Peninsula. They form a part of the
govemment schooI system and most of them
receive financial aid from the govemment.
Our missionaries are engaged almost exclusive-
1y in work with the schooIs and the Eng肺sh-
specking congregations’ and the vemacular
work is now carried on largely by Asiatic
pastors. The languages used are: TamH’
among the people stemmmg from south India
and Ceylon; Various Chinese dialects, amOng
the Chinese immlgrantS; and Malay, amOng
the Straits-bom Chinese. Work among the
Malays themselves, Who are Mohammedans,
is strongly discouraged by the govemment・
“Our work is, for the present, in Singapore.
Mrs. Thompson teaches in the Methodist
Girls, School; I teach in the Anglo-Chinese
Secondary School (for boys) and am associate
pastor of the Wesley Church.’’
PHILIPPINES
ERNEST E. TucK, S.T.B. ’上9
P. 0. Box 756
638 Isaac Peral,
Manila, PhilippmeS
存I graduated from the SchooI of TheoIogy
in 1919 and went almost immediately to India
with Mrs. Tuck. We served one complete
missionary term in IIldia, and on our first
furlough I was appointed Associate Secretary
of the Board of Foreign Mission with o債ces
in New York City. I spent seven years in
this o鯖ce and then retumed to the pastorate
in the Pacific Northwest for three years. In
1937 upon the invitation of Bishop Edwin F.
(Coγ犯I伽ded o7) pαge Foγ砂-Eig加)
A CHINESE TEMPLE IN SINGAPORE
The Summer Session
Summer Sessions at Boston University have each year
increased in interest and importance since they started
in 1915. When the Summer Session was founded, 149
Students registered; there were 15 instruc七ors. In the
session this summer there were 176l students who
registered and there were 133 professors and instructors,
33 0f whom were visiting here. The students came from
38 states in the Union, 3 from United S七ates possessions
and 7 from forelgn COun七ries. Prior to 1924　students
finishing their degree requlrementS during the summer
A
waited until the fo11owmg June before recelVlng their
degrees.
The first Summer Session Commencement was held
August, 1924, When 32 degrees were awarded・
The Summer Session Commencement this year was
held in Jacob Sleeper Hall, On Saturday, AugusもlO, and
2g6 degrees were awarded. The Alumni will be interested
in the Commencement Address of President Marsh,
which follows:
Education’s Defense of Democracy
(Addγe88 。‡ Bo8ion U毒oe高砂’$ Summeγ Se8$ion Commememe鵬Augu$“0, J940)
BY PRESIDENT DANIEL L. MARSH
TYPOGRAPHICAL error in the first edition of
Tんe Bo8to7D Heγαld of August 7, this year, 1S nOt
On量y amusmg, but, like Wordsworth’s “meanes七
flower that blows’’, it can “give thoughts that do often
lie too deep for tears’’. rんe HeγaZd, Which is always
kind量y cooperative with Boston University, WaS amOunC-
mg the graduation exercises that were to conclude our
Summer Session. The headline of the news item evidenト
Iy intended to say that Boston University would, On
the followmg Saturday, aWard degrees to eOO persons;
but the typeset七er unwit七ingly subs七ituted the le七ter
“Z’’for the figure “念’’, and thus the headline boldly
PrOClaimed :
“B.U. WILL AWARD DEGREES TO ZOO.’’
The humor of the error is found in the fac七　that
SOmebody once opined that too many persons were
being educated. In the educational world, aS eVery-
Where else, there are many unoriginal imitators of pro-
fessional jargon. Therefore the statement tha=oo many
PeOPle are being educated, and that many college stu-
dents are not really en七itled to degrees, 1S One Of the
most frequently uttered assertions by unorlgmal speakers
at educational gatherings. And right in the midst of
all this undemocratic pretention comes out the announce-
ment by one of our leading newspapers that one of the
greatest universities of the day “WilL A砂ard Deg7.ele8わ
Zoo.’’
But the uninten七iona11y humorous error fumishes an
OPPOrtunity to say some things that need to be said about
the dignity and worth of human personality, tO em-
Phasize the fact that it is in the capaci七y of the spirit
that man differs from the rest of the animal world.
Plato said: “I thank God that I am a man, nO七a beast;
a Greek, nOt a barbarian; a Philosopher, nOt a fool.’’ If
We Should translate that into modem speech, We WOuld
Say “I thank God that I am a man, nOt a beast; an
American, nOt a member of a totalitarian state or of a
savage tribe; a PerSOn Who has had some education’nOt
one who is denied the oppor七uni七ies of education.’’
By his body, man is related to the rest of the physical
universe. The common laws of physics and chemistry
control his body. So far as his physical organization is
concemed, man reSembles animals in general. But he
is separated from all animals below him by the capacities
of his spirit,葛by his self-COnSCiousness, by his power of
abs七rac=hought, by his recognition of himself as a moral
being, by his finest slelf-eXPreSSion in worship, by his
ability to choose supreme ends, and by his unlque POWerS
manifested in a thousand thousand ways in the history
of civilization.
Education’s business is to help man to rise further and
further above the plane of the brute; tO help him on his
upward climb toward God, and to glVe him the urge, the
incentive and the ability to free himself of the traits of
the beas七. S. Parkes Cadman was once asked why he
believed in evolution. He replied that according to the
theory of evolution man does not merely descend from
lower animals, but he carries a whole menagerie around
With him. “Sometimes the monkey is on top’’, Said
Cadman, “and some七imes the ape. I believe in evolution
-it explains a lot!’’ If Cadman sometimes found the
monkey on top and sometimes the ape, SO also have we
Seen the peacock strutting in human clothes, and the
human tiger sprmgmg from his lair upon others,-and
SOmeti血es we have seen all the animals of the jungle
let loose in war.
It was probably something like this tha七S七. Paul had
in mind when he said: “I have foughもwith the beasts
Of Ephesus.’’ Once when a high ecclesiastical dignitary
WaS rePrlmanded by a, Prelate, he placed his hand on his
bosom in pretentious pose, and exclaimed: “Here is the
ark of God.’’ To which the prelate retorted: “Yes, the
ark, in which there are few men and many beasts.’’
We are in the habit of uslng adjectives derived from
軸ゆe E虞犯elじ
classifications of animals to desICribe certain persons.
That is, When we speak disparagingly of human beings,
we allude to the charaeteristics of the zoo, uSmg Such
adjectives as “catty,’’“old hens,’’“foxy,’’“wo脆sh,’’“hog-
gish,’’“bu11-headed,’’“snake in the grass,’’and many
others.
But when we speak in a complimentary way, We Can
find no language more expressive than words that in-
dicate cultured Chris七ian manhood. That is why it is a
complimen七to be called “a gentleman and a scholar・’’
Real manliness is very much like that which we wor-
ship in God. Positive and attractive traits, SuCh as thosle
set forth in the thirteenth chapter of First Corin七hians,
characterize the cultured gen七leman. Negative and I.e-
Pellent traits characterize the zoo-1ike man・
If the records written in the pages of the rocks a-nd
the truths revea量ed by researches in zooIogy tell us any-
thing, it is the importance of cooperation; for animals
of the hazy prehisltOric pas=hat failed to cooperate have
become extinct, and the only evidence that mos七of us
have tha=hey ever existed is their huge skeletons which
we have seen in museums.
Herein is a lesson for the world of men. War is a
recrudescence of the jungle. It is an anachronism. It
is the great illusIion. It is organized insanity. It is the
summation of all villainies. It is a collective social sin
against that which is of greatest significance in man, the
SaCred worth of personality.
The present war ragmg in Europe, a natural aftermath
Of the horrible war of a, quarter Of a century ago, has
thrown human civilization into reverse gear and has car-
ried us backward five hundred years. We thought mankind
WaS COmmg tO the place where men would settle their
disputes by appeal to reason, by conference and under-
Standing, rather than by appeal to physical force and
Violence. Verily, “they that take the sword shall perish
with the sword.,, What we call civilization will commit
suicide unless it leams to settle its disagreements on the
basis of good will and cooperation rather than by resorting
to the rude arbitrament of the sword.
If men are to be men-immortal children of God-then
they must leam to act like men and not like animals.
One of the distinguishing characteristics of man is that
he has the power of acting upon his own nature, Of guid-
mg it and determ量nmg in large measure what it shall be.
Man can choose his own ideals, and his ideals are his
inspiration. By adherence to ideals Iow or high’聖an Can
elevate or degrade himself.
An eye witness of the Battle of France, rePOrting m
Tんe Eco7DO伽あt, SayS that France, “Victim of a number
Of illusions, COmmitted the unpardonable sin of waglng
War half-heartedly until defeat was already so dose
as to be una,VOidable.’’ He says that the debacle was
CauSed not so much by the superior numbers or the
SuPerior equlPment Of the Nazi Germans as by the men-
tal attitude of the French. Petain, the head of the
PreSent gOVemment in France, SayS: “France without
ideals has become a defea,ted France.,’ On the other
hand, When the Hitler headquarters released a detailed
report of the conquest of France, they said that iもwas
枕e坤海もOf the Third Reich and National Socialist
Pαge Tα)dt)e
leadership that accounted for the German success.
Speaking of the German soldiers’ fighting power, the
Hitler headquarters said: “That fighting power can on量v
be exp量ained by the presence of an idea which engaged
the entire united nation.,,
Jus七here is where education plays its most impor七ant
Part in a democracy. There is no rational occasion to-
day for the war psychosis that is sweepmg America. If
there ever was a period when we needed an unhysterical
leadership, it is now. One cries out in vain-it is like
the voice of one crymg in the wildemess-against the
fomenting of war hysteria in this country.
No wise person takes exception to a common-SenSe PrO-
gram of preparedness. The danger confronting us just
now is that those who are whoopmg it up for war in
the a量leged defense of democracy will accomplish the de-
StruCtion of democracy. The best defense of democracy
is in the realm of the moral and spiritual nature. Educa-
七ional institutions and churches are now faced with a
terrific responsibility. We must now keep alive the ideals
Of democracy. If we scrap our civi=iberties, a11ow a
SPirit of bigotry to become rampant, SW重ng into a mood
Of intolerance, PerSeCute minorities, and dub everybodv
With whom we do not agree as a member of the “Fifth
Column,’’then we are es七ablishing totalitarianism in this
land without the aid of the Nazis.
We must maintain our ideals and institutions at all
costs. The United States of America does not need to
become a totalitarian reglme in order to preserve its own
Way Of life. Let us beware of creating a dictatorship be-
CauSe Of an hysterical fear of dicta七orships. Extremelv
disturbing is Sec七ion 12 (a) of the Burke-Wadswort己
Conscription Bill, Which reads: “All regulations, PrOClama-
tions, Pub量ic notices, and directions promulgated by the
President, Or PurSuant tO his direction, m Carrymg Out
the provisions of this act sha11 have the force and effect
of law.’’
In a zoo’men drill animals; but in an educational in-
Stitution, men educate their fellow men,-and there is
a vas七di鮮erence between being drilled and being educated!
Under a dic七atorship, aCademic freedom is umecessary,
for the crowd is no七supposed to think. Men are then
but little better than “sheep and goats that nourish a
blind life within the brain’’; for they are supposed to say
What the dicta七or allows, tO think wha=he dic七ator ap-
PrOVeS, and to do wha七the dictator orders. But in a
democracy, eVery PerSOnality is sacred. That is whv
academic freedom is an imperative in American educa-
tion, and that explainsl also why educa七ion must be widelv
di鮮used among us. Our Boston sculptor, Cyrus Dallin,
has drawn the contras七well in his statue of the Appea]
to the Great Spirit. The man is on the horse, and is
looking up. The horse is under the man, and is Iooking
down. When St. Paul said: “I keep my body under’’,
he was simply saymg tha七he made his soul supreme.
This is education’s chief contribu七ion to the defense
Of democracy: tO maintain the spiritual conception of
life; tO alarm society with the sacred worth of human
PerSOnality; tO glVe tO the individual and to mankind a
sense of values; tO discover and disseminate the truth
that makes men free; tO emPhasize by repetition that a
AppEAL TO THE GREAT SpIRIT
just govemment derives its powers from the consent of
もhe govemed, and tha七govemment is the servant, nOt
the master’Of the people; tO make all citizens intelligent
enough to think straight and accurately so |hat libertJγ
may not be confused with license, nOr the clamor of mob
PSyChoIogy be mistaken for enlightened public opmlOn, for
When a who量e peopIe undertake to do their own dictator_
Ship thev mus七assume the responsibilities as well as the
Privileges of the function. Religion, mOrality, and educa葛
tion are indispensable elements in a safe democracy. Such
la democracy fumishes the best medium for mankind,s
rise above the plane of the brutish beasも.
Representation of Boston Universlty at
Academic Eve皿ts of Importance
Insta量la七ion of Gordon L. Reyno量ds as President of the
Massachusetts School of Art, Boston, May 8, 1940, Pro-
fessor DOROTHY E. SHARPLES.
Inauguration of Charles Joseph Turck as President of
Macalester College’St・ Paul, Mimesota, May 17, 1940,
GERALD O. McCULLOH, A.M., Boston University
Graduate School 1934’S.T.B.’Boston University SchooI
Of TheoIogy Class of 1935.
Ce工ebration of the Seventy-Fifth Amiversary of the
founding of The College of the Bible, Lexington, Ken-
tucky, June g to　6, 1940, HOWARD WILSON
WHITAKER, B.R.E., SchooI of Social Work ,26.
Ce量ebration of the Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the
founding. of Washbum College, Topeka, Kansas, June 3,
1940, LEONARD F. WARING, S.T.B., Boston Univer-
Sitv SchooI of TheoIogy C重ass of 1915.
Biennial Conference of the North Atlantic Section of
the American Association of University Women, Bamard
CoIlege’Columbia Universi七y, New York City, June 13
to 15, BEATRICE S. WOODMAN, A.B., Boston Uni-
VerSi七y College of Liberal Arts Class of 1918.
工nstitute of Professional Rela七ions, S七ate Teachers
College, Bridgewater, June 14, 1940, Dean ALEXANDER
S. BEGG.
Celebration of the Fiftieth Amiversary of the Ameri-
Can Association to Promote the Teaching of Speech to
the Deaf’Providence, Rhode Island, June 17 to 21, 1940,
Honorable JEREMIAH E. O,CONNELL, A.B., Bos七on
University Co11ege of Liberal Arts Class of 1906, LL.B.,
Bos七on University Schoc)l of Law Class of 1908, J.M.,
Class of 1909, LL.D. 193l.
Jemie I. Ware Scholarship Fund
A scholarship fund in the College of Liberal Arts has
been established in memory of Mrs. Jennie I. Ware, Class
of 1918.
The fund is the bequest of her sister Miss Harriet E.
Rice, late of Framingham.
Alumni will be intereSted in the letter of Eliza W. M.
Bridgesl, eXeCutrix of the will.






In the wi11 of Harriet E. Rice’late of Framingham, Clause
IO is as follows:
“I give to the Trustees of Boston University the sum of
ten thousand ddlars for the establishment of a scholarship in
the Co]lege of Liberal Arts in memory of my sister Jennie I.
Ware. I direc=hat the income of such fund be so applied.・・
Miss Rice died last year at the age of 90, and as executrix
Of her will I shall be glad to pay the bequest if the Trustees
Wish to accep七it.
There is a personal interes七in this bequest which you may
like to hear. Mrs. Ware’in whose memory the gift is made,
died in 1931 at the age of approximately 75 years. In her
youth she attended and graduated from the Framin如am
Normal School・ She became a teacher in High SchooIs, for
many years in Worcester and for a longer period in the Rox-
bury High School, traVeling to the school each day from
Fram ingham.
She had a brilliant mind and excelled in EngHsh, PreParmg
many students for college. She always regretted her lack of
a Baccalaureate degree, and read and studied to cover the
necessary requlrementS. When a year’s leave of absence came
to her, about 1924 I believe’She decided to spend it in study
at Boston Universi七y and entered the College of Liberal Arts
With all the eagemess of a young student. She was success_
ful in recelVlng a degree and was very happy over the ach王eve-
ment. I do not reca量吊he year, but records of the University
Students will show i七. The property she accumulated came
from her eammgS as a teacher and from her keen New Endand
SenSe Of thrift. She had travelled extensively both here and
abroad and was always alert and interested in world a鱈airs.
Miss Rice, the last of the family, WaS greatly interested in
making this gift which had been the desire of Mrs. Ware. As
SOon as I hear that the Trustees are willing to accep吊he gift,
I shall be glad to take up lhe matter with your Treasurer or
Other o鯖cer whom you may designate.
Yours very truly,
ELIZA W. M. BRIDGES.
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Harriet E. Richards Co“operative House
VαZuabわPrope〆切Acqu・わed α"9」 Bαg S加`おRond
Co-OPerative Housmg in Boston University is now an
established divisIion of the Universi七y Houslng Sys七em.
After 12 years of growth and developmen七a permanen七
home has been purchased from the Harrie七E. Richards
Co-OPerative House Building Fund. This Fund has been
raised by the students who have lived in the Co-OPerative
House, aSSisted by generous contributions from Miss
Harrie七E. Richards, Of Longwood Avenue, Brookline.
In 1926, Dean Lucy J. Franklin visited France and
studied the method of housmg adop七ed by the Sorbonne
after the紐st World War. The French studen七s were
not able financially at tha七time to pay the usual prlCeS
for student houslng SO they formed groups of ten and
twelve students and lived co-OPeratively, dividing the
work of the house or apartmen七and also dividing the
expenses. Upon Mrs・ Franklin,s retum to America she
studied the student situa七ion in rural New England and
found there were many young women of good New Eng-
land background, Who, having been eligible for scholar-
ships from their local College Clubs, the American Asso-
cia七ion of University Women, and other organizations,
had no七been able to accept these scholarships because
they were too small to cover any considerable portion of
the college expenses・ Many of these young women, there-
fore, Were remalnmg a七home and were glVlng uP their
hopes of a college education. Mrs・ Franklin decided to
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Start CO-OPerative housmg in Boston University to help
SuCh s七udents and in 1928 selec七ed a group of twelve girls
Of high scholastic standing and personality rating and the
PrOiect was begun.
The girls rented a house of the University at 328 Bay
S七ate Road and under the guidance of Mrs. Franklin and
Miss Mary Ba量Iou, the hos七ess, Who was acquainted with
the French plan, the house was opened. Two of our
Trustees became interested and helped to fumish the
house, Mr. Wi11iam E. Nickerson and Mr. Alfred H. Avery.
If it had not been for the interest and generosity of these
two friends, the first year would have been a d龍cult
One for the girls・ By reading the records of the Secretary
Of the Co-OPera七ive Housle during the ear賞y years of its
development we can see how grateful the studen七s were
to Mr. Nickerson and Mr・ Avery for their help and en-
COuragement.
The second year Miss Harriet E. Richards of Brookline
became especially interested in the plan and when Mrs.
Franklin announced her in七ention of ralSlng a building
fund in order tha七the girls might some day have a per-
manent home, Miss Richards. s重gnified her desire to co-
OPerate in order to make this possible. As time went
on the students became more and more en七husiastic about
their method of living and more determined to work for
a′ Pemanent home・ During the twelve years they have
THE DINING RooM
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glVen COnCertS, reCitals, bazaars, authors’readings, and
Other events to raise money and Miss Richards has added
to the fund each year. Because of her in七erest and con-
tinued help in every way, the house has been named the
Harrie七E. Richards Co-OPerative House. Her name was
no七given to the house because of her financial help alone.
Miss Richards’untiring effor七s in behalf of the girls; her
advice and he量pfulness in soIving their personal problems;
her example of perfect womanhood and her moral and
religious ideals have combined to make her an indispen-
Sable member of the Co-OPera七ive group. Boston Uni-
VerSity is grateful to Miss Richards for her splendid piece
of constructive work for their women students. The new
Permanent home will be a laslting memorial to her name.
A recent gif七from Miss Richards made possible the
PurChase of the Co-OPerative House by Mrs. Franklin
]as七June from the estaもe of the la七e T. C. Hollander at
191 Bay State Road. Miss Richards will also s七art an
endowment fund for the house which Mrs一. Franklin hopes
Will grow as in七erest in this plan of living galnS neW friends.
Mr. Hollander was one of the growmg grOuP Of Boston’s
businessmen interested in Boston University. He watched
i七s progress with great in七erest, made generous gifts while
living, and a bequest in his will.
The new home is large and spacious and well equlPPed
With attractive and comfortable fumiture. I七s large win-
dows in the rear look ou七upon the Charles River∴and
the beautiful esplanade which has been made possible
by Mrs. James J. Storrow. As the girls begin.their work
/
this year they are happy to see the fruits of their labors
and the ful糾ment of their hopes and dreams.
Co-OPerative Hous賞ng WaS introduced in Boston Uni-
VerSity before the depression came upon us. Several
educational magazines carried a正cles concemmg it and
t,he Joumal of Higher Education a few years later pub-
1ished the history and development of the Boston Uni-
VerSlty Plan as a suggestion to other educational institu-
tions who were then seeking means of reducing student
expenses. Later a descrip七ion of the plan in detail was
Sent Out by the headquarters of the National Association
Of Deans of Women in Washington, D. C., tO all colleges
interested・ Several representatives of colleges have visited
Boston to see for themselves the details of the plan.
Madame Muller of Copenhagen University became in-
terested in the plan when she visited America in 1932
and she star七ed a simi賞ar project in her own institution.
Later the girls of Boston University and those of Copen-
hagen University by correspondence exchanged ideas on
CO-OPerative housmg for students and our gir量s received
many helpful suggestions from their friends in Denmark.
After twelve years of co-OPerative living the girls are
more enthusiastic over七he plan七han ever. Their alumnae
are organized and still make contributions to the main-
tenance of the house and have a part in frammg its
POlicy. They have a Home-COmmg eaCh sprmg tO reneW
Old acquain七ances and to iniもiate the seniors into their
Organization. The gradua七es a量l say their loyalty is due
to the fac=hat the House was founded upon true demo-
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cratic ideals and the spirit of co-OPera七ion. They also
appreciate the fact tha=he girls are required to do all
the work of the House and to do it well and a七the same
time they must leam to live wi七h other girls very m-
timately and adjust themselves to one another. This
combination helps to飢them for assummg the respon-
sibilities of life after they leave college.
The girIs of the Co-OPerative House assume a great deal
of responsibility. The hos七ess’Who is their adviser’has
the general oversight of the house. The gifls make the
rules in consultation with the Dean of Women. The
House President and the Executive Commit七ee have the
entire financial and housekeepmg reSPOnSibility and the
Treasurer of the House is responsible to the Accounting
Department of the College of Business Administration
for her financial transac七ions. The girls divide the house-
hold duties as evenly as they can and an average of one
hour a day lS required of each girl for the rou七ine work.
On Saturday extra time is glVen tO the house.
The girls do no七smoke in the Co-OPerative House・
The Execu七ive Committee considers smoking an’expen-
sive habit and since the paren七s of the girls are not finan-
cially able to keep the girls in college unless they have
the privilege of co-OPerative living, SmOking and the
necessi七y of reducing college expenses to the minimum
do not sleem tO be compatible. Scholastic standards must
also be maintained in co置OPera七ive housmg and if a s七u-
den七in this House fa11s below a祥C’’she is asked to move
into ano七her dormitory.
The expenses per girl vary according to the cost of
living・ For the pas=en years the cost has varied from
$7.50 to $8.50 per week. This includes all expenses-
room, board, main七enance of the house’rePalrS’and so
forth.
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The social life of the Co-OPerative girls is the same
as in all Boston University dormitories・ Their acquain-
tance parties a七the beginIllng Of each college year are
popular occasions. They have their fomal and infomal
dances. Facul七y teas and dinners are held every month.
Their Sunday evenlng SupPerS, tO Which each girl invites
a guest and a七which timely questions of vital in七erest
are discussed, have proven to be very popular and helpful.
Many visi七ors, interested in this plan of living, aSk the
question-How do the girls find time to discuss a11 the
details of their housekeepmg, do their work, and at七end
college? The answer is tha=heir time is budgeted as
well as their money and their minds must concentrate
upon their work in order to do it in the time alloted for
it. One business meeting each week is held and at-
tendance is compulsory. At this meeting all problems,
both general and par七icular, are discussed and vo七ed
upon・ Co-OPerative living to be successful mus七be a
truly democratic way of life which requlreS that the
majority rules and when the decision is made, all Lbide
by the decision without complaint or criticism. The sIogan
。f the Harriet E. Richards Housle is “Co-OPeration in
work, COnduct and spirit.’’
Amual Preaching Conference
“vari七ies of Preaching,, will be not only discussed but
illustra七ed by甜teen na七ionally know ministers at the
Amual Preaching Conference’held under the auspICeS
of Boston University SchooI of TheoIogy a=he Copley
Methodis七Church Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday’
October 14-16.
The program for the Conference has been arranged by
a special commit七ee consisting of Dean Marlatt’Professor
Gerald Ensley, and Professor Fred Winslow Adams・ In
contras七with last year,s Centennial Preaching Conference,
at which only alumni of the School of TheoIogy were
speakers, this year,s Conference wi11 bring graduates of
many seminaries and ministers of many communions for
a discussion of the ma]Or PrOblems confronting religion
today. Special music wi11 be provided by the Boston
University Seminary Singers under the direction of Dr.
James R. Houghton, Professor of Hymnology at the
SchooI of Theology.
The speakers on the program include Presiden七Daniel
L. Marsh, Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam’Bishop James C.
Baker, Dr. Charles R・ Brown, Dr. Raymond Calkins’
President John B. Magee, Dr・ Robert Russe工l Wicks’Dr.
James Gordon Gilkey, Dr. Boynton Merrill’Dr・ Ro11in
H. Walker, Dr. Harris F. Rall, Dr. Fred Eas七man, and Dr.
Daniel Poling.
On Tuesday even量ng, October 15’the Amual Alumni
banquet will be held in the dining rooms of the Copley
Church. Mr. Harold Cramer, Assistant to the President
in directmg the Century of Service campalgn’Will be in
charge of the dimer. Tickets may be secured from him.
The Banque七speakers will be Presiden七Marsh, Dean
Marlatt, and Dean Hmeritus Brown of the Yale Divinity
Sch○○L
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Charles River Dormitories for Me皿
JAMES W. KELLEY
328 BAY STATE RoAD
A good University is progressive and alert. The laurels
Of the pas七are not enough. In times of growth and
Change institutions that stand still are quickly lef七behind.
Boston University is progressive. No single unit of
the University can point with greater pride to its ad-
VanCement than the Charles River Dormitories. The
dormitories are bu七seven years old and in that short
SPaCe Of time they have increasしed in number of residents
OVer 5009Z), and the coming year wi量l accommodate some
two hundred and fifty men.
The dormitory program begins with the Freshman and
量iterally never ends. Men who reside in these houses
become an integral par七of the Alumni body and dormi-
tory influence is still felt・ On Alumni Day las七June
SeVeral of our gradua七es came back to see the rooms they
had once used and to s音it and re-1ive in their minds the
associations’the hardships, and the Iife they had買when
they went to school・,, If that can happen in a few
Short years, how rich the future is golng tO be.
That kind of spirit is wha七Boston University wants.
Each year adds to the University’sI enrichmen七. Each
dass of alumni adds to her record of dis七inguished ser-
Vice. Each entering class holds within it the promise
Of enlightened leaders dedica七ed to the public good. The
Dormitories have taken it upon themselves to assist the
University leaders in this program・ The beginnmgS have
been made.
The opemng Of the University for the year 1940-41 will
See the addition of two new units to the ten which are
already in use. Number 310 Bay State Road was formerly
OCCuPied by the Bay State Hospital. During the sum-
mer i七has been comple七ely renovated and reconditioned
to make it an a七tractive home for twenty men. Number
328 Bay S七ate Road was used as the Harriet E. Richards
Co-OPerative House for Women. This house has been
redecorated and fumished for fall occupancy. These new
houses are typical of those that are now in use. In the
first place they are home-1ike for the simple reason that
they were used as homes prlOr tO that early daもe when
the Univers音ity acquired the New Campus. The firs七
岨oors are decorated and fumished in the club room motif.
There are lounge rooms where the men mee七for those
gatherings that are so much of collegiate life・ Here they
may talk’listen to the radio, Play games, read or sもudy.
The upper floors are devoted to study and sleepmg rOOmS.
Some large rooms are occupied by three men. Some of
the smaller rooms are “doubles,, and still others are
rooms for one student.　Each room is completely
fumished.
Much care has been g工Ven tO the selection of fumiture.
For example, it must be built we量l in order to last. It
must be comfortable and it must be attractive. All
these things have been in the minds of those persons upon
Whom the responsibility of purchase rests. To glVe a
COnCrete eXamPle) Of the thought and care that goes into
SuCh a program, let us review briefly the purchase of the
310 BAY STATE RoAD
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easy chair・ The furniture house that supplies us with
our needs had calls from several coIleges. They, like us,
demanded that the chair be heavily constructed of good
strong material. It had to be comfortable or otherwise
it would not have been an “easy chair.’’ The company
went to work with the various suggestions and且nally
conceived the idea of “blocking’’a rock主ng chair at its
most comfortable slant. The result was a sta七ionary
chair that has a comfortable feel even without the aid
of aL CuShion.
This is a homely example bu七it does show to some
extent the e鱈orts on the part of the dormitory administra-
tion to glVe the student a comfortable place in which
tolive.
The various colleges of the University are concemed
Prlmarily with the intellectual growth of the student・
That is their job and they are striving forward with un-
tiring e鱒ort. The domitory task is more of an indivi回
dual one. No two students are alike. They come with
varied limitations and varied potentialities.
The Department of Student Counseling, Of which
Professor Warren T. Powell is the Director, is the o鯖cial
o鯖∞ Of the dormitory system. The very word “coun-
Se量ing’’means help and assistance in its common usage
and that is just what is done. We try to help the stu-
dent to correct handicaps, tO OVerCOme deficiencies, and
to accept responsibility. We aim at improvements in
health, in athletic skill and in general well-being. A well-
rounded life, a Well-adjusted personality, a gOOd student,
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a good citizen are the attributes that we want a man
to have when he leaves the halls of his Alma Mater.
This work is done directly through proctors who re-
side in the houses. The management and operation of
the dormitories is handled through the o鯖ce of the
Director of the Charles River Dormitories. This commg
year we are to have new occupants of this o鯖ce. Mr.
and Mrs. Sidney M. Smith are replacing Mrs. Cecil Gar-
land. Mrs. Smith is a graduate of Sargent College in
the Class of 1909, and Mr. Smith is a graduate of the
Spencerian Business College of Cleveland, Ohio.
In addition, a neW O鯖ce has been created‘for this new
year. The writer, Assistant Professor of Economics at
山e College of Business Administration’has been appointed
Resident Faculty Counselor and Senior Proctor for the
Domi七ories. The Proctors appointed by the University
Housmg Committee are: Loyd Easton, Graduate School;
J. VerNooy Sands, College of Business Administration,
Graduate Division; Theodore Laputka, College of Busi-
ness Administration; William Fitzgerald, College of Busi-
ness Administration, Extem; Earl Rawson, College of
Business Administration; Harold Shipp, College of Liberal
Arts. Jacob Sa量iba, College of Liberal Arts, has been
placed in charge of Inter置Dormitory Activities.
The struggle of the pIOneerS Of this University or of
this country lS ePitomized in their thought of the years
to come as they fashioned their handiworks and placed
them with loving care where they would bring forth fruit.
We work in the present・ We are aware of the practica量・
We are ever leammg neW WayS and new things.
町田団且①町野錨園
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Football Season Preview
MuRRAY KRAMER
Boston University swlngS into the athletic limelight
again this fall with football pattemed in the Hanley fashion
and with hopes high for a successful season.
Any attempt to predic=he outcome of a season gener-
一ally winds up in disaster・ Two years ago with the many
hopefuls from our great team of 1937, muCh was expected,
but instead the veterans were found lacking and the Ter-
riers concluded that season with about as poor a record
as any team L. B.質Pat,, Hanley had coached in his pre-
vious four years. Las七year very little was expected from
a green sophomore eleven, yet these youngsters rose to
unbelieval)le heights and concluded their campalgn With
five victories and three defeats. Now we arrive at the
1940 season. Those green untried youngsters of last year
are now veterans who have had their baptism of inter-
collegiate competition and are ready to acqui=hemslelves
in winn重ng fashion.
A hasty glance a=he schedule shows that on the sur-
face, this team should be able to come through with vic-
tories over Norwich, Upsala, Spring丘eld and Westem
Maryland bamng, Of course, 1n]u置reS Or Other unforeseen
mishaps. Westem Reserve and Cincinnati are two games
that are tossups and a鮮airs which should go either way.
Manhattan and Boston Co工lege figure to be just a bit
too strong.
Previewmg this fa11,s eleven in terms of positions, We
find the fo11owlng:
ENDS
Our end squad should be up to, if not better, than last
year’s group. Captain Jim McDonald, George Muxphy,
C雌Fitzpatrick and Bob Brown glVe the Terriers a good
nucleus of veteran strength. In addition, AI Amirault’a
standout from last year,s freshmen, and Howard Mitchell’
a c。nVerted halfback from the freshman team, Should help
greatly. One bad break the end squad had was when Joe
Lanata, Senior left end who was scheduled to be a starter’
had his right leg broken in the first scrimmage of the
year. Lanata, however, may be back by the time the
November games roll around.
TACKLES
This is Coach Hanley,s maJOr PrOblem. The task of
replacing Captain Paul Sullivan and Joe Giannotti will
not be easy. Ed Rooney and Ray Valas shape up as
the likely starters. Both are ]uniors and should do fairly
well. For reserves, Coach “Pat,, Hanley has taken Ray
Hartley from the guard squad’John Wedemeyer from
right halfback and Roy Hjelm from center. Another
tackle available is George Radulski who won his letter
量ast year, but may not be of much use until midseason
be6ause of the fact that he is favorlng an mJured shoulder
which was operated upon this past summer. If this




These two posts are exceptionally we11-fortified with
Ken Skoropowski and Charlie Cremens, Senior veterans,
as regulars. For reserves the Terriers have Olindo Bor_
ghesani, Dan Lieberman and Carl Hrickson, three
VeteranS, backed up by Ray Whelan and John Boyjian,
a pa重r Of prom重Smg SOPhomores.
CENTERS
The pivot position is we量l taken care of, bu七is only
two-deep. Sid Michaels, understudy to Ray Needham
las七year, Will take over the duties with the assistance
Of Dave Gold・ a SOPhomore who promises to develop into
a standout・ The only di鯖culty here is that if either one
Of them is mJured, the other wi11 have to become anバiron
man,).
BACKFIELD
In the backfield there is very li七七le worry. Of the eleven
let七ermen whoOmade the grade in the ba11-Carrymg divi-
Sion las七fall’all of them are back・ This group was re-
duced by one when John Wedemeyer was宅hifted to a
tackle’but it shou賞d no七weaken this department any with
the ta量ent avaiIable and the addition of Francis在Chick,,
Morris’a SOPhomore fullback’Who may possibly develop
in七o anoth料Gary Famiglietti.
John Comeamey and George Pan七ano wi11 divide
quarterback duties. The three-COmered struggle for left
ha量fback among three叩niors, Charlie Thomas, Frank
Provinzaho and Jim Cassidy, Will continue as it did Iast
year・ At right halfback, Jim Su11ivan, AI Clark and
Aidan Bumell will stage a private battle of their own,
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While Walter Williams and Ralph Salvati wi11 attempt to
keep Francis Morris in the background at fullback.
It is prlmarily a veteran squad that has had its ex-
Perience and should perform well under fire. There is
not a grea七deal of dep七h in the line, Particularly′at the
tackIes., bu七all in all’the team is a little bigger and faster
than Iast year plus, Of course, eXPerience.
Coach ``Pat,, Hanley sums it up nice量y by saymg,負It
is virtually the same team as last yea叩ne year older.
If that injury JmX StayS aWay and if Dame Fortune
Should smile favorably on the Terriers, a, SeaSOn’s record
Of six victories and two defeats is entirely possibIe.,,
OPPONENTS
NORWICH-Bos七on University opens its schedule
With Norwich in a game tha七wiIl be far from the breather
anticipated when the game was scheduled. Don Mc-
AIIister, fomer head coach at the Universi七y of South
Carolina, is s七arting his second year at the Vermon七school
and is building a team which’is destined to go places.
Freshmen are eligible at Norwich and the chances are
that the visitors will bat七le the Terriers even in this
OPenmg Clash.
UPSALA二〇Boston University clashes wiもh UpsaIa for
the third successive year. The Vikings fell before the
Terriers, 25 to O’tWO yearS agO’and 13 to 3 last year.
They generally come up with a strong, heavy team that
glVeS the Terriers a busy aftemoon.
MANHATTAN-Boston University concludes its two-
year agreement with Manhattan at the PoIo Grounds in
New York in a night game・ Last year the Jaspers de-
feated the Terriers’26 to O’and in the only previous
meeting between the two schooIs, Manhattan won 1念to
O in 1931.
U. OF CINCINNATI-Boston University met the
University of Cincinnati at Cincimati last year for the
firs=ime and won 13 to 6. This wi11 be the last year of
a two-year agreement between the two schooIs and the
game wi量l be played lat home.
WESTERN RESERVE鵜This wi11 be the fourth mee七〇
mg between these two in七ersectional foes. To date,
Bos七on University has been unabIe to galn its first vic-
tory a=he expense of the Red Ca七s. In 1937, Reserve
WOn 7 to O; in 1938’47 to 6; and last year, 19 to 14, in
One Of the greatest thrillersl eVer Staged in Boston. This
Wi11 also be a nigh七game in Cleveland at League Park,
the home of the Cleveland Indians.
BOSTON COLLEGE-・Historians claim that the Ter_
riers and Eagles played foo七ball durlng the ’90’s, but un-
fortunateIy, there are no records to that effect. The
modem rivalry between these two schooIs started in 1920
and they have met 16 times, Wi七h Boston University win輸
nmg One and tying one・ Scores since 1920 are: 1920,
0-34; 192l, 0-13; 19鰯, 6-念0; 1925’7-51; 1928, 7-Q7; 1929,
0-33; 1930’7-47; 1931’0-18; 1932, 6-Ql; 1933, 0-Q5; 1934,
0-10; 1935’6-25; 1936’0-0; 1937’13-6; 1938, 14-Ql; 1939,
0-19.
SPRINGFIELD-Boston University resumes football
relationships with the Gymnasts after a lapse of ten years.
PrevPus records between the two schooIs are: (First fi-
gure lS SCOre Of Bos七on University) 19盆5, 0-20; 19Q6, 3-10;
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lWESTERN MARYLAND-Boston University co血-
CIudes its football season with Westem Maryland College
at home・ This wi量l be the last year of a two-year agree-
ment between the巾o schooIs. They met Iast yやr for










































































































Boston Co11ege High SchooI
Brighton High SchooI
Our Lady’s High SchooI




























Boston Latin High SchooI
Stevens High Schoo量
Chrispus Attucks High SchooI
Malden High SchooI
Fenger High SchooI



























































































































New Directors of the Alumni Associatio皿
With each pasISmg year there is an increased opportunity for service that comes to the o鯖cers and directors
of the Boston University Alumni Association. To be elected to one of these positions brings honor to any
alumnus, however distinguished.
The Alumni will be interes七ed in the new directors whose election was announced at the Sunset Supper on Alumni
Day and who now join the o鯖cial group which will plan the activities of the Association in the University year now
open萱ng・ Dr. Milo C. Green, rePreSenting the SchooI of Medicine, is the only new member whose picture does not
appear below.
S冒ANLEY W. PARKER
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Presiden七Marsh has announced the retirement of seven
Professors in the University who have glVen tO it a
COmbined record of teaching experience of 155 years.
Dean Ems七Hermann who retires at this time has de-
VOted 34 years to teaching and direction in the Sargent
Co萱lege of Physical Education. He will still do some
teaching in that department.
Miss Mabe量C. Bragg, One Of the most beloved pro-
fesISOrS in the School of Educa七ion, joined the faculty in
1930 as an Assis七an七Professor of Education. Professor
Bragg has been widely known in elementary and hea〇七h
education.
The June issue of Bo$to仰わcon七ained no七ice of the re-
tirement of Professor Wi11iam Goodwin Aurelio, teaCher
in the College of Liberal Arts, and a member of that
faculty since 1901.
Professor Louis C. V. Lambert joined the Boston Uni-
VerSity faculty in 1924 as professor of French. He is the
author of many books on French language and literaもure
and was the recipien七of bronze medals from the Paris
Municipal Council in 1906 and from the French g6vem-
ment in 1934.
Three graduates of the Boston University SchooI of
Medicine are retiring after years of distinguished service
as professors, Dr. Edward S. Calderwood gradua七ed from
the SchooI of Medicine in the class of 1904 and became
a member of the faculty in 1906; Dr. Henry Mannlng
Emmons graduated from the SchooI of Medicine in the
Class of 1909 and became a member of the faculty ih
1923; Dr. Edwin Wallace Smith graduated from the
SchooI of Medicine, Class of 1904. He has been a mem-
ber of the facul七y since 191念.
Genera七ions of University students will remember these
men with admiration and gra七itude.
EⅢER E. HA製ⅡⅣS
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Boston Universlty Rooters to Joumey
to New York
DouBLE FEATURE TouR PI,ANNED BY BosTON UN工VERSITY
B○○K S冒ORES
Tourists wilI attend B. U. - Manhattan College Fooト
ball Game’Friday Evenmg, October 11th and Boston Uni-
VerSity Day a七the World,s Fair, Saturday, October 12th.
In anticipation of a lange group of loyal fans wishing
to spend an interesting holiday weekend in New York,
arrangements have been made with Steamship, Rail and
Bus companies for the Annual-O債cial-Out-Of-Town
Pi量grimage. Arrangements have also been made to house
the group in Hotel Lincoln, 44-45th and 8th Avenue in the
POPular Times Square districもFriday and Saturday nights・
Steamer tourists leave Boston late Thursday afternoon,
amVmg back in Boston in time for classes or business
Monday mommg.
Rail and bus tourists leave Boston Friday and w皿
retum Sunday.
“Economy,, has been the guiding note in arrang量ng this
trip which is quoted at prices ranging from $11.00 to $16.30,
depending upon mode of transportation selected and
fea七ures of the tour desired.
A limited number of reservations can be made at these
minimum rates. Slightly higher prlCeS muSt PreVail for
those demanding superior hotel and stateroom ac-
commodations.
This annual tour on which the finest sp壷t of comrade-
Ship prevails has become recognized as one of the accepted
methods of bringlng Students’faculty and aIumni to-
gether, making for a cIoser consciousness of University
SOlidarity and Ioyalty.
ReserⅤations may be placed at any of the University
Book Stores or at the general o鯖ces of the stores, 685
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Some men find religious faith easy; SOme find i七hard;
SOme find it impossible. The same¥Jesus may at one time
exclaim, “My yoke‘ is easy, and my burden is light,’’and
at another time cry m anguish, ``My God, my God, Why
has七thou forsaken me?’’ A七certain places and times,
like Europe in the Middle Ages or New England in the
SeVenteenth century, faith is naもural, almost inevi七able.
It is socially approved, eCOnOmically suppor七ed, and per-
haps legislatively eIlaCted. A七other times and places,
SuCh as the age of the Sophis七s in Greece, the French
revolution, Or the Russialn revolution, fai七h is deemed ab-
Surd. I七is derided, hated, and persecuted.
Henry Van Dyke characterized the dawnlng tWen七ieth
cen七ury as an age of doub七. An age of ddub七it was,
analyzing and questionlng the spiritual values which
Christianity and the Ygre如tradition in philosophy had
held to be the goal‘Of all 」living.
Under the cold, hard criticism of a George Santayana,
the great tradition was labeled “the genteel tradition.’’
The sophisticates who se七the pace o=wen七ieth century
culture could conceive no Iower hell than gentility. The
torch of faith創ckered in an unfriendly clima七e. I七was
indeed an age of doubt for the fashion-makers and the
fashion-followers.
Faith Today
。For the fashion-makers and fashion-fo11owers, yeS; but
life is more than fashion. The impor七ance of fashion is
not the same as the importance of life. For mi11ions who
高ere neither fashion-makers nor fashion-followers, life
has continued to be based on faith. Far from evaporating
under the rays of sophistica七ed enlightenmen七, religious
fai七h in many quarters has become stronger than ever.
Particularly is this true of the ancien七Roman Church,
as_ Well as of many sects and movements which make
extraYagant demands on faith and which recruiもto their
ranks no small number of disaffected Protestan七s. Many
simple Chris七ians, mOreOVer, have kept their faith un-
七puched by the stoms of doub七・
The present s七ate of faith, however, lS nOthing to boast
of. rFaith has been sapped by a popular skeptical fad
申yrted mostly by people who never had any genuine
faiもh in the first place; but the substantia量harm done to
faith by unfaith is slight when、COmPared with the damage
Which religious faith has su紐ered from the rise of irreli-
glOuS faith. The irreligious faith of a Russian exile in
Swi七zerland took him in 1917 during a, World War across
hind Gemany and empowered Lenin to tum Russian
civilization upside down. A prlSOner in a German jail
in 1923, With few friends bu七his faiもh and his typewriter,
高rote a program of action which he is relen七lessly carry-
ing o中　Adolf Hi七ler’s MeあKampf is a document of
fa王th defying reason and movlng mOしuntains. “When the
Son of Man cometh, Shall he find faith on the earth?’’
Assuredly he will: bu七faith in what?
Is the age of the Axis and its faith an age of doubt?
Yes, it is still an age of doubt: doubt of the etemal
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values, doub七of the brotherhood of man, doubt of the
love of God, doubt of reason and of truth. An age of
doubt i七is; ye七Of doubt which, like all mighty and
WOrld-Shaking powers, is bom of faith. Men have noも
los七their capacity for faith; but the objec七of faith has
been shifted from God to man, from the brotherhood
of all to the solidarity of race, from love to violence,
from Christ to Mars, in short, from the etemal and in-
visible to the presen七and visible. While this new faith
(which formerly was known as sin) is engaging the whole
being of myriads of men, and forbidding doubt except as
PreSCribed, many Others are being driven by the successes
of such faith to the depths of utter doub七: doubt of God
and doubt of man; doubt tha七there is a God and doubも
that man (with or withou七God) can fashion a decent
life on this planet.
In a world of such cyclonic forces play量ng On man’s
SPirit, at OnCe destroylng and exacting his faith, SChooIs,
COlleges, and universities sti11 exist and the Christian
Church goes on. These ins七itutions figh七wi七h the un-
POPular weapons of the mind; their armamen七isI SPiritual
and intellec七ual only. Therein lies the secret of their
Streng七h; for the unspiritual faith, the systematic violence,
the calcula七ed destruction in the world is i七self a product
of the spirit. Something must persuade the soul before
the body acts for good or for eviL Educational and
religious instructors are working wiもh the roots of the
七ree of human life; if their work is rightly done, it will
nourish the life of that tree so that it may lift green
branches agam af七er the hurricane of the presen七.
On those institutions, 1ike schooIs of theoIogy, that are
both educational and religious there rests a unlque re-
SPOnSibili七y in this crisis. If they can inte岬ret aright
七he ’truly ideal values which alone make life wor七h living,
if they can become clearly aware of the actual state of
the world, and then devise applica七ions of scientific
knowledge and techniques of social construction which
Will promote human welfare, then they will justify their
existence. Is this asking too much? If it is futile to
demand the impossible of any human institution, it is
not fu七ile to ask it to concentrate its powers1 0n its es-
sential task.
Put simply, the e8βe庇訪ね$k of Ohγ諦iαn educα寂m,
and of theological education in par七icular言s to inter-
Pret and apply fai七h in God in a way suited to man’s
PreSent needs. Let us examine some aspects of this task.
Faith Is Di億cuIt Because God　竃Hdes Himself
Any sincere interpreta七ion of the religious needs of
the presen七age mus七s七art from the experienced facもof
七he di鯖cuI七y of fai七h. Now, aS neVer before in modem
times, believers wonder whether God is no七like Baal of
Old: “Either he is talking, Or he is pursulng, Or he is in
a JOumey, Or Peradventure he sleepeth, and must be
awaked.’’ They cannot grasp why God, like Baal, SeemS
so indi鮮erent to the b量oodshed which man inflicts on















tha=here was neither voice, nOr any tO anSWer, nOr any
that regarded.’’
That God allows crimes no police force would tolerate,
that he pemits revol七s against his rule which any earthly
govemment would at once suppress by violence-this is
no new disaster that has overcome him and us. The
War today, aS Professor Wi量liam J. Lowstuter said of the
War of 1914’is part of the prlCe Which God pays for
man’s freedom. This truth we can dimly see・ But why
the prlCe Should have to be so fearful we see far more,
more dimly.
We see dimly; in fact, i七is an axiom of faith tha七God
hides himself. Religious faith is hard because God in-
tends tha七i七shall be hard. A
document has been circulated
among confessional preachers
in Germany to remind them of
their responsibility in time of
War. “We must’’, aCCOrding
to this document, “in times
Of war preach the Living God,
the Fa七her of Jesus Christ, his
POWer, his goodness and mer-
Cy.’’ But, On the other hand,
`’every discussion of the theo-
logica量　problem invo書ved in
War muS七　be avoided in
PreaChing, aS long as the war
lasts. We can only preach
the hidden God. Before his
hidden relgn Our queStionmgS
must cease.’’ I七　would be
quite unjus七if we were to
COnStrue this as a mere
COWardly evasion of the Chris-
tian duty of a preacher in war-
time. We moralistic Ameri-
Can Christians can bu七faint_
萱y conceive the torture of soul
Which many a German Chris-
tian must be undergolng in
these days′, and many a
Bri七ish Christian, tOO. For
SuCh a one, fai七h in the hid..
den God is more secure than
On any view of God it would appear that he could if
he so desired reveal himself more clearly than he has
done. He seems to be literally a God that hides him-
Self intentiona11y. It seems to be inherent in the pur-
POSe Of God that men should have to search for him as
for hidden treasure. Neither in nature, nOr in history,
nor in the human soul, nOr in scrip七ure does God pro-
Vide a clear and simple revela七ion of himself.
This seemmgly voluntary hiddenness of God is perplex-
1ng・ Particularly is i七perplexing to the ordinary Chris-
tian. When he hears statements such as those just made,
he becomes suspIClOuS. A七Ieast in one of his moods,
and that a fairly common one,, he is inclined to suspect
that talk about the mysterious
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facile comment on the com_
munlqu6s of the high amy command in the light of
Christian faith. But faith in God is harder than茸ai七h
in the army.
The faith of a believer mus七rest on some七hing real and
enduring, On SOme七hing deeply underlying current events
and controlling their movement and outcome,-hence,
On SOmething which is never fully visible or accessible
a七any time. There are indeed times whenバwe can only
PreaCh the hidden God.�　This truth was first clearly
Stated by the Second Isaiah, When he was declaring his
message of spiri七ual insight and comfort to the exiles
in Babylonia. He said (45:15) : “Verily thou ar七a God
tha七hidest thyself, O God of Israel, the Saviour.,, The
PrOPhet did not doubt thaもGod was a savior; bu七he
beIieved him to be a hidden savior. The “hidden God,,,
the de棚αb$CO?楊地s’is the theme of many a Jewish and
Christian thinker through the long ages・
hiddenness of God is a device
Of theologians and philoso-
Phers to make business for
七hemselves. “Why,’’asked a
PreaCher this summer, in be-
half of such ordinary Chris-
tians, “is i七necessary to go
around through the woods to
find God, Philosophically,
When he can be found directly
by simpIe faith?’’ Do theo-
logians, then’make a simple
matter hard? Is the hidden_
ness of God simply an inven-
tion of philosophers? Or are
Objec七ions to fai七h perhaps no
more than mere realizations
Of the desire to be se輪sh and
disbelievmg? Is the problem
Of evi量simply an excuse for
not gomg tO Church?-aS a
七heologue wrote in an ex-
amination paper.
If these questions are to be
answered in the a鯖rma七ive,
then Job’s comforters were
right, for that is just the way
they taIked; and Job was
WrOng. Yes, God himself was
WrOng When he said (42:7)
to Eliphaz the Temanite:
“My wrath is kindled against
thee’and against thy two friends: for ye have not spoken
Of me the thing that is righ七, aS my SerVant Job hath.,,
But the Bible teaches that God is- righ七; then Job, after
a量l, WaS righ七in his complain七s! Here the Bible glVeS the
Charter of divine approval to the ba餌ed seeker for the
hidden God, Who sta七es his perpIexi七ies boIdly and frankly.
Two points must be made clear if we are to see just
Wha=his hiddemess of God means. The firslt POmt is
tha七God is to some extent hidden from most people mosも
Of the time. I七camot be denied that there are some
men and women of simple faith, SuCh as those to whom
reference was JuS七made. Bu=heir simple, Childlike be-
1ief is relatively rare; the vast majority of people in the
modem world find such faith utterly impossible. Further-
more, eVen the sain七s of simple faith experience moments
When their faith is tried・ There is a dark night of the












liever. Sometimes God hides himseIf from everyone, ``as
though there were no God.”
The second point is a reminder that the hiddenness of
God is in part a deliberate purpose of God. Not all
d脆culty in finding God’’of course’is to be ascribed to
God,s hiding himself. Some of it is due to our sinfulness;
some to unnecessary stupidity; SOme tO Sincere belief in
error; SOme tO Sheer human laziness, Which is perhaps
もhe most unspiritual of man,s vices; SOme tO the neces-
sary limits of human finiteness. Yet after subtracting
all these human defects, it remains true that the Bible
teaches that God purposely has made himself hard to
find. At the high poin七of Isaiah,s experience in the
temple (6:9-1念) God said to him:
Go, and tdl血is people, Hear ye indeed, but understand not;
and see ye indeed? but perceive not・ Make the heart of this
people fat' and make th壷ears heavy, and shut their eyes;
lest they see with their eyes,狐d hear with their ears・ and
understand with血eir heart, and convert, and be healed.
Here God is represen七ed as desiring that he be hidden
and that obstacles be heaped up to hinder access to him.
The prophet found this a hard saymg, and cried:バLord,
how Iong?’’
And he answered, Until the cities be wasted without inhabitant,
種nd the houses without man, and the land be utterly desolate,
and the Lord have removed men far arway, and there be a
great forsaking in血e midst of血e land・
In this doctrine of the God who makes himself hard
to find there is something harsh and inex元able, and
something also that sounds like today,s Neu, yO7.んrわ彬$
or the latest reports from the National Broadcas七ing
Company. Ye=his hard saylng lS nOt mere量y the hard-
ness of the Old Testament or the tragedy of contemporary
history; the gen七le Jesus, aCCOrding to Saint Mark (4: 12) ,
is said to have taughもin parables:
血aもseeing they may see and not perceive; and hearing they
may hear, and not understand; lest at any ti皿e they sho山d
be converted, and their sins should be forgiven them.
We sha11 make a presen七to the critics of the question
whether it was Jesus himself or.someone else in the
early church who thus applied the teaching of Isaiah. The
point is that a New Testament writer though=hat iも
was christlike to make the way of salvation hard・
The doctrine of the hidden God is not an easy one, but
i七has two crys七al-Clear merits. It is in harmony with the
experience of moslt men’believers and unbelievers alike;
and it is in harmony with the purpose of a moral God to
elicit a response that shall be moral’COurageOuS, and
sincere. God seems to care more abou=he quali七y than
abou=he quantity of his followers. He appears no=o
find delight in statistics. Did not Saten inci七e David’s
census, aCCOrding to the Chronicler? Gideon’s band is
cIoser to God,s ideal than aI.e質the Chaldeans, thaもbi七ter
and hasty nation, Which shall march through the breadth
of the land.,, God seems to intend that he shall not
be approached lightly. Joshua preaches a strange・ yet a
sound, reVival sermon, When he declares’碕Ye cannot
serve the Lord, for he is an holy God.’’ The God of
Jesus is noもto be found merely by strolling down a saw-
dust trail,バbecause strait is the gate’and narrow is the
way, Which leadeth unto life’and few there be that find it.,,
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Anyone that takes God seriously’eSPeCia11y in t.hese
dark days, Will be sure to discover the dialectic which is
reported in the prayer of Habakkuk the prophet:質His
brightness was as the light,,, on the one hand; and on
the otherバthere was the hiding of his power. Before
him went the pestilence, and bummg coals went forth
a七his feet.,, Anyone who has supposed that God and
his ways are soft, eaSy, and placid should have been dis-
illusioned by the facts of contemporary history; but if
he had read his Bible caref山Iy he would have been pre-
pared for毎the goodness and the severity of God’,, in an
even broader sense than Saint Paul had in mind, and
he would not have needed to be disillusioned.
Here, then, lS a great Part Of the task of a theoIogical
seminary: tO PrePare men for the ministry by showing
them the profound seriousness and mystery of dealing
with divine things and to prepare them to preach a gospel
that is relentlessly realistic as well as thrillingly idealistic,
and that proclaims sacri丘ce to be an integral part of all
love that is not flabby sentiment or mere man-SerVmg・
After all, the disciples were sent forth as sheep in the
midst of woIves.
Intellectual Search For The Hidden God
If the Bible is correct in its teaching that God hides
himself for a purpose, then that purpose’aCCOrding to
Jesus, is to stimulate and develop m man love for God
and love for neighbor (Mk.1e:28-34). No less would be
worthy of God; nO mOre is conceivable to us. Certainly
nothing higher than a society of genuinely co-OPerative
persons need engage the attention of God or men until
more progress has been made toward it than in the
PreSent age.
It is noteworthy that when Jesus specifies the avenues
through which co-OPeration is to occur in a wbrld in
which God,s will is done, he starts with the great pas-
age in Deuteronomy 6, “Shema Yisroel,’’“Hear, O Israel’’
which has been for untold generations repeated in Jewish
synagogues as the sacfed essence of the law. When Jesus
quotes it, he fo1量ows the text of Deuteronomy for the
most part, if we may rely on Mark’s record. Jesus says:
Hear, O Israel; the Lord our God is one Lord: and thou shalt
love the Iord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy
soul, and with all thy mind, and with a皿thy strength.
The reader of the Old Testamen七will, however, nO七e that
Jesus varies from the Deuteronomist at one point. The
words,バand with all thy mind,’’are an addition to the
ancient Hebrew text. Jesus chose to add the mind to
the heart, the soul, and the strength of man, aS meanS
whereby the lov工ng SearCh for and service of God may
be expressed.
When he added the mind, Jesus did not make things
easier. It is far more simple to Iove God with heart and
soul and strength than it is to Iove him with the mind・
In fact, it is precise寒y here that perplexity, doubt’and
confusion are likely to result raもher than the complete
mystical satisfac七ion and sense of oneness with the etemal
that Spinoza described as the inもellectua=ove of God.
Jesus must have realized that the command to Iove with
all the mind was a command to seek the hidden God
with every resource of hones七, rugged thought.
To obey this command is to embark on a perilous
VOyage. Thus far we have emphasized the perils, and at
no time should we forget them or minimize them. It
is indeed a perilous voyage, but it is a voyage; and a
VOyage has a destination. That destination is indeed a
hidden God, but the whole point of religion is that it
is truly God that is our hidden destination. God,-
the most beautiful, the on量y adorable, the perfectly good,
the supremely powerful being that is the source of all
beings, Standing in the beginnlng and a=he end of every
COSmic and every human enterprlSe;一it is God tha七is
the goal of all voyages, the EI Dorado, the Fountain
Of Youth, the Philosopher’s Stone, the Supreme Good.
That is to say, the search of the mind is for a glorious
God whose glory is hidden, but is not wholly hidden.
It is true that the real God remains utterly hidden from
the sluggish mind and the cIosed mind, aS Well as from
the keen and honest mind that seeks for facts and dis-
regards values, Preferring the immediate and the certain
SenSe data to the ideal and the daring experiments of
religious faith. God will remain intellectua11y hidden
from the minds of dilettantes, and of dogmatists, and
Of logical positivists. Yet even from them he will no七be
Wholly hidden, for he will give them some experiences
Of value,一Of the good, Of the true, and the beautiful,賀
Which are partial revelations of his hidden majesty.
These may be viewed as revelations that occur in spite
Of man’s inat七ention; after all, they are revelations which
do not reveal, until man begins to inqulre into their
meanmg.
Not until the passive and unlnqulr工ng Stage is trans-
Cended will theoIogical studies really enlighもen the mind
about the hidden God. Well did our Methodists forbears
anticipate the language of John Dewey, When they spoke
Of those who are starting toward the Christian life as
lnqulrerS, and of that life i七self as experimental Chris-
tianity. Without inqulry for God, and without experi-
mental search for him, nO mind can hope to find God
in any way worthy of a mind. But when a mind uses
its resources to seek for God, it will inevitably find that
the hidden God is not wholly and etema11y hidden in
all respects. The intellectual seeker cannot ever wholly
grasp the divine nature, it is true. Nor will all seekers
come to agreement. Afもer all, inqulry into the etema賞
must be an etemal task, and minds at d描eren七stages
Of thaもinqulry Wi賞l have d蹄erent degrees of insight.
But no mind ever sought for etemal value wi七hout find輸
mg SOme reWard,-SOme beauty, SOme truth, SOme love
that came as light from the hidden God, lighしenOugh
to show that the sun in eclipse is still the sun. Even
minds which have become cynical and pessimisもic are
able to nourish their pessimism only by appeal to the
ideals which reveal God and which God reveals. For
how could anyone be a pessimist if he had no inkling
of anything better than the crass evidence which tums
him pessimistic? We can be cynical only because we
know of an ideal truth and goodness which is being
betrayed and which we are prepared to betray with
the others. Yet the hint of something better, Of
the ideal tha七is being violated,一these are the evi-
dences that God, although hiding himself, is partially
revealing himself to every mind’eVen tO those minds tha七
租ee from him Qr despalr Of him. As Iong as we can say
that things are bad, SO Iong we may be sure that the
divine power is luring us to the good. As Iong as man
exists and has a mind, in this world or in the world to
COme, he will confront the inexhaustible experiment of
expIoring the divine lure to the good. The hidden God
is the guile of goodness, luring, enticing, and tempting
us to seek a good so much better than what we natura11y
desire that we are prone to Iook on that divine good
as a burden to be avoided rather than as the pearl of
great prlCe. Our mental maturity may be measured by
Our intellectua=ove of supreme value-that is, by the
degree to which our minds Iove God.
ReIigious Search For The Hidden God
The ways of loving the Supreme Hidden God which
the Deuteronomist proclaimed and which Jesus re-
iterated may be summarized as distinctively religious.
``With all thy heart, With all thy soul, With all thy
Strength’’: these words point to a concentration of
a揮ection, Of imer life, and of will on the etemal God.
We have said that the intellectual way of seeking God
is more d紐cult and perplexing than this religious way;
but at the start this does not seem to be true. What
is more untamed and untractable than man’s emotiona寒
nature? Who is there whose affections automatica11y
attach themselves to all that the mind perceives to be
true and right? Intellectual giants like Plato, Saint Paul,
and Immanuel Kant have seen that the central problem
Of man’s life is the controI of emotion by reason. Saint
Paul believed that human reason is inadequate to the
task. Whose heart and soul and strength is not to some
extent a battle ground of bitterly hostile forces, Which
his reason can describe and survey far more.readly血an
it, Can COntrOl?
Nevertheless, it remains true that the intellectual
SearCh for God is more ba餌ing than the religious search.
The intellectual search is never fully satisfying. There
are always new problems to investigate, neglected
evidence to consider, fresh criticisms to be weighed. The
thinker does not expec七finali七y; if he does, he is not
much of a thinker. The spur of unrest lies in all thought;
Hegel compared i=o a Bacchanalian revel.
Man is so constituted that for his soul,s salvation he
must think; bu七likewise, for his soul’s salvation, he can-
not think all the time. Sometimes he must sing and
dance and play; SOmetimes be lost in rap七contemplation
Of beauty; SOmetimes he mus=oil; SOmetimes in the love
Of nature hoId communion with her visible forms; and
SOmetimes find his highest joy m Prayer, WOrShip, and
love of God. These experiences bring keener immediate
Satisfacもion than does thought. It is not that man is to
beもray his reason in the pursuit of these other-than-in-
tellectual values; rather, if he is truly seeking God with
all the strength of his heart and soul, he will maintain
the to七al integrity of his spirit and never violate any ln-
Sight of his reason.
The relation of reason to these nonrational values,
and especially to religion, may be regarded as twofold.
On the one hand, reaSOn glVeS a law of coherence and
reverence for truth to all a man’s experience which he
may never wittingly transgress without paymg the prlCe
Of voluntary error and sin. On the other hand, religion
imparts joy, elevation, Vision, unity, and peace to man,s
heart and soul and wi11 which may truly be called super-
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natural. Religion glVeS, aS Hocking long ago pointed out
in rhe M’eα1ひれg of God訪棚mmn Eape宛e?1Ce, a SenSe
Of present attainment which reason could achiev? Only
after infinite inves七igation. Reason glVeS uS an endlessly
developmg reVelation of God; religion g工VeS uS a SenSe Of
the presence and love and power of God in our lives now.
The fruit of true religion is such a consciousness of God
as unites and fuses the wandering loves of our heart, the
longlngS Of our soul, the purposelessness of our bru七e
S七rength into one supreme love, longlng, and purpose,
which we call the love of God.
The love of God is so transcendent an experience in
a human soul that Saint Paul and many theologians
after him have thought of it as a supematural gift; and
indeed it is. But the whole point of our sもudy of the
hiddenness of God is Iost if we regard it merely as a
gift・ The puxpose of God’s hiding himself is no七that
he may surprlSe and astonish us with an utterly un-
merited gift which is totally fore量gn tO Our Whole being・
The teaching of Jesus is tha七the gift of God is glVen
only to those who Iove him wiもh mind and heart and
soul and s七rength; in short, tha七it is not given to the
mysteriously elect, but is glVen tO those who yeam for
God with their whole being, and who sell all that they
possess to obもain the pearl of great prlCe・ Religion is
not merely a gift; it is the outcome of a search, and
must be actively appropriated before it exists. Le七us
leam all that Karl Barth has to teach about the tran-
scendence of God and of his word; but let us remember
what he has forgotten or subordina七ed about the essen-
tial part played by man, and the search of man,s mind
and heart for the divine gift.
When man searches as the Deuteronomist and Jesus
taught, God gives; and when God and man co-OPera七e
in regard to God’s gifts, although there is no maglC SOlu-
tion of all problems of thought or action, ye七there is a
hamony of the human spirit and the divine spirit in
momen七s of elevation which give unity and purpose to
a1l of life.
The Social Search For God
Since the key word of Jesus is Iove, it is clear tha七
he conceived of religion as social. This does not mean
that all sociality is religious or tha七religion consists
solely of our rela七ions to o七hers. On the contrary, nO
sociality is religious unless it rests on the love of mind
and heart for God, the source of all real value,-血is
truth, his beauty, his goodness, and his unspea畦able
holiness. What it does mean is tha七　no one can ex-
perience religion without being willing to share it・ and
without being willing to pay the prlCe Of sharing it・ Any
glimpse of God,s social will is forever hidden from those
who will not pay the prlCe; and so mos七of us grope・
The mystery of man is tha七he is wi11ing to pay a higher
prlCe for avoiding the Kingdom of God than for seeking
i七. He is perfectly willing to sacrifice only when he is
sure to be cheated; bu七few are wi11ing to sacrifice for a
cause that is worth the prlCe they pay,-and those few
are the pIOneerS Of humap progress and the prophets
of God.
The only cause that is worth the sacrifices that men
make-and indeed have to make whether they intend to
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or not-is a cause the fruits of which can be shared with
others. Whatever God may hide from our gaze, he does
no七　conceal the truth that his fatherhood means our
brotherhood・ Religion, and especially the Christian reli-
glOn, is love. Yet the hones七Christian wi11 have to
confess that actual Christianity in the world today lS
at best love of love, love of bro七herhood rather than
successfully achieved love and bro七herhood. The actual
brotherhood of Christians with Jews, Of white Christians
with Christians of other races, Of Protestan七s with Catho-
1ics, Of employers wi七h employees, Of believers with un-
believers, Of nation with nation,-yeS, Of Christian with
Christian in the s竺me Church’Where social and creedal
and economic bamerS do no七exis七, leaves much to be
desired. What we do speaks so loudly that men can-
not hear wha七we say. Ye七the failure of love to achieve
success is no七wholly the result of hypocrlSy and ill-
will. Love cannot, in the nature of the case, COn七rOl a
society until all, Or nearly all, the members of the society
express a co-OPera七ive spirit. Love camot prevail suc-
cessfu11y in the relations of any tWO PerSOnS if one loves
and the o七her does not respond; nOr Can i七prevail if each
enter七ains Iove as a-　Sentiment without co-OPerative
consideraもion of ways and means for the effective ex-
pression and preservation of love・ If this be true in the
relations of individuals, how much truer it is in the com-
plex structure of society! Religion, therefore, is not
merely within us, but is also among us・ Love of God
is not mere submission to the wi1l of the Adorable Htemal
One, nOr is it mere personal character. I七is social. The
priest and the Levite in the parable of the good Samari-
tan may have been as humbly missive to God as Karl
Barth himself; their personal characters may have been
impeccable. But Jesus asked pomtedly’存Which of
these three’’一Priest, Levite, Samaritan-“WaS neighbour
unto him that fell among thieves?’’ The answer is un-
escapable, in the religious sense, nO One is a neighbor
who does not go far beyond mere knowledge of social
dis七ress by fommg a Plan of action calcula七ed to relieve
thaもdistress.
For this reason, Christian love is to a large exten七an
ideal rather than a realized experience. We cannot truly
love unless we act to relieve society’s dis七ress; yet We
have only vague surmises about wha七oil and wine to
use, What inn to take our stricken socie七y to; and if we
have a guess that seems well-founded, We lack the power
七o carry it in七o execution. What can a few individuals
do to transform an entire disjointed world or heal a
sick one?
In the presence of the commission of Iove from the
hidden God, the one thing that a Chris七ian canno七do
is to glVe uP the task of love because it is an etemal
task. Faith in God halts all escape from the work of
God. In these days we have experienced those world-
shaking consequences of fai七h to which we referred at
the outset. The time when Adolf Hitler’s faith has ter-
rified the world is no time for Christians to Iose con一
五dence in the power of faith.
Faith in love is the essence of religion,-faith that
whatever God may hide from us, he is not hiding any
power or attribute which denies or cancels the power
o=ove as the grea七est thing in the world. In devo七ion to
love as a divine ideal, Christians have wrestled with
the problem of how to make this ideal control the
a餓壷s of society. Christians have differed and long will
di鱒er about the means; SO Iong as their differences are
in the spirit of co-OPerative brothe血ood and in loyalty
to it, they will not divide the body of Christ. In these
times, Christians need continually to be on guard against
the spirit of division’Which is the only real heresy・
Let us brie租y indicate the application of the social
Search for the will of the hidden God to two great
PrOblems of the present,-七he problem of a Christian
SOCiety and the problem of war.
First’What is a Christian society? I七would not su鯖ce
to say that it would be a society in which everyone was
a Christian; muCh less would it do to say that if a11
Were Christians’the organization of socie七y would make no
difference. Some socia重　orders might encourage and
Streng七hen Christian character; Others might tempt
Christians to evil and tend to undermine their religion・
Where we have had a re量igious society in the past under
the in且uence of the teachings of the Bible, We have often
had a theocracy in theory’eXPreSSed prac七ically either
by the rule of the priesthood or by a feudal monarchy
based on the divine right of kings. Yet the modem
developmen七of democracy has been related to Protestant
Christianity. One of the first democra七ic constitutions
WaS the Compact signed by our Pilgrim Fa七hers in
Province七own harbor in 1620. Out of the Pilgrim and
Puritan spiri七there grew a deeper loyalty to democ-
racy and a more thorough understanding of itr Today
We See democracy derided, and beset.
What then is a Christian society? Is it essentially
democratic or aristocratic? Is it ruled by the prmCiple
Of personlity喜the rights of man, Or by the pr重nCiple of
Value-the rights of God? Is democracy an appeal to
quantity, While aristocracy lS an aPPeal to quality? Will
a Christian society be so organized that every man may
have his say’Or Will it be so organized as to guarantee
the pexpetui七y of the control of that society by Chris-
tian men and Christian pr量nCiples? The relatively aristo-
Cratic organization of the Roman C各tholic Church has
great stability; and even the more democra七ic Protestant-
ism has produced few churches that are thoroughly demo-
Cratic in structure. Democracy is more risky, SIower,
more ine鯖cient than an aristocratic society; it canno七
move Iike lightning to war or to peace・ But a democracy
Which seeks to utilize the values of aristocracy lS Surely
more Christian than an aristocracy tha七overrides-the in-
dividual and thus defies the essential teachings of Jesus
abou七the value of persona賞ity・ Ye七the precise modifica置
tions of democracy which will make it more nearly Chris〇
七ian are not so self-eVident tha七Christians can afford t。
quarrel with each other over their social di鮮erences.
One point’however’Stands out vividly. For any be-
1iever in God, God is the cosmic aristocrat. He is the
SuPreme POWer. On him we all depend for our exisもence
and our we量fare. Bu七it does not therefore follow, aS
SOme have supposed’that aristocracy is the proper form
Of govemment for a theis=o accept・ There can be only
One God・ Men cannot assume divine prerogatives with-
Out ruin. Precisely because God is the only aristocrat,
all men under him are equal, and Quakers keep their
hats on in the presence of kings. Totalitarian aristo-
CratS make it their business to dispose of God if they
Can, Or if not, tO Subordinate or enslave him to them-
Selves・ They succeed sometimes in enslaving men; but
God they have never conquered and never can.
The second great problem we shall mention is the prob-
lem of war. Christians seeking to know God,s wi賞l about
War are indeed seeking for the hidden God. Some sin-
Cere Christians know with in七uitive certainty that it is
always righ=o support one,s country m any and every
War it may declare. Other Christians, equally sincere,
know with a like inもuitive certainty that no war for any
CauSe is ever right. The majority of thoughtful Chris-
tians, however, are SuSPICIOuS Of intuitive certainties and
believe that it is necessary to買test the spiri七s,, and to
COnSider the fruits of peace and war. In prmCiple, the
majority would reject both ex七remes-the proposition that
an wars are right and i七s con七rary, that no wars are
right. Mos七would hold, theoretically, that some wars
may be righ七and some wrong・ But the tragic fact is,
that, however sincerely this option may be granted in
theory, mOSt Christians in most countries at most stages
Of his七ory have he量d tha=he pγe8e庇War (whatever that
PreSent War may be) is a right war. So most of us
thought in 1917. But the fruits of that war were bitter.
The Associated and Allied Powers won the vic七ory against
Germany and militarism for democracy and the League
Of Nations, SO We thought. The war to end war and
make the world safe had been fough=o a glorious end.
And what were the real fruits of this victory? The un-
just Treaty of Versa皿es, the repudiation of the League
Of Nations by America, the greatest economic depression
in history’the Manchukuo incident’the seizure of large
PartS Of China by Japan’the capture of Ethiopia by
Italy’the fall of all the democracies of the European
mainland except Sweden and Switzerland, Which tremble
in the balance; m Short, a Violent world revolution which
threatens the very exis七ence of all democracy. He who
Can hope that the War of 1939’nOW COntinulng, Will
bear better fruit than did the War of 1914, eVen if democ-
racy wins’WOuld do well to review his history. Ye七i七
remains true that most Christians today have faith that
this time war will have better fruits-this time it is
right to support i七in prlnCiple. Those Christians who
Share that faith, and those who, Iike the writer, reject
it believe tha=he war will soIve no problems, Wi1l often
need to remind themselves in the commg mOnths and
years that Christians may di鮮er radically abou七the way
to apply the love of the hidden God, and ye七may think
and feel and act in love toward those from whom they
d輔er. Less than this Christian freedom wou重d mean
a moratorium for Christianity from which it would
emerge in a pitifully emaciated form. The chief enemies
Of Christiani七y are within, nOt Without. If Christians
Can be tolerant in the best sense of that none too ex-
PreSSive word, the spiri七of war will have been in part
COnquered.
Hiding God
We camot pursue further the problems sugges七ed by
the theme of God as one who hides himself, and who will
always remain partly concealed, Partly revealed, how一
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ever we search for him. In bringlng Our re凪ections to
a cIose, let us recur to a related theme, already hinted
at,一the theme.of a God hidden from man by the con-
duct of his followers. To be explicit,血is is the theme
Of the responsibility of the minister to his people, and
the responsibility of the theoIogical school to the uni-
Versity and to societyL⊥the responsibility of showing
God to man, nOt hiding him from them, the respon-
sibility of revealing, nOt COnCealing, the divine truth
and the divine life.
During the past summer I have been traveling at large
through the comec七ion, yet Without trammels. I have
lectured at numerous summer schooIs, North, South,
East, and West, loafing and invi七ing my soul by abstain-
1ng from all studies except the study of human nature
as it expresses itself in conversation-eSPeCially the
human nature of preachers, teaChers, and studen七s. One
COnClusion, grOSSly practical, has forced i七self on me as a
result of this experience. It is this. Where men have
hidden God from their people, it has more often been
due to some apparently trivial mat七er than to a defect
in training or in ability. I say apparently trivial, nOt
really trivial; for nothing that hides God from man is
really trivial. No training, nO theoIogical, Biblical,
PSyChoIogical, SOCioIogical, Or Philosophical lore, nO
eloquence and no personal charm will enable a man to
reveal God to the people if his attitudes and conduct
Show that God is not vita皿y real to him.
To be specific, let us consider three ways of hiding
God which commonly occur. The first has to do with
money, the second with one’s field of work, and the third
With personal comfort.
A man’s attitude toward money may deafen his hearers
to all that he says about God. If a man is se輪sh, Or
envious, Or SPeCulative, Or irresponsible, in his use of
money or his desire for it, Or his acceptance of gratui七ies
that smack of graft, Or in his payment of debts, he is
hiding God. If salary comes first in his ambitions (as
some think is true of many theoIogical students), then
God does not come first and the people know it. If the
vote in conferences is according to the salary rank of
each voter, then it is clear that economic determinism
is more powerful than spiritual detemination. If salaries
are fictitiously lowered, With compensating ``gif七s,, in
order to evade Wor萱d Service responsibiliもies, SuCh
chicanery speaks for itself. The most spiritual news I
heard this summer is of First Church in Schenectady,
New York, Where the budget is so planned that no af-
fairs of any kind are held in the church for which ad-
mission is charged. That church actually does not try
to serve God and Mammon! An unspiritual attitude
toward money hides God e蹄ectively and betrays our
Lord who wisely taught:質Make to yourselves friends of
the mammon of unrighteousness,’’not enemies to our-
selves and to God. The ministry still has much to leam
abou七revealing God through money.
A second way of hiding God is by our at七itude to
our丘eld of work. Where shall we be willing to labor?
The Christian answer is: Wherever there is a need that
we can help to meet・ Buもwhen the answer runs: Not by
any means in the rural church’What is the result? Such
an answer plainly contributes generously toward the hid-
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mg Of God from the rural church. Anyone who knows
the problem of rural America as a national problem’and
also knows the traglC Plight of the rura量church, muSt
be aware of the desperate need of men of light and lead-
1ng m rural churches・ There are some such men, Valiantly
interpreting God and finding extraordinary opportuni-
ties for spiritual growth and expression in言the country・
God will be much more visible in a theo10gical se血inary
that takes血e rural church seriously.
A third way of hiding God is by manifes七ing too great
concem for personal comfort. Physica=aziness, if not
due to disea,Se, lS a fruit of spiri七ual laziness and se輪sh-
ness. Many men lose actua11y their e鱈ectiveness and
arouse the jus七and unrelenting ire of their laboring
parishioners by spending half the momlng in bed. It
is true thatバa lit七le sleep, a little slumber’a lit七le folding
of the hands to sleep,, has no intrinsic bearlng On the
validity of logic or the truth of religion・ But such lazi-
ness has powerful bearlng On PerSOnal in凪uence. What
avails a great message if one,s life prevents others from
listening to it? The lame excuse’%I was doing nothing’,,
serves only to add to the success of the pleader in hiding
God from his parishioners.
It is not necessary to multiply further instances of
petty human behavior which ruins a man,s e鱈ectiven品s
as an interpreter of the etemal God. ``The things which
are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen
糾e etemal.,, True; but it is equally true that all we
ever see or shall see of the etemal values is revealed in
time. God is indeed a hidden God. To find him re-
qulreS a man,s whole mind, Whole hea富t and soul and
strength, Whole love. The minister of God is one con-
secrated to expIore the mysteries of the hidden God, and
to share with others his vision of that God. In these
days of real tragedy’We Can do without artificial and
needless tragedy. May all ministers of God stand be-
tween God and the people not as concealers of God’but
as his mediators and interpreters.
In a world blazing with war’it is more than ever the
duty of theological seminaries’their faculties’their stu-
dents, and their alumni, tO interpret the hidden God as
savior. Men are cry重ng: How can we continue to believe
in God with bombs crashing? Their cry reveals their
despalr, Perhaps the且abbiness of their spiritual tissue.
But it also reveals at least a鮎ckering faith that God
condemns war, and that he alone can save us from it.
Thus the great decision is forced upon our age. Fac-
mg a hidden God, are We gOlng tO COmmit ourselves
to the faith that brutality, destruction, and war are the
last word of life to man? Or shall we choose to be loyal
to the faith that the healing and purifying power of
God,s Iove will prevail after every outbreak of human
madness has done its worst? Doubters tell us that the
fai七h in God is fantasもic; but the faith in evil that is
paralyzing the modem world is wilder’mOre fanatical,
more unhistorical than the faith in good and in God.
After evil has done its utmost, men Of faith in good wiIl
labor to bind up humanity’s wounds. An ever-PreSen七
witness to the hidden God is man’s unconquerable desire
for something be七七er than anything he now has. In all
schooIs of the.prophets may this undying fire of the love
of God且ame high!
Miss Beatrice Woodman
Presiden七of the Co量lege Club of Boston
MARY H|NCKLEY DEAR|NG
Miss Beatrice Woodman honors Boston University and
its Alumni Association by her election to the presidency
Of the CoIIege Club of Boston which celebrates its Golden
Jubilee this year・ This o紐ce carries with it two years of
SuPreme e鱒ort along many lines: eXeCutive, financial,
educational, and sociaI. Miss Woodman, With her former
POSitions of responsibility in academic circles, is unusually
Well prepared for the presidency of one of Boston’s
choices七clubs.
The Co11ege Club of Boston, Which is attractively
housed at 40 Commonwealth Avenue, has about twelve
hundred members. It is a rendevous for women of posi-
tion and fame, for teachers and social workers, for artists,
authors’and visitors from abroad・ It fumishes pleasure,
res七　and intellectual recreation for its members.
Among the positions of responsibility which have been
held by Miss Woodman are the followlng:
President, Boston University Women Graduates’Club.
President, City Pan-Hellenic Board.
President’Boston Association of Kappa Kappa Gamma
and delegate to severaI of its national conventions.
President, Massachusetts State Division of the Ameri_
倣n Association of University Women.
Three times delegate to the Congress of the Inter-
national Federation of University Women: Geneva,
Edinburgh, and Krakow.
She has served as Secretary and Director of the Col-
lege Club.
One wonders if any other Boston University graduate
COu萱d asplre tO Such a list of important o鯖ces as Miss
Woodman. All honor to one who has so valiantly car-
ried the name of Boston University into so many meeト
mgS Of University women!
In connection with Miss Woodman’s election to the
PreSidency of the College CIub it is interesting to note
that Boston University women in the past have served as
o鯖cers of the Club. Mrs. Robert A. Ware was the first
Vice-PreSident of the Club, SerVmg from 1892 to 1895.
Miss Elizabeth M. Dame and Dr. Sarah S. Windsor have
SerVed as secretaries. Dr. Windsor also served as
treasurer. Mrs. Edward H. Atherton served as treasurer;
and the followlng Boston University women have served
as directors: Mrs. Edward H. Atherton, Miss Louise H.
Murdock, Mrs. Percy G. BoIster, Mrs. William L. Rutan,
Mrs・ Emest N. Bullock, Mrs. Robert L. O,Brien, Miss
Ruth L. S. Child, Mrs. Everett O. Fisk, Mrs. Lemuel H.
Murlin, Mrs. Myron H. C]ark, Mrs・ John L・ Dearlng,
Mrs. William Z. Ripley, and Miss Isabel Hallett.
The College Club last sprlng OPened a garden res-
taurant. Miss Woodman, College of Liberal Arts Class
Of 1918, is shown in the picture below a=he openlng tea.
On her right is Miss Ruth Quim, Co11ege of Liberal Arts
Class of 1920.
Feith _ Druim - in - Marsh範eld
“Lon・g鋤のdou)$ ne α拐御αγさ1んe sod’’
ON LEAVING OUR SUMMER HOME
DANIEL L. MARSH
“The melancholy daysl are COme, the saddest of the year,’’
For we must leave our summer home with autumn glories
near;
With bright, CrlSP air to toss and qua鮮, and whirling
birds to see,
And loved ones near whose lilting laugh makes life a
jubilee,
While floIWerS hold the hurrymg Sun, and trees rich har-
VeStS yield,
And Paradise seems well begun at “Feith-Druim-in置
Marshfield.,, #
The “melancholy’’is in us, and not in time of year:
We loathe to leave, With fret and fuss, this place we hold
so dea富
While beauty’s everywhere in reach: i七clings to every
Vlne;
I七nods in every birch and beech; i七whispers in the plne.
Long shadows lie athwart the sod, aS though the year had
kneeled,-
Had kneeled wi七h us in thanks to God for毎Feith-Druim-
in-Marshfield.,,
There are no “melancholy days’’: the poet errs, I ween,
To launch his melancholy lays on au七umn’s Iovely scene;
Nor melancholy in the heart, aS We gO back to town,
For memory has leamed the art of searlng nO七hing
b富own,-
And memory s a garden pIot where of七we see revealed,
Through winter months, each charmmg SPO七at “Feith-
Druim-in-Marshfield.’’
抑Ftith Druim’’ (pronounced Fay Druim) mean§　``Marsh’s
HⅢ,’, and is the name of the anlthor’s summer home.
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THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A PILGRIM TOWN
“MARSHFIELD, THE AuTOBIOGRAPHY OF A PILGRIM
TowN’’by Joseph C. Hagar, Published by the Marshfield
Tercentenary Committee, limited to 450 copleS, 334 pages,
p富ice $3.50.
Joseph C. Hagar who represented the Co11ege of Liberai
Arts, Class of 1886, aS Commencement speaker, WaS
bom in Marshfield and Marshfield has been his family
home during all the years.
Mr. Hagar has had a distinguished career in business
and in public service. He showed his wisdom at an
early date when he married Alexandrine Chisholm, his
Classmate in college. They have four children.
In connection with the Three Hundredth Amiversary
Of the founding of the town, the Marshfield folk per-
Suaded Mr. Hagar to write wha七he calls “The Auto-
biography of A Pilgrim Town’’.
It is clear that Marsh宜eld is fortunate in its historian.
One may look far and wide before宜nding a town autobio-
graphy prepared with such careful study, SuCh at七ention
to detail and yet constantly revealing m its pages the
atmosphere of admiration, and devotion. At the close of
the foreword he writes as follows:寝But Marshfield re-
mains to the native and to many discoverers from other
lands, a Place unequalled and unlque. The first comers
and last comers alike pronounce i七good.’’
President Daniel L. Marsh is among the last comers
at Marshfield where he has for his summer home The
Clif七House, built in 1705. 1The house is true coIonial,
large and rectangular. The central chimney has five fire
Places and a dutch oven. This is such a fine example of
the true colonial that a few years ago an archi七ect was
asslgned to work in it for several mon七hs copylng i七s
archi七ectural features in detail. These architectural plans
and specifications with photographs now reside in the
archives of the Congressional Library in Washington, D. C.
Mr. Hagar describes the chapter enti七led “The Farmer
of Marshfield,, as follows:負Wherein Daniel Webster from
time to time withdraws from public life for the joys of
farmmg, hunting, fishing-On and near a country est,ate
Of his own construction-how he talks neither politics
nor law,-but leaves nothing else untouched by his power-
ful personality ….’’
The collection of Webster s七ories is an interesting one
like the folowmg: “Webster did no七pay his meat bill so
his bu七cher sued him and after tha七gave up making calls
a七the Webster house. One day Webster me七the butcher
and asked him why he did no七stop. Said the butcher:
`I thought after sumg yOu, i七would be useless.’ `Oh,’
Said Webster’`we wan七mea七・ We expect you to stop-
and if you think I do no七pay quickly enough, Sue me
again’”.
Mr. Hagar well sta七es that毎Marshfield is one thing
that came over on the May且ower; there is no doubt abou七
tha七’’.
JosEPH C. HAGAR
In CabiII Of Cruiser at Marshfield Tercente11ary Regatta
Students interested in the Pilgrims and colonial history
Wi11 do well to read thisバAutobiography of A Pi量grim
Town’’.
Some years ago the Boston University Law SchooI As-
SOCiation erected a table七near the Webster fam reading
as fo量lows:
The Home of Daniel Webster from Apri1 23, 1832, until
his death October 24, 1852. Lawyer, Statesman, Orator. His
grave is‘ in the ancient cemetery at the northerly side of the
estate.
To commemorate the places and events this tablet is erected
by the Boston University Law SchooI Association. June 20,
1914.
Alumni who have not visi七ed Marshfield will be in〇
七erested in the epi七aph on Webster’s tomb stone in the
WinsIow cemetery.
Daniel Webster
Bom Jan. 18, 1782
Died Oct. 20, 185e




that drawn from the vastness of
The Universe, in comparison wi七h the
apparent inslgnificance of the globe has some-
七ime shaken my reasQn for the fai七h which is in me;
bu七my heart has always assured and reassured me that the
Gospel of JesusしChris七must be a Divine Reality. The
Sermon on the Mount cannot be a mere human
PI.Oduc七ion. This belief enters in七o the
Very dep七h of my conscience.
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Publick Occurrences Both Forrelgn and Domestick*
MAX G最OSSMAN
Two important events in the history of our na七ion
Will be commemorated by Boston University on Founders,
Day (March le-13, 1941), When the 250th anniversary
Of the publication of the coIony,s firs七newspaper,バPub-
Iick Occurrences,,, and the eOO七h amiversary of the
death of Andrew Hamilもon’Who won for the English
SPeaking world i七s free press’WiIl be marked by notables
in the reaIm of education and communications.
With the coopera七ion of its Professional Council for
Educa七ion in Joumalism, COmPOSed of the ediもors and
PubIishers of Boston,s newspapers鵜a grOuP Which will
eventually inc賞ude New England,s twenty-five leading
newspaper executives-the University will pay tribu七e
to Benjamin Harris, the edi七or who, g50 years ago (Sept.
努5, 1690) , Published “Publick Occurrences Bo七h Forreign
and Domestick�’Which Govemor Simon Brads七reet sup-
PreSSed after one issue.
Andrew Hamil七on was the New York attomey whose
magnificent defence of Peter Zenger, in a trial famous
in the amuals of joumalism and of law, reSulted in the
establishment of prmCiples of freedom of the press which
gave democracy its greates七impetus since the Magna
Charta. Hamilton died August 4, 174l. The Boston
University celebration comes midway between these two
important dates.
President Daniel L. Marsh is arranglng for the festivi〇
七ies, aided by a committee of faculty members and
trusもees. An informal program on the exacもanniversary
date of the appearance of αPublick Occurrences,, was
held under the auspICeS Of the University,s Department
Of Joumalism, Wednesday, Sepもember e5, 1940.
Boston University holds, for i七s Department of Jouma重-
ism, New England,s only membership in the American
Association of SchooIs and Departments of JoumaIism,
a nat,ional accredi七ing society which (like the American
Medical Associa七ion) , identifies the institutions which are
doing Grade A work. Only 32 American co11eges and
universities-Of more than four hundred which o鰐er
WOrk in JOuma量ism-have this distinction.
In its celebration’the University plans to honor the
achievements of the nation,s ou七standing editorial workers
in the followlng fields of communication: Metropolitan
daiIy, Sub-metrOPOli七an daily, COuntry Weekly, m鵠aZines,
newsree量s, radio, rePOrtOrial superiority, eXeCutive direction
and professional educational for JOumalism. Details of
the celebration will be announced in future issues of
Bo$われわas plans are completed.
The Boston University committee includes President
Daniel L. Marsh, Professor Max R. Grossman, head of
the Pepartment of Joumalism, Chairman; Miss E量eanor
R. Mosely’direc七or of the Bureau of Publicity; Dr. Lewis
O. Hartman’truStee; Professor Gaspar G・ Bacon, College
Of Liberal Arts; Professor Robert E. Moody, College of
Liberal Arts; Professor Arthur L・ Brown, School of Law;
Professor John S. Perkins, aSSis七ant to the President.
町he spelling, Obviously, is that of Mr. Harris who, if nothing else
was versatile in such ma耽ers.
ABOUT BENJAM|N HARR|S
Benjamin Harris, Who pub量ished America,s first news-
PaPer in Boston e50 years ago (September, 25, 1690),、
WaS a Valiant newspaper man even when judged by modem
Standards. His l newspaper雄Publick Occurrences Both,
Forrelgn and Domestick,, was a two虻sted, tWO COlumn,.
threeニPage PamPhIet (6 x lO%) which presented the news
in spICy, COndensed, editorialized fashion.
For his day and era’Mr. Harris may have been overIy
bold. An examination of the text of that first number
glVeS CueS tO the offences which may have upset HisI
ExcelIency・ One s七atement’af七er refemng tO General
Winもhrop,s inactivity in the conduct of the French and
Indian Wars, SayS, that pr重SOnerS Were.`used in a manner
too barbarous for any English to approve,,. Another′
COmment SayS that Capt. Mason at Port Real存cu七the
faces and rip七the bellies of two Indians and threw a
third overboard in sight of the French, Who informmg、
the other Indians of it, they have barbarously Bu七cher’d
forty Captives of ours tha七were in their hands.,,
Benjamin Harris was able to eat, after becomlng
America’s first unemployed newspaper man, because he
OWned Bos七on’s London Coffee House which probably
WaS his main source of revenue anyhow. But Harris
may not have been very far ahead of his readers because,_
a year previousIy’When King James II且ed from England,
the townspeople of Boston revolted, imprlSOned Govemor.
Edmund Andros and brought about the restora七ion of
Charter govemment. It is a little too bad that Harris
didn’t have another crack at American JOumalism two
years Ia七er, in 169e, When the Salem witchcraf七trials were-
in full swlng・ That would have been a story! By that
time’Harris had been forglVen and had it slightly “cushy,,・
as Printer to His Excellency the Govemor and Council.
“Pub重ick Occurrences�reads well after 250 years. It
COn七ained a story of the first Thanksgiving by Christian-
ized Indians; an aCCOunt Of the kidnappmg by Indians of
t・ⅥγO Chelmsford boys-aged ll and 9, bu七not otherwise・
iden捕ed. Editor Harris tones down the CoIony’s first
newspaper recorded case of suicide by calling it a買tragicaし
accident’’. The victim is not named bu七is called碕silent
and morose ‥ ・ bu七sober and pious.,, The Devil, Mr.-
Harris reports, tOOk advantage of his melancholy so the
POOr Watertown man hanged himself in the cow-house._
Mr. Harris makes it clear tha七the poor fellow was heart-
Sick a=he dea七h of his wife and so’af七er brooding, he
did i七for a slngle paragraph and posterity.
The first medical story in American JOumalism appearsv
in “Public Occurrences.,, Harris comments first on the_
PreValence of fevers and agues and毎malignant fevers.,,
Then, almost in an o鱒-hand fashion, he states that a/
Small pox epidemic is rag重ng in BOStOn mOre SeVere than
that of a dozen years ago but no七nearly so fatal. Mor-
taIiもy for the current epidemic in town: 3QO persons, mOSt
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A fire in Boston which destroyed 20 houses and a more
recent blaze which gu七ted six houses and cos=he life of
One inha,bitant is told in a brief paragraph.
Benjamin Harris was an asser七ive Whig ]Oumalis七in
London where he published a newspaper called “Domestic
Intelligence’’in 1769. Chief Justice Scroggs found him
guilty of criticizing the king, Ordered him to stand in
Pillory for an hour, Sent him to prlSOn because he couId
not pay the fine of 500 pounds. Justice Scroggs was
Iater impeached and Harris went back to joumalism and
(in 1682) to prison.
He came to Boston in 1686, OPened his co鮮ee house.
He se七up a printing o鯖ce in 1687, Published the first
edition of the New England Primer. His newspaper was
Printed bv Richard Pierce. After “Publick Occurrences’’
WaS SuPPreSSed, he formed a prin七ing partnership with
John Allen and became o鯖cial printer for the colony m
169Q・ When the English censorship law expired in 1695,
Harris retumed to England and resumed publica七ion of
his paper there. He was a London printer and bookseller
as late as 1705 and also publisher of the Post. After that
date, Harris’ac七ivities are unrecorded.
OuR FIRS冒NEWSPAPER
Here is the prospectus for “Publick Occurrences’, as
Published on the first page of the country’s firsもnews-
PaPeI., issued at Bos七on, September 25, 1690-and im-
media七ely suppressed by Govemor Bradstreet:
It is designed tha七the Counもrey shall be fumished once
a month (or if any Glut of Occurrences happen oftener)
With an Accoun七of such considerable things as have ar-
rived un七o our Notice.
In order here unto, the Publisher will take what pamS
he can to obtain a Faithful Relation of a11 such things;
and will particularly make himself beholden to such Per-
SOnS in Boston whom he knows have been for their own
use the diligent Observers of such matters.
That which is herein proposed, is First, That Memorable
Occurrents of Divine Providence may not be neglected
Or forgotten, aS they too often are. Secondly, That
PeOPle everywhere may better unders七and the Circum-
StanCeS Of Publique A錆airs, both abroad and at home;
Which may no七only direc=heir Thoughts at all times,
bu七　at some times also to assis七　their Business and
Negotia七ions.
Thirdly, Tha七some thing may be done towards the
Curing’Or at leas=he Charmmg Of tha七Spirit of Lying,
Ⅵγhich prevails among us, Wherefore nothing shall be en-
tered, bu七wha七we have reason to believe is true, re-
Pa重rmg tO the best foun七ains for our Informa七ion. And
When there appears any ma七erial mis七ake in any thing tha七
is co11ected; it shall be corrected in the next.
Moreover’the Publisher of these Occurrences is w皿ng
七o engage’that, Whereas’there are many False Reports,
maliciously made’and spread among us, if any we11 minded
PerSOn Wi量l be a七the palnS tO traCe any SuCh false Report,
SO far as to find out and convic七the Firs七Raiser of it,
he will in this Paper (unless just Advice be given to the
C9ntrary) expose the Name of such person, aS A mali-
C10uS Raiser of a Fa量se Repor七・ I七is supposed that none
Will dislike this Proposal’but such as intend to be guilt]γ
of so vi11ainous a Crime.
Mαヅ秒e Jugge∫l ha; γOuタαironize ouγ∴adtJer鉢ers
Phoiogγα夕hed By R. F. Wαγγelタ
Dean Warren’s present Avocation
Dean Emeritus William Marshall Warren has always
emphasized the amenities which soften the asperi七ies of
life and has in this way endeared himself to students
and friends. During years of teaching Dean Warren
developed one hobby after another gammg Wide ex-
Perience in many fields and developing many s七ories of
trial and experience.
At one time there was a co11ection of old razors in the
days when he travelled the sandy roads of Cape Cod on
a bicycle. In the trave量s of those days he developed such
a deep friendship with an old sea captain tha=he captain
and his wife kept a room always ready and prepared for
his commg.
For a period he wrote editorials and shorts for one of
the leading Boston papers. During those days he became
much in七erested in fire fighting and was promptly and
O龍cially notified of every fire of interest.
During his days of wood carvmg it is recalled that one
friend was fortunate enough to be building his home and
Dean Warrep carved the motto for his fireplace. The
mot七o was m German DIE LIEBE MACHT DAS
LEBEN LEICHT. During the first World War this
German motto caused troubIe in the home, the children
demanding that it should be covered by an American
flag・ Its free translation短Love makes life easy,, wou重d
not be a bad mo七to for Germany today.
His years as a farmer were successful and his experience
in ralSmg bees brought some sadness, SOme SuCCeSS.
It will be of interes=o the Alumni and Dean Warren,s
friends to note that since his retiremen七as Dean he has
glVen mOre time than was possible in earlier days to
Sketching・ He and Mrs. Warren have for some years had
七heir summer home in Rockport where he has become
Well known in the artists’coIony and has worked with
]Oy and apparently with good results. At the recent
meeting of the Rockport Art Association in connection
With Rockport Centennial Week, Dean Warren was one
Of the speakers. A Bos七on paper in its artic寒e on the
mid-Summer dispIay of the Rockport artists contains the
fo量low工ng :
“ `FIo「ats’’by William M. Warren, mOdestly tucked
away ln One COmer, is one of the gems of the exhibition.
Original and most fitting as to subject matter, this littIe
Pile of coIorful g賞ass ba11s’rOPe, netS’and other fishing
accessories’is woven in七o a truly beautiful design and
Painted in lovely hues with ski量l and deep appreciation.”
George S. Imis - Class of ’76
Honored
Reverend Dr. George S. Innis, SchooI of TheoIogy,
Class o.f 1876’WaS glVen a birthday reception at his
home’g915 North 27th Street’Tacoma少Washington,
Augus七9’1940, On the occasion of his 90th birthday.
The reception was in charge of his sister, Mrs. Charles
D・ Bohannan’and his daugh七er, Mrs. Edward Rich.
From 1881 to 19QI Dr. Innis was Dean of Hamline
University, St・ Paul’Minnesota. He retired in 19念1,
but is still a member of the Northem Minnesota Con_
ference of the Methodist Church.
P叩e T妨切-Se亀,el‡
Senior Class Enrolユments
In 1934 under the leadership of Presiden七Marsh there
WaS inaugurated a plan to enroll each year members of
the senior class as members of the Alumni Association
PreVious to their graduation and to elect each year Per-
manent O塙cers for the entire class and Permanent O鯖cers
for the class from each department.
The results of this plan have been interesting, and the
accompany量ng Pic七ure of the plaque which hangs in the
Alumni o鯖ce shows the success of this plan.
Starting with the class of 1934, the enrollment was 27%
While the class of 1940 makes the best record up to this
time, 91% of the members of the class being enrolled
as members of the Alumni Association.
The secunng Of enrollments each year has depended
largely upon the Permanent Class O臆cers. The Class
Of 1940 having established such a high s七andard, it is a
P賞easure to print again the lis七Of its Permanen七O鯖cers.
CoLLEGE OF L皿ERAL AR冒S
Pγe$ide7頼　Lowe11 V. Kingsley
Seo7.eかげぴVeronica M. Lucey
Cloo$ Age庇　George P. Winston
CoLLEGE OF BusINESS ADMINIS冒RATION
P7.e8idel拐: John W. O,Neill
Secγe地γぴ　Philip Robinson
Clα88 Agel比Harry H. Feinman
EvENING CoLLEGE OF CoMMERCE
P7.e$ide鵬: James T. Palladino
Secγeねγぴ　Helen M. T. Kelly
O 。8$ Agel頼Redmond J. A11man
CoL|,EGE OF PRAC冒ICAL ARTS AND LE叩ERS
Pγe$ide庇: Janet A. Bomho飢
Secγeめrぴ　Doris P. Bean
Clα$8 4ge?紘Adele J. Jozefowski
CoLLEGE OF MusIC
Pγe8ide硯: Minnie M. Calderara
Secγe寂7.ぴ　Virginia Stanislaus
C a$$ AgelめNorma L. Caswell
SARGEN冒CoLLEGE OF PHYSICAL EDUCA冒ION
Pγe読del拐: Eleanor Ackerman
Secγe加げぴMarjorie Heck
O aJふ$ 4ge庇: Mary Mathes
ScH○○L OF　冒HEOLOGT
Pγe$idel諸: Daniel D. Walker
Secγetwぴ　Frank Cunningham
Cloo$ 4ge庇: Carl L. Stocking
ScHOOI. OF LAW
Pγe$ide庇: Joseph F. McEvoy, Jr.
Sec7.e施γgr M. Frances Goggm
Cla$8 4gel頼Frederick J. Carr, Jr.
ScHOOL OF MEDICINE
Pγe$ide?拐: William H. Horton
SecγetαγぴIsabel S. Money
Clα8$ Age庇: Iver S. Ravin
ScHOOI, OF EDUCATION
Pγe8ide庇: Emest W. OIson
SecγeよαγぴAnn Newdick
Clα$$ Agel癌Lawrence P. Dargie
ScHOOL OF RELIGIOUS AND SocIAL WoRK
Pγe$ide?紘Robert L. Young
Seoγeめγぴ　Priscilla Tufts
Clus8 Age腸Ruthe P. Wri如t
GRADUA富E ScHOOI,
Pγe8idel汚: Mack B. Stokes
Secγe青αγぴMa重y L. 0’冒○○le
Cla8$ Agen宏Jean B. Pittman
Pαg8 T妨切-Eめ加 Maγくりe SαggeS‡雄αi γ0αクα〃0持あe oαγ αdりe′琉e雛
A Message from the Boston Universlty
Women’s Council
Under the able administration of Mrs・ Everett O. Fisk,
Founder and President, the Boston University Women’s
Council is entering with enthusias・m uPOn its new year」
the sixteenth in its Iabors for the women students of the
University.
A backward gIance reveals one of its great achieve-
ments in the purchase, in December, 1933, Of the Coun-
Cil House at 146 Commonwealth Avenue and the presenta-
tion of that building to the University, all expenses for
the upkeep and equIPment Of the House’rema重nlng m
the hands of the Co甲cil. Another accomplishment was
the establishment of the Boston University Woman・s
BuiIding Fund. That Fund was reported on January
26’1940’tO have grown to $47’575・65. Varied and many
have been the money-making activities during the紺
teen years pas七葛lectures’Children’s plays’bridge parties,
Book-Review talks’and many others.
No=he least of its achievements was the presenta-
tion to the Trustees of the University, in September,
1939, Of the gift of $10’000.00 in securities and cash, tO
be set up as a separate fund and known as the Harriet
Truxe量l Marsh Memorial Scholarship Fund. And last
year there were four studen七s holding Council scholar-
Ships from this Fund.
Last year’tOO’through Book Review talks by Mrs.
ALice Dixon Bond・ a Fashion Show a七Ray Samoff’s
Salon’and proceeds from the first-nigh七perfomance of
阜ucy Stone,, a=he Copley Theatre, SPeCial resident
SCho量arships were provided for two young chinese women
Studying a七the University・ One of these young women
Will be a resident a=he Women・s House agaln through
the first semester of the current academic year; and the
Other for the whole academic year.
There are also eight other students of the Graduate
SchooI who are resident students; and during the Summer
Session of the University thirteen women students en_
附yed our lovely Women’s House. Al=ncome raised
through room-rent is applied to the upkeep of the House.
The Council is Iooking forward to a year of activity and
accompIishment・ The Directors will meet on the second
Monday of every month; the social meeもings will be held
as usual on the fourth Monday. The first one was held
On the 23rd of September at which Mrs. F龍k was wel-
COmed home after her almost year|ong absence in
Califomia・ She gave a most interesting account of her
experiences there・ A GentIemen’s Night is planned for
October e8’at Which Mr・ Henry I. Harriman wi11 speak
OnバA Business Man Looks at Education・,. A festival
†霊器豊窯霊謹話蒜請書豊詩誌
Hayden MemoriaI’-the new College of Business Ad-
†詩誌,霊1藍嵩読諾悪霊豊‡
the young women of that CoIIege. The Book Review
Series by Mrs. Alice Dixon Bond will again be glVen On
七he foIIow工ng dates-November 4’December 30, March
lO’March e4’Apri1 14, and Apri1 28.
So the Boston University Women,s counci萱, With a
Widely diversified membership’is united in the single
dominating purpose of serv重ng the University.
-RuTH L. S. CHILD
GILMOUR, RoTHERY & Co.
血sα γαnCe
Forty Broad Street, Boston
The application of systematlC,
SCientific analysIS tO the problems
Of insurance is the surest way of se-
Curing both adequate protection and
lowest cost. Our o航ce is equlPPed
to fumish this important service.
曲調sy Me皿
Appreciate the relief a鱈orded by making use
Of the Agency Service of our Trust Depart-
ment, thereby freeing themselves from the
tedious details of cutting coupons’COllecting
Other income, making up lnCOme taX returnS,
etc., at the same time retaining complete
PerSOnal controI over the large problems of
investment. This plan enables the business
man to direct his faculties entirely to the de-
Velopment of his own enterprlSeS.
0妨boo親e仁`AgencひSe毒oe,, $e初Oわγeqαe$ま・
State Street Trust Company
BOSTONl ,MASSACHUSETTS
Mαin Q節ce: Comer STA富E α融CoNGRESS S調EETS
Uタめれ朴的t Q鍾e: 24 FEDER▲I, S職EET
Oo書)l紗Sqααγe悌ce: 58宣Ron帥0Ⅳ S調EE冒
Ma購のみα櫛e的Aひe働e駒:
0oγ"竹MA関ACHUSETTS AvENUE α?'d BoY鴫TON STREET
Member Federal Reser▼e System
Membe重Federal Deposlt In8uranCe Corpomt10n
Pαge賞あわ切-N就職
The Bacon Prize Essay Contest
Two prlZeS are aWarded each year for the best essays
on some par七or aspect of the fo11owmg Subject: “The
Oo郷拐u寂m o吊んe脇・わed S地±e$, its Antecedents, His-
tory and Doctrines, tOgether wi七h the Results and Im-
plications Thereof.’’ The First Prize is $50; the Second
Prize,釣5. These prizes will be awarded a七the Assembly
at which the first annual BαCO13, Lec士初γe is delivered. The
contesもis open to all regularly enrolled s七udents of the
University. The preparation of this essay may, With the
consent of the ins七ructor, be counted as part of the work
of an appropriate course.
Essays must be delivered at Room 515’688 Boyls七on
Street, On Or before February 15, 194l. Each essay must
be: (1)一between 4;000 and 6,000 words in length; (e)
typewritten; (3) signed with a fictitious name; and (4)
accompanied by a sealed envelope containing the writer,s
true name, address, University depar七ment and class.
The Committee will appoint a board of judges to read
the essays and nominate the prlZe Wimers. The righ=o
withhold the pr量ZeS, Should no entry be deemed of suf-
ficient merit, is reserved. The Committee is ready at al]
times to consult with students in regard to essays.
The BαCOn・ Lectoγe8 Will be glVen this year by Professor
A視肋Net)in$ Of Columbia University.
THE CoMMITTEE OF THE BACON LECTURESHIP
Gaspar G. Bacon, Chαわm鋤
Warren O. Ault
Robert E. Moody
The Boston Universlty Women Graduates’
Club Welcomes Recent Graduates
The Boston University Women Graduates, Club ex-
tends a cordial greeting to the recent women graduates
of Boston University and cordially invites them to attend
the annual opemng tea tO be held on Saturday, Oc七ober
盆6 from three-thirty to five-thirty o’clock at the Boston
University Woman,s Building, 146　Commonwealth
Avenue.
This year it is hoped there wi11 be a substantial
increase in membership.
The presen七roster contains the names of graduates
of every department and year’and we meet on the com-
mon ground of loyalty to Boston University.
-MARIE L. REYNOLDS, P7.e8ide庇
In Memoriam
J. Otis Wardwell
J. Otis Wardwe宣l, Bosもon University SchooI of Law,
Class of 1879, died in Haverhill, September 10, 1940, at
the( age of 83・ For more than 50 years Mr. Wardwell’
a member of the “Old Guard’’, WaS a We11 known and
influential leader of the Republican Party in Massa-
Pαge Foγ切
chusetts. At one time he was Republican FIoor Leader
in the State Legislature and for many years was a mem-
ber of the Republican S七ate Committee・
As a lawyer he represented many lmPOrtant grOuPS,
the Be11 Telephone Company’Boston Eleva七ed Railway,
New York Cen七ral and General Electric Company in
Lynn.
Mr. Wardwe11 was bom in Lowell and attended the
George七own High School’New London Academy・ New
London, New Hampshire, PreVious to his entering the
Boston Universi七y SchooI of Law. He was a leading
member of the firm of Burdett, Wardwell & Ranney, 84
State S七reet, Boston. He leaves a son, Sheldon E.
Wardwe量l of Boston.
Christian F. Reisner言96
Christian F. Reisner, S.T.B., PaStOr Of Broadway Tem-
ple, New York City, died July 17. For thirty years he
had labored in New York City, first at Grace Chu富Ch,
where he served from 1910 to 1919, and then at Chelsea
Church, from which developed the Broadway Temple.
Dr. Reisner was known throughout the United States as
one of the most enterprlSmg Clergymen. He believed in
advertising religion and used many new and original
methods to bring religion to the attention of the com-
muni七y. He held honorary degrees from Baker Univer-
sity, Kansas City Wesleyan University’and Midland Col-
lege. Among his published works were =Workable Plans
for Wide-Awake Churches,’’ “Prayers for the Day’s
Work,,, and ``God,s Power for Me.,, On Apri1 30’1903’
Dr. Reisner married Charity Bell Ensworth of Emporia,
Kansas, Who survives together with their son Hnsworth
T., S.T.B. ’36 and a grandd…gh七er.
Major William Gilbert Pond
Major Wi11iam G. Pond of Worcester died August 20.
Major Pond graduated with distinction from the
Boston University SchooI of Law with the Class of 1899
and was admitted to the bar in September of that year.
He served for seventeen years as Assistant Superior
Court Clerk. He at七ended the Milford public schooIs
and to pay his. way in the study of law worked fivc years
as Post O鯖ce clerk and newspaper reporter.
Major Pond served in the United Sta七es army from the
open工ng Of the first World War until May 27, 1919. He
was insurance o鯖cer at Camp Greene where he wrote
$344,000,000. worth of war risk insurance, the second
highest amount written by any amy o鯖cer. He was ill
France with various units of the 83rd, 86th, and 28th
Divisions and re七umed from the war a ma]Or in the l19th
Field Artillery.
During the years s'ince his graduation from the Boston
University SchooI of Law, Major Pond has maintained
his interes七in Boston University. He was present a七alI
meetings of the Boston University Club of Worcester and





William Mark Noble, LJ..B・, a Boston lawyer, died
July 30 at the age of seventy-丘ve. He量eaves his widow,
two som and a daughter.
MÅRY MOSSMÅN, ’93
Mary Mossman. Libeγαl Aris, aCtive in civic a鱈airs
in Dorchester and Milton' died sudden-y AugllSt 14.
Miss Mossman attended the College of Liberal Arts
f富om 1889 to 1891.
MARION H. LEWIS. ’95
Marion Hall Lewis・ M・D・・ for twent.y-One ye町S
industria] phyもician at the Plant Shoe Company ln
Jamaica Plain, died August l.
WILLIAM B. POOR, ’00
Wi!liam B. Poor’A.B・, J.B∴08, an aSSeSSOr in Tops-
field for more than twenty-five years, died there Ju!y l.
Following graduation from tho SchooI of Law in 1903,
藍薄ま請謁藍謹g謀轟悪霊豊。霊
business in Topsfield. Mr亀・ Poor and two daughters
THOMÅS O. McENANEY’2nd, 102
Thomas O. McEnaney’2nd,LL・B・, died July l at his
home in Winthrop foHowing a brief illness. Mr. Mc_
Enaney was a director and vice-PreSident of the Colum_
bia Trust Company in East Boston.
CYPRIÅN J. BELÅNGER, ’05
Cyprian J. Belanger, LaαI, aSSistant United States
district attorney for New Hampshire and prominent in
Public affairs for maI]y yearS, died at his home in
Manchester August　27. He is∴SurVived by Mrs.
Belanger and a son, Paul, a Pianist.
EDWARD W. HOLMES, ’06
Edward WinsIow Holmes, J.B., Of Rochester, New
York, died in August. For sixteen years Mr. Holmes
had been on the editorial board of the Lawyers Co-
9Perative Publishing Company of Rochester. Surviv-
1ng are Mrs. Ho量mes, the former G]adys Smith of New
Bedford, and two soI]S.
ANDREW H. MORRISON. ’10
Andrew H. Morrison,Lalr, died at his home in Brain_
tree September 4. While a resident of FaII River. he
WaS elected to the 】egislature, after which he wa8 eIected
a state senator and served for two years. Surviving are
Mrs. Morrison, a SOn, a daughter, and four grand-
children.
WALTER A. HAM量LTON, ’22
Walter Alexander HamiltoI], Libfral Aγ応, died sud_
denly at his home in AthoI September 4. At the out_
break of the World War, Mr. Hami]ton enlisted in the
Student Army Training Corps, Boston University. He
WaS emPIoyed as∴a Sa]esman for the Garbarino Com_
Pany. Beらides Mrs. Hamilton, he 】eaves his mother
and a brother.
ALFRED L. LAWRENCE, '23
Alfred Lewis Lawrence, B.B.A., for fifteen years
faoulty manager of the New Bedford High SchooI
Athletic Association and commercial department in-
StruCtOr at the High School, died July lO fo]lowing an
appendectomy. Mr. Lawrence was bom in Salem
thirty-eight years ago, the c!On Of Frederick L. and Sarah
(Beckford) Lawrence. He ranked as a major in the
Finance Department of the United States Army Re-
SerV9・ In 1924 he married Lura Durgir` Of Salem, Who
SurVIVeS tOgether with two daughters.
ELVIRA B. SMITH, ’27
EIvira Bush Smith, B.S. ;n Ed., retired head of the
history department at the Brighton High School, died
August 24.
ROBIN R. ADÅIR, ’28
Robin Ross Adair, B.R.E., A.M. ’99, died in New
York City August lO. A native of New Zealand, Mr.
Adair returned there as director of Young People,s
work in the Presbyterian Church for all New Zealand.
Later he settled in the pastorate at Southbridge, New
Zealand. However, Mr. Adair always wanted to come
back to the United States to live and work. Shortly
after his return to this country in 1939, he was strioken
With a fatal il!ness. Mrs. Adair has one son, Linco]n,
and two daughters.
LUCRET重A W. FLINT, ’33
Lucretia W. Flint, B.S. n Fd., a teaCher in the
Milton sohooIs, died August　20.　Miss Flint was
registered in the Graduate School for the A.M. degree.
WILLIAM S. IDE, JR., ’38
William S. Ide, Jr.. B.B.A., Of Boston, WaS∴aCci_
denta11y drowned August 29 at Lake Winnipesaukee,
New Hampshire. Mr. Ide was bom in Detroit, August
20’1912. Since graduation from the Evening College
Of Commerce he had been engaged in the insurance
business.
ANGELO CALAGIONE, ,40
Angelo Calagione’ Who attended the College of
Business Administration from 1936　to 1938, died
Engagements
HELEN MAY FARWELLI A.B・ ’I6, Secretary tO
the Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, tO MERVYN
JOY BÅILEY, A.B・ ,16, A.M・ ,17', PrOfessor of German
and Fine Arts at the Coilege of Liberal Arts.
WALTER B. MORRISON, B.B・A. ,25, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur C. Morrison of Winthrop, tO EIeanor
Adams Hldridge・ daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Percy A.
Eldridge, Of South Weymouth.
ELEANOR J. 0’BRIEN, 4.B. ,29, teaCher and
librarian at the Newburyport High Schoo吊o nDWÅRD
D. MAY, JR., Ed.M. ’33, a teaCher at the Waltham
High School.
ALBERT JAMESON BROOKSI B.S・∴のEd. '30,
M・Ed∴31, SOn Of Mr. Wil】iam C. Brooks of West
Newton, tO Jane Leona Hayden, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Thomas Hayden of West Newton.
FREDERICK BARTON DAVIS' B・S.寂Ed∴3f, Of
Avo調, Connecticut, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. F.
Davis of Boston’tO Charlotte W. Croon, daughter of
Mrs. Axel Croon of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
VICTOR ROBERT MITCHELL, A.B. ’3j, SOn Of
Mrs. James J. Mitchell of Westminster, tO Marjorie
Helen Canders, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert V.
Canders of GreenvilIe Junction, Maine. Mr. Mitchell
is associated with the Emp]oyers Liability Assurance
Corporation in Portland, Maine.
CURTIS S. MILLER,LL.B. ’32, SOn Of Mr. Fred S.
Miller of Foxboro' tO Loraine A. Cobb, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Cobb of Gray, Maine.
DANIEL SANTRY, LL.B. ’33, SOn Of Mrs. James
Santry of SwampsぐOtt・ tO Mary Marshall McAnaul,
daughter of Mrs. George McAnaul of Marblehead.
CLIFTON M. WATTS● B.S・ ;nB.A. ,33, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. G. CIifton Watts of West Roxbury, tO Hen-
rietta Schneider, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gattlieb
Schneider of Bethlehem, Pemsylvania.
WALTER D. FINCH, B.書S.わG B.A. ,35, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Ira W. Finch of Canaan, New York, and
Muriel J. Wilson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace J.
Wilson of Schenectady・ New York, Were married Aug-
ust 24. Mr. Finch is associated with the Albright
Agency of the Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company in
Albany, New York.
RUTH ELIZABETH FLYNN, B.S・寂S.S・ ’36,
daughter of Mr・ and Mrs・ Thomas F. Flynn of Bridge-
port, Connecticut, tO Philip Michael Murphy, SOn Of
Mr. John F. Murphy of Fairfield, Connecticut.
MARJOR量E HIRST, PγaChcal Aγis鋤d Leiiers ,36,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George M. Hirst of Baltimore,
to Dr. Ralph Zupanec, SOn Of Mrs. Mathias Konda of
Dodge City, Kansas.
VICTORIA STEARNS, PγaCきicαl Aγis and L弱eγS
’36, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond H. Stearns of
Arlington' tO Henry LIoyd, SOn Of Mrs. Henry LIoyd of
Lexington, Kentucky.
HELENA M. CONNORS, Ed.M. ’37, daughter of
Mr. J. Frank Connors of Lowelll tO Thomas J. Brodley,
SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. James J. Brod]ey, also of Lowell.
AUGUSTA M. GIARLA. PγαC!icoI Aγis 。nd Le/ieγS
’37’daughter of Mr. Gabrie] GiarIa of Winthrop, tO
Aldo J. Callarino of East Boston.
ELLEN ELIZABETH HARNEY●　Ed・M・ ’37,
daughter of Mrs, John M. Harney of Lynn, tO Thomas
Augustine O’Keefe, Jr., SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A.
O’Keefe of Peabody. Miss Harney is a granddaughteI.
Of the late Judge JAMES H. SISK, LL.B. '79.
ANNE MARY KINNIERY, B.S.寂Ed. ’37, daughter
Of Mrs. Herbert J. Kinniery of Worcester, tO John J.
Kavanaugh, also of Worcester・ Miss Kinniery ib a
teacher in the Oxford public schooIs. Mr. Kavanaugh
is associated with the Aetna Life A臆Iiated Companies
in Worcester.
FRANK J. McGUIRE, M.D・ ’37, Of Guilford, Con-
necticut, SOn Of Mrs・ Frank J. McGuire of New Haven,
to Norma Jean Redner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Redner of Binghamton, New York. Miss
Redner is fIoor supervisor at Mt. Sinai Hospital in New
Yo丁k City.
CHARLOTTB M. PEARSON● B.S. ;n Ed・ ,37,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert L. Pearson of Somer_
Ville, tO Edmund W. Hadley, SOn Of MI.. and Mrs.
Norris E. Hadley, also of Somervil]e.
FRED COLAG喜OVANN量, LL.B. ’38, SOn Of Mrs.
Marco CoIagiovanni of Providence, Rhode Island, tO
Dorothy Edna Sorrentino, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Vincent Sorrentino・ also of Providence・ Mr. Co]agio-
Vanni is First Deputy City Clerk o† Providence.
PAUL RANDALL DOE, S.B. ’38, SOn Of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester W. Doe of Northwood, New Hamp-
Shire, tO Dorothy Frances Graham, daughter of MI..
and Mrs. Ra】ph D. Graham. also of Northwood. Mr.
Doe is a teacher at the high school in Rochester, New
Hampshire.
BEATRICE T. GOULD, B.S・ ;n P.AL・ ,38, daughter
為替s誓蕊盤書盤:藍轟霊霊能
bridge. Miss Gould is a teacher in the LincoIn Junior
High School, Malden. Mr. Green is a first lieutenant
in the chemical warfare branch of Organized Re的rves.
CHARLOTTE MACKENZIE, B.'S言n Ph〕・.Ed∴38,




JUNE LAURA MORRILL, 4.B・ ,37, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Rexford D. Morri11 of Belmont, tO Charle8
Randall Grant of Newton.
PHYLL賞S ADELINE SULLIVÅN●　LL・B・ ’38,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John L. Sullivan of Pitts6eld,
to Richard W. Galiher, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Galiher of Washington・ D. C Mr・ Galjher is engaged
in the praぐtice of law at Washington. A wedding on
October 26 is p]anned
A. LEÅVITT TÅYLOR, ZL.B. ’38, SOn Of AMOS L.
TAYLORI LL・B・ ’03, and Mrs. Taylor of Belmont and
Mattapoisett・ tO Jean Barker McMann’daughter of
Mrs, Charles G. McMann.
CALVIN JEWETT WRIGHT, LL.B. ’38, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur S. Wright of Clifton, tO Ellen L.
鶉藍盤h癌f瑞露悪露盤忠恕離
department of the Amerioan Optical Company in
Southbridge.
ALLSTON B. HOBBY. M.B.A. ’39, SOn Of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter R. Hobby of Lynn, tO Isabe]]e B. FairL
banks, daughter of Mrs. Sumner A. Fairbanks of
Houltop, Maine. Mr. Hobby is now instructor in
economlCS at Ricker Junior College in Maine.
R量CHARD COLTON TAYLORI M.D. ’39, SOn Of
Mr・ and Mrs. Fred D. Taylor of Spencer. to Catharine
Elizabeth Tracey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John F.
Tracey of Worcester. Dr. Tay]or ic serving hjs interne_
Ship at the Worcester MerporiaI Hospital. where Miss
Tracey is instructor of rmrslng artS.
CHARLES CARR THOMPSON. S.B ’3ク, SOn Of
Professor A. ROY THOMPSON, A.M. '26, and Mrs.
Thompson of Westwood・ tO BARBARA E. COOPER,
B・S・Sc. ’39・ daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Burt R. Co叩er
Of RocheSter, New Hampshire・ Mr Thompson lS a
Stude調t at the Boqton University SchooI of Mediぐine.
ROBERT LONG CI‘INTON, B.S. Gn B.4. '40. son
Of Mr. and Mrs. I.eonard Roys Clinton of Newton¥朝e,
to Barbara Bomey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
D・ Bomey of GIen Ridge' New Jersey.
KENNETH W. SM暮TH, B.S ;nB.A. ,40, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. William E. Smith of Greenfield, tO Janet
Whitten, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Francis Whitten of
West Medford,
JOHN K書DD YOUNG, A.B. ’40, SOn Of Mr. David
L. Young of Quinoy, tO Marguerite Clark, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. Wendell Clark, a]so of Qujncy.
MarrユageS
GEORGE G. SCRIVENER’rheologγ ’00・叩d
Ze臆e Sisson were married June 29. Mr. Scrivener lB a
retired minister.
MANSON McKOWN DILLAWAY, LL.B..20, SOn
Of Mr. and Mrs. George L・ Dillaway of North Wilming-
ton, and Alice Hathaway, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John WinsIow Hathaway, also of North Wi置mi重lgtOn,
Were married Auguit 17・ Mr. and Mrs. Dillaway are
residing on Weston Street, Waltham.
KATHRYN M. SÅMPSON. PγaC鉦αl Aγis　α�d
Le妨γS ’22. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Samp-
SOn Of Brockton, and Franklin G. Hall were married
August 31. Mr・ and Mrs. Hall are living at 309 Cope-
land Street, Brockton.
A. MARIE PERRY, B.S.S∴Z4. daughter of Mrs.
Char】es E. Perry of Mi!ton, and Staff Sergeant Robert
説蕊落盤霊・露豊豊島器l霊鳥荘豊誇
Sergeant and Mrs. Moody are living in Milton.
SARA SCHWALB, B.S.S. ’z4, Of Hyde Park, and
Haro!d H. Sigel, SOn Of Mr. Morris Sige】 of Haverhill
Were married July 21. Mr. and Mrs. Sigel are residing
in Wa]tham, Where Mr. Sigel is proprietor of a retaiI
shoe store.
CONSUELO B. NORTHROP, LL.B. ’25, and H. A.
Bailey, bo七h attorneys in Burlington, Vem10nt, Were
鋤け` Fo宛飢0椛
married September 3. Mrs. Bailey was state’s attorney
from 1927 to 1931 and entered the Vermont Senate in
1931. She is a, Vice-Chairman on the national Republi-
can committee.
Mrs. GRÅYCE　ÅLDRICH Lerz, PγaC毒cal Aγis
αnd Le海ers ’27, Of Washington, D.C., and Roy Hart
Krom, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Orville E. Krom of Water-
bury, Connecticut’Were married September 7. Mr.
Krom is associated with the Chase Brass & Copper Com-
Pa謎wARD LOUIS CLEÅRY, B.B.A. ,27, SOn Of
Mrs. Robert Cleary of Naugatuck, Connecticut, and
Mary Mullen KelIer, daughter of Mr. Edward F.
Keller of Bridgeport, Connecticut, Were married July 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleary町e living at 2119 Park Avenue,
Hartford. Mr. C〕eary lS COnneCted with the Tra,Velers
Insurance Company.
JOHN LUFKIN COPELANDI B.B・A・ ,27’SOn Of
寵も諒窯総諒轟悪霊聾菅d詣認豊
Mrs. Oscar Martin of Newton Highlands’Were married
September 14. Mr. and Mrs. Copeland are living at
9 Kingswood Road, Aubumdale.
JOHN EDWARD MARONEY,LL・M・ ,27, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. John Maroney of Springfield, and Marjorie
Frances Eastman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
F. Hastman, also of Springfield , WeI.e married August l "
Mr. and Mrs. Maroney are living at ]1 High Street,
Springfield ・
HORACE MITCHELL, Laα, ’28, SOn Of Mrs. M.
Gertrude Mitchell of Kittery Point, Maine, and Frances
Jeamette Gordon, dau答hter of Rev. and Mrs. M. A.
Gordon, Were married August 24. Mr. Mitchel=s
editor and publisher of the Kittery Press. He is∴a
writer of books on game birds and is the game breeding
editor of ・・Sports Afield・,, Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell are
residing in Kittery Point.
wILLIAM JOSEPH TOY, B.B・A・ ’Z8・ SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Toy of Welles]ey, and Cecilia Mary
認轟瑞露盤蒜葦謹琵‡
Edmund F. Hynes were married August 24. Mr. and
MrE,. Hynes∴are living at 12 Water Street’North
Natick.
R重CHARD HERMÅN GUNTHER,’B・B・A ∴29・ SOn
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. Gunther of Hartford, Con-
necticut, and Dorothy Agnes Lilley, daughter of Mr.
Archibald W. IJi11ey, also of Hartford・ Were married
隷寵詰筑豊・蕊蕊喜ぶ霊霊豊国蕊
Hartford.
MARGÅRET FRANCES LEGGETT, B.S・ ;n
p.A.L. ’29, daughter of.Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Leggett
of Wethersfield, Connecticut’ and Paul William
Heidacker, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Walter P. Heidacker
of Hartford, Connecticut' Were married July 8. Mr・
and Mrs. Heidacker are living at 25 Sanford Plac9・
Bridgeport, Connecticut'　Where Mr. Heidacker lS
associated with the General Eleぐtric Company.
ROGER THOMAS BURTON’B.R・E・ ,30・ and
catherine Carver, daughter of Mr. and Mrs・ W. T.
carver of Winchester, Were married July 31. Mr. and
Mrs. Burton are living in Springfield, Ohio' Where Mr・
Burton is pastor of the First Con筈regational Church.
ROSE JULIA CLANCY. Educaきioか30・ daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel M. Clancy of Longmeadow, and
clarence A. O’Connor’SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
o’Connor of Springfrold, Were married June 26"　Mr.
and Mrs. O,Connor are living at 33 Dorset Street・
S商醜温D.。UISE DUNBAR, B.S. Gn P.A.L. '30,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dunbar of Medford・
and Dale Ogden Reynolds’SOn Of Mrs. A. B. KelIer of
Clarksburg, West Virginia, Were IParried August 22.
Mr. Reynolds is with the army alr COrPS Iocated at
Hickam Field, Hawaii.
LOUISB M. JOYCE, A"B・ '29, A.M・ ’30・ daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Joyce of Salem' and Frederick
A. Meier, Jr., SOnOf Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Meier of
whitman, Were married September 7. Mr. and Mrs.
Meier∴a「e reSiding at 603 Temple Street’Whitman.
Mr. Meier is director of physical education at Bridge-
water state Teachers Co11ege.
RICHARD JAMES KEOUGH, B・B・A. ’30・ and
Mollie Burns were marI.ied July 6. Mr. and Mrs.
Keough are residing at 51 Vemon Street’Pawtucket’
Rhode Island. Mr. Keough is empIoyed by the Cole
T認諾謹醤論説蔀薯荻A.M. ’30, S。n 。f M..
親端・拒謀議嵩摘富詩聖怨霊:
also of Roxbury, Were married June 23・ Mr. and Mrs.
Lx認諾巷説苦露盤腎B.A. '30. daught。r 。f
Mrs. Clara Moline of South BI.aintree, and JOHN
wILLIAMS FERRETT, III, S.B・ ’39・ A.M∴40・ SOn
of Mr. and Mrs. John W. Ferrett of Cambridge. were
married August ll.
JOHN J. MURPHY, LL・B・ ’30・ SOn Of Mrs. William
J. Murphy of.Dedham・ and Alma Maulhardt of Ox-
nard. Californla, Were married July 2. Mr. and Mrs.
豊法器藍藍。豊富霊B豊r葦討鴇怠
an$譜g苫buISE GREENHALGH, Pγ。。i,aJ AγtS
怒。謹競盤霊豊富0嘉蕊請書監著書
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis A. Kirkman of Lynn・ Were
married in August.
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JOSEPHINE REG量NA MARDAS. 4.B. ’3」,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mardas of Granite-
ville, and Joseph E. St・ Onge’SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene St. On堅e of Nabnasset’Were married July 30.
Mr. and Mrs. St. Onge are living at 39 Maple St'reet,
Graniteville.
EILEEN MARGARET SHBEHAN, M.Ed. ’31,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John J. Sheehan of Brockton.
and T. Francis Hanley, SOn Of Mrs. Marie T. Hanley of
Dorchester, Were married in September. Mr. Hanley is
employed in the Su鯖olk County registry of deeds.
ELIZABETH C. BARNES, B.S.寂Ed. ’32, daughter
。f Mr. and Mrs, Chester G. Barnes of Bedford, and
Curtis Homer Kelso, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Homer J.
Ke]so of Brookville, Pennsylvania, Were married June
29, Mr. Ke]so is∴COnneCted with the Hastern States
Farmers, Rxchange at Torrin箆ton, Connecticut.
DOROTHY MAY BURNES, B.S. ;n∴Ed. ’32,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Morlie A. Bumes of Woburn・
and Roger Langer Derby, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs・ Elmer
L. Derby of Winchester, Were married August 31. Mr.
and Mrs. Burnes∴are living at 30 Mishawum Road,
Wobum. Mr. Derby is assoぐiated with the Personal
Finance Company.
HARRY SMITH CUTTING, JR., B.S. ;n B.A. ’32,
of Worcester, and Eleanor Elizabeth Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs, Charles H. Smith of Shrewsbury, We丁e
maI.ried July 20. Mr. and Mrs. Cutting are ]iving ln
Worce亀ter.
PAULINE DBNISE FARRELL, B,S言n Ed∴32, Of
Norfolk, Virginia, and Joseph Dundon of Orient Heights
were married July 7. MI.. and Mrs. Dundon are living
at 49 Franconia Street, Dorchester.
MARY L. GODLEY, B.S. Gn Ed. ’32, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. God】ey of Fitchburg, and
Gerald Murphy, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. John Murphy of
Portland, Maine, Were married July ]6. Mr. and Mrs.
Murphy are living at 602 Fairholm Street’Peoria・
I11inois, Where Mr. Murphy is a chemist.
ARLENE ALICE GOLDEN, Music ’32, B.S. 6n
Ed. ,34, Ed.M. ’38, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael
L. Golden of Wobum, and Joseph M. MuI.Phy, SOn Of
Mr. h伍chael Murpby of Medford. were married August
17. Mr. and Mrs. Murphy are livin望at 12 Shirley
Road, West Medford.
HERBERT GUMPRIGHT, B.S.寂　B.A. ’32,
M.C.S∴37, SOn Of Mrs. Frances Gumpright of Boston,
and Helen Marie Broderick, Of Manchester, New
Hampshire, Were married July 20. Mr. and Mrs.
Gumpright are living in Ber]in, New Hampshire・ Where
Mr. Gumpright is head of the commereial department
and head football and baseball coach.
HENRY ORCUTT KELLEY, B.S. c料　Ed. ’30,
Ed.M∴32. of Wayne, Pennsylvania, SOn Of Mrs. Henry
B. Ke11ey of Dorchester, and Cynthia F. Robbins・
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Robbins of Nor-
well, Were married Augusを16. Mr. and Mrs. Ke11ey
are living in Wayne, Pennsylvania, Where Mr. Kelley is
instructor at the Valley Forge Military Academy.
ELIZÅBETH ANN KEOUGH. B.S.寂P.A.L∴32,
and Albert Howson Oden, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
OdeD Of Pawtucket, Rhode Is重and, Were married July 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Oden are living at 196 RuthergIen Avenue,
Providence.
ARLINE RANDLETT MÅLMBERG, B.B.A. ’32,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Malmberg of
West Roxbury, and Geor蜜e A. Brunse11, SOn Of Mr.
John P. Brunsell of Rutland, Vermont, Were married
August 30. Mr. and Mrs・ Brunsell are living at West
Roxbllry.
THOMAS FRANCIS O,DONNELI., 4.M. ’3g, SOn Of
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. O’Domell of Norwood, and
Mary Jo Bucklin’daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
Crawford Bucklin of North Providence, Rhode Island,
weI.e married August 17. Mr. and Mrs. O’Donnell are
living at 63 Dartmouth Avenue' Dedham’Where Mr.
O・Donnell is a member of the faculty of the high school.
GENEVIEVE A. PERKINS, B.S. fn Ed. ’32, daughteI‘
of Mrs. S. A. Perkins of East Weymouth, and Dr.
Francis J. Ellison of BaItimore, Maryland, Were ma丁
ried July ]8. Dr. and Mrs. El]ison are residing ln
Baltimore, Where Dr. Ellison is a dentist.
BRUCE THOBURN RILEY, S.T.B. ’32, Ph・D・ ’40,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Riley of GoldfieId, Inwa, and
Myrtle Alice Peters’daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Finis
E. Peters of Creston, Iowa. were married July 27. Mr.
and Mrs. Riley are living in Ohio.
ÅBRAHAM TROTSKY, LL.B. ’32, SOn Of Mr¥ and
Mrs, Michael Trotsky of Webster, and Paul Kleirman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kleinman of Brook-
1yn, New York, Were married Sept.ember 15. Mr・ and
Mrs. Trotsky are residing in Webster・
DOROTHY L. BAKER, B.S.寂Ed. ’33, and
HARRY ARLANSON, Ed.M. ’35, Were married in
August ・
HOWÅRD ASHL賞N EATON, B.S. ;n B.A. ’33, SOn
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Eaton of Watertown, and
Elizabeth T. Blackey, daughter of Mr・ Claude T.
B】ackey of Newtonville' Were married September 14.
Mr. and M富s. Eaton are residing on Kimball Terrace,
New七〇nville.
MARION THERESÅ GRAHÅM, PγαC!ical Aγきs
ond Le海γS ’33, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John C.
Graham of Newton, and John Martin Boermeester,
son of Mr. and Mrs・ Ma誼n Boermeester, a]so of New-
ton, Were married July 5.
。豊詫署晋昔鷲。吉惣菜慾諸霊急,親認
Iiam Starr Ramsey, Jr. of Ar]ington were married
August 30. Mr. and Mrs. Ramsey are iiving in Newton.
JEAN SIMON SPECTOR, B.S.寂B.A. ’33, SOn Of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Spector of Belmont, and Isabel
Goldberg. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Philip S. Goldberg
of Dorchester, Were married August 14. Mr. and Mrs・
Spector are residing in Belmont. Mr. Spector is a
department manager for a large chain store group.
JÅMES S. CARMODY. Mus.B. ’34, SOn Of Mr. and
Mrs, Daniel B. Carmody of Boston, and Mary Louise
Woodaman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton B.
Woodaman of Wollaston, Were married July 2. Mr.
and Mrs. Carmody are residing in Boston.
WÅLTER HARRISON CRANE, B.S. ;1C B.A. ’34,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Harry Crane of Malden, and
Elizabeth Niles, daughter of Mrs. Seymour Man鵡eld
Niles of Melrose, Were married July 27. I直r. and Mrs.
Crane are re料でing in Malden.
LILLY CRAVITZ, S.B. '34, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Em Cravitz of Everett. and Eli Appel, SOn Of
Mr. and Mrs. Marcia Appel of Malden, Were married
July 21. Mr. and Mrs. Appel are residing at 56 Mans-
field Street, Everett.
MORSE W. ENG闘LMAN, Lαt信34, SOn Of Mr・ and
Mrs. Benjamin Engelman of Waterbury, Comecticut,
and Ada Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samue] D.
Smith of Hartford, Connecticut, Were married July 2l.
Mr. and Mrs. Engelman are living at 91 Prospect
Street, Waterbury, Where Mr・ Engelman is a飽Iiated
with Engelman’s Children’s Shop・
MARTIN BDWARD NEE, Ed.M. ’34, and Mary
Lillian Landrey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William T.
Landrey of Roslindale, Were married in August. Mr.
an(うMrs. Nee al.e reSiding in Norwood.
IRVING PERLMAN, LL・B・ ,34, and Ruth Green-
berg of Stoughton were married Ju重}e 30. Mr. and Mrs.
Perlman are living at 32 Sidlaw Road, Brighton. Mr.
Perlman maintains law o範ces in Chelsea and in Boston.
HARRIET SHAW TEDFORD, A,B∴34, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Tedford of Newburyport,
and Earl Wayne Butman of Beverlv were married
July 3. Mr. and Mrs. Butman are residing in Provi-
dence, Rhode Island.
NORMAN S. VON ROSENVINGE, LL.B∴34, Of
Cambrid宮e, and Katherine Gilbert, daughter of Mrs・
Ralph Davis Gilbert of Winchester,. Were married in
August. Mr. and Mrs. von Rosenvlnge are living in
Ha,milton.
CECIL FROST WETHERBEE, B.S. ;n B.A. ’34, SOn
of Mrs. Erma Wetherbee of Foxboro, and Doris
Mallett Pulsifer, daughter of Mrs. Winifred Pulsifer of
Norwich, Connecticut’ Were married September　7.
Mr. and Mrs. Wetherbee are residing at the CoIonial
CouI.t apartmentS, Foxboro.
ALYCBM. CARROLL, A.B. ’97, A.M. ’35, daughter
of Mr. M. Francis Carroll of Lym, and Herbert G.
Spindler, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Spindler of Strat-
ford, Wisconsin, Were married August lO. Mr. and
Mrs. Spindler are residing at 51 Pleasant Street・ Wake-
亀eld.
HELEN T. CHAMBERLIN, PγaCきical Aris md
Le妨γS ’35, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry F. Cham-
berlin of Revere, and John F. McDevitt, SOn Of Mrs’
Josephine McDevitt of Wobum’Were married August
31. Mr. and Mrs. McDevitt are living at l Cook Ter-
race, Woburn.
ELLINOR BLIZABETH COLL賞NS, A.B. ’35,
daugh['er Of Mr. and Mrs. Denis J. Collins of MedfoI.d'
講書悪書藍藻精霊霊豊諾豊譜c悪
and Mrs. Orpen are living at 235 Gray Street, Arlington.
LILLIAN CATHERINE CRON量N, Ed.M. ’35,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Cronin of Forest
Hills, and Thomas W. Crosby of Roslindale’ Were
married in August. Mr. and Mrs. Crosby are living
at 28 Pond Street, Jamaica Plain.
GERALD MANGAN DÅVIS, A.M. ’35, SOn Of Mrs.
Margaret Davis of Cambridge, and ÅNNE JANET
FORAN. B.S. ;n P.A.王∴36, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Nicholas W. Foran of Arlington, Were married August 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis∴are living in Cambridge. Mr.
Davis is∴a Chemist at the American Cyanamid and
Chemical Corporation in West Concord.
GEORGE DOBROW, B.S.海J. ’35, SOn Of Mr. and
Mrs. Bemard Dobrow of Chelsea, and Dorothy Ullian,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Ullian of Everett,
were married August 18. Mr. and Mrs. Dobrow are
living at 86 Bellingham Street, Chelsea.
MARY ELLEN GENTZBL, B.S.寂　P.A.L・ ’35,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Perry Homer Gentzel of
Newton, and Richard Upton Cogswell, SOn Of Mrs.
LIoyd Cogswell of Wamer, New Hampshire, Were ma手
ried July 14. Mr. and Mrs. Cogswell are living ln
Warner, New Hampshire.
EUNICE H. GREENWOOD, A.B. ’35, da`1ghter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Greenwood of Spencer, and
Char】es Clarence Dollo債, SOn Of Mrs. Jemie Dollo鯖of
Stoneham, Were married August 17. Mr. and Mrs.
Do11o節are living at 94 Glendale Road, Quincy. Mr.
Doll。鯖is connected with the sales promotion depart-
ment of the Texas Oil Company.
MARY DOROTHY HATCH, A.M∴35, daughter
of Mrs. Joseph B. Hatch of Waltham’and Robert
Bums Grady, SOn Of Mrs. Michael Grady of Marlboro・
were married September 7. Mr. and Mrs. Grady are
living in Waltham.
JOHN E. HIGGISTON, B・S・訪B.A. ’35, LL・B・ ’37,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Higgiston of Milford, and
Inez E. Davis, daughter of Mr. and Mrs・ Edward W.
Davis of Hopkinto軋' Were married August 17・ Mr.
Higgiston is an attorney in Brooklyn’New York.
BURTON L. HUNT, S.B∴35, SOn Of Mr・ and Mrs.
Lester Hunt of Rockland, and Jessie Louise Sharpe,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wi]liam H. Sharpe of Nor-
Well, Were married September 22.
ROBERT C. MARÅ, B.S・ ;n B.A・ ’35, Of Lexington.
and Margaret Lucey of Holyoke were married August 3.
Mr. Mara is assoeiated with the supply department of
the New England Telephone Company in Watertown.
AILSA CAMPBELL MACKAY, PγaCiicoI AγIs鋤d
L脇eγS ’35, daughter of Mr・ and Mrs. John Mackay of
Jamaica Plain and Dr・ Elliot Voss New聖n, SOn Of Dr.
and Mrs. Leon Newman, also of.7amalCa Plain, Were
married August 23. Dr・ and Mrs. Newman are residing
in Jamaica Plain・ Dr・ Newman is ho-1Se Physician in
the department of pediatrics at the Massachusetts
General Hospital.
ANNA LOUISE SMITH, B.S. ;n Phヅ,Ed. '35,
daughter (一f Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Samuel Smith of
Waterbury, Connecticut, and JAMES HOPKINS
GOULD・ B.S. ;nEd・ ’39・ Of West Roxbury・ Were m町-
ried in A‘lguSt. Mr. and Mrs. Gould are living ln
Hyde Park.
CHARLES LEAVITT SULLIVAN, JR.● M・D. ,35,
Of Jamaica Plain, and CatheI.ine J. Ryan of Chestnut
Hi11 were married September 21.
GUNA IRENE ASBERG, B.S. ;n Ed・ ,36, daughter
Of Mr. and MI.S. John R. Asberg of Weston, and Robert
Wilson. Jr , SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson of East
Milton, Were married August lO.
MARY BÅRTLETT, 4.B. ’36, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur W. Bart]ett of Pepperell’and A. Whitney
Boutelle, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Francis N. BouteIle of
West, Townsend, Were married June 30. Mr. and Mrs.
Boutelle are living on Elm Street, West Townsend. Mr.
Boutel○e is engaged in the poultry business and Eastern
State Grain Business.
ESTHER ELINOR BENNETT, PγaCii{al Aγis ond
LeueγS ’36, daughter of Mr, and Mrs. George S. BeIlnett
Of Medford, and Donald A. Morrison, SOn Of Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm D. Morrison, also of Medford, Were
married September 7. Mr. and Mrs. Morrison are
residing at 59 Edward Street, Medford.
ROBERT MASON BRANCH, Ed.M. ’36, SOn Of
Mrs. Grove Ross Branch of Worcester, and Ida G]adys
BardweH, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Bardwe1l
Of Boston, Were married August 18. Mr. BI.anぐh is a
member of the faculty of the Wil】iamstown High
Sch○○l.
CHESTER Z. BROWN, B.S. ;nB.A. ’36, SOn Of Dr,
and Mrs. C. Morse Brown of Belmont, and Elsie M.
Copeland, daughter of Professor and Mrs. Me]vin T.
Cope]and of Cambridge, Were married June 29. Mr.
and Mrs. Brown are residing in Norwood.
WINNIFRED MARIHA CLAUS, MG‘Sic ,36,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. CIaus of Ports_
mouth, New Hampshire, and Kenneth Young Caswell,
SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Caswell, also of Ports_
mouth, WeI.e married July 27. Mr. and Mrs. CaswelI
are residing at Lafayette Park, Portsmouth.
MARION W. DAVIDSON. PγaC庇al AγtS 。nd
Le〃eγS ’36, and John W. Higginson, SOn Of Mrs. Thomas
Higginson of Milford, Connecticut, Were Irlarried
September 7. Mr. and Mrs. Higginson aTe reSiding in
MiIford, Connecticut. Mr. Higginson lS∴aSSOCiated
With the Farrell-Birmingham Company in Ansonia.
LOU重S STEDMAN FREEDMAN, B.S・ ;n B.A. '36,
SOn Of Mr. Moses Freedman of Boston, and LilIian J.
Cubilewich, daughter of MI・. Samuel Cubilewich of
Brook】ine, Were married June 23. Mr. and Mrs. Freed_
man are residing at 29 I」ancaster Terrace, BrookIine.
MARGUERITE CECELIA GREEN, B.S高∂ Phy.Ed.
’36, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Emest Frankish of Meri_
den. Connecticut, and Irving F. Kohrs, SOn Of Mrs.
Henry Kohrs of Torrington, Connecticut, Were married
August 17, Mr. and Mrs. Kohrs are ]iving at 70 Mason
Street, Torrington, Where h毎Kohrs is connected with
the Torrington Company.
FRANK W. HUGHES, B.S. ;殺B.A∴36, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs・ Frank Hughes of Mattapan’and Madlyne
Bowman’daughter of Mrs. James A. Weegar of Milton,
Were married August ll. Mr・ and Mrs. Hughes are
living on Washington Street, Braintree.
ANGELA DOLORES IZZO, B.S"∴ n P.A・L・ ’36,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Domenic Izzo of White RiveI.
Junction. Vermont. and James H. Leary, Jr., Of Boston
and New Bedford, Were married August 17. Mr. and
Mrs. Leary are living in Boston' Where Mr. Leary is an
industrial engineer for the United Shoe Machinery
Corp oration.
DOROTHY ADALINE JONES, PγaC!ical Aγ存αnd
L.1eγS ,36・ daughter of Mrs. Charles S. Jones of Bangor,
Maine' and Albert TempIe Smith’SOn Of Mr. Guy E.
Smith of Friant’California' Were married August 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith are living in Waterville, Maine,
Where Mr. Smith is∴aSSOCiated with the MerriIl and
Mayo Company.
DANIEL WILLIAM KEELER, B.S. ;nB・A・ ’36, SOn
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Orange’New Jersey, Were married August 3. Mr. and
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Professor and Mrs. James R. Martin of Cochituate,
and Bemice Eleanor TayIor, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Taylor of Belchertown' Were married July 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Martin are operating a dairy farm in
Belchertown.
CÅRL E・ PETERSON, B.S. ;n B.A∴36, SOn Of Mrs.
E】sa Peterson of Plainville, Connecticut, and Eliza-
beth C. Cash of Ludlow were married June 29. Mr.
and Mrs. Peterson are living in Newton. Mr. Peterson
is empIoyed in the Boston office of the EmpIoyers・
Liability Assurance, Ltd., Of England.
DOROTHY JANB SPREUER) B・S・わP.A.L. ,36,
daughter of MI.. and Mrs. Alfred Spreuer of Malden,
and Richard E. Ashley, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Archie
Achley of Medford, Were married July 20. Mr. and
Mrs. Ashley are 】iving at 61 Judson Street, Malden.
VIRGINIA LORA重NB TWIN量NG’B.S.寂P.A.L.
’36・ daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Twining of
Torrington・ Connecticut・ and Charles A-fred Tierney,
SOn Of Mrs. Daniel D. Tiemey of Cambridge・ Were
married August 17・ Mr.叩d Mrs・ Tiemey are living ln
Arlington. Mr・ Tiemey lS manager of the dining halls
at Harvard University Business School.
RICHARD VAN IDERSTINE, Bus寂ess 4dminis-
iγaiion ’36, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. David Van Iderstine of
Wellesley・ and Lydia Warrender, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Warrender of Cranston, Rhode Island,
Were married recently.
PHYLLIS M. ADAMS・ B.S・寂Ed・ '37, Ed・M・ ’38,
繁華謹豊富盤謹器‡舘霊軍法雅紀
D. LeonaI.d・ also of Stoughton, Were mar宣・ied August lO.
Mr・ Leonard is connected with the Norfolk County
Trust Company and is enrolled in the Graduate Division
Of the Col]ege of Business Administration. After
October 15’M工・・ and Mrs・ Leonard will be at home at
36 Park Street, Stoughton.
PRISCILLA ALDEN・ Praclical Aγis md Leiler∫ ,37,
daughter of Mr・ and Mrs" Howard Francis AIden of
Medford, and Albert Malmrose Pearson, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs・ John Pearson' also of Medford, Were married
August 31. Mr. Pearson is now attending Tufts
Medical School.
BARTLETT SHAW ATWOOD. LL・B∴37, SOn Of
Mr. and Mrs. Perez S. Atwood of Brockton, and Eliza-
beth Frances Scott’daughter of Mrs. John V. Scott,
also of Brockton, Were married August 19. Mr.
Atwood is associated with the law fim of Keith, Reed
& Wheatley in Barristers Hall, Brockton.
MARJORIE LOIS BEAN, B.S・ ile P.A・L. ’37,
daughter of Mrs. Olive Bean of Braintree, and Arthur
Bernard Magnuson・ SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Magnu-
SOn Of Braintree’Were married July 20. Mr. and Mrs.
Magnuson are living on Merriam Lane, Leominster.
Mr. Magnuson is apsistant manager of the Fitchburg
branch of the AmerlCan Optical Company.
V重RGINIA M. BRIGGS, LL・B・ ,37, daughter of
Judge and Mrs. Walker A. Briggs of Attle一)OrO, and
L]oyd G. Briggs of New York C買J′. SOn Of Mr. Asa
LIoyd BI‘iggs of Westerly, Rhode Island, Were married
June 29.
L. RUTH BUCHANAN・ B.S・寂P.A∴37, daughter
Of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Buchanan of Stoneham, and
Herbert Benedict of Melrose were married June 22. Mr.
and Mrs. Benedict are living at 8 Avon Street, Melrose.
Mr. Benedict is emp]oyed in the purchasing department
Of the Army Base at East Boston,
MORRIS COSHAK' S.B∴34, M.D∴37, SOn Of Mrs.
Rose Coshak o? Boston・ and Rose Matzkin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs Abraham Matzkin of Waterbury, Con-
necticut’Were married June 30"　Dr. anf! Mrs. Co母hak
are 】iving in Boston.
NATALIE M. CUMMING・ B. S.in P.A・L∴37, Of
Milford and Laurence F. Granger, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
William E. Granger of Westboro’Were marI.ied Aug¥1St
17・ Mr. and Mrs. Granger are ]ivlng at 38-12 149th
Place’Flushing, New York. Mr. GI‘anger is an adver-
tising copy writer with the Union Carbide and Carbon
Corporation ,
SAMUEL W. FISHMAN,LL・B. ,37, SOn Of Mr. Max
Fishman of Vergennes, Vermont, and Betty Barbara
Seder’da¥1ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Seder・. We丁e
married July 21. Mr. and Mrs. Fishman are livlng ln
Vergennes.
HAROLD R. KEENAN, B・S. ;nB.A・ ’37, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. J. James Feeney of Berlin, New Hampshire,
and Frances Sutherland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald B. Sutherland of Chestnut Hill, Were married
August 24.
JOHNEDWIN KING, A.B. ’37, SOn Of Mrs. C】arence
R. King of Worcester・ and Blanche Lo‘1ise Hamilton,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David S. Hami】ton of Need-
ham’Were married September 7. Mr. and Mrs. King
are residing in Pawtucket, Rhode Is】and, Where Mr.
King is a Y,M.C.A. secretary.
NATHÅN K. LEPPOI B.S・寂Ed. ’37, SOn Of Mr.
詑蕊謹話七台書籍a言語盈散器龍三
Stein of Chelsea’Weremarried August 25. Mr. and Mrs.
Leppo are living at 1439 Blue Hill Avenue' Mattapan.
BETHANA Å・ REES, 4.M・ ,37, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. John R. Rees of Newtonvil!e, and Earle
Chetwood Adams’SOn Of Judge Joseph Adams of
Westport, Connectjcut, Were married June 29. MI.. and
Mrs・ Adams are living in New York City where Mr.
Adams is associated with the Bell Te]ephone Company.
MURIEL EL量NOR SAWYER● Mus・B・ ,37, daughter
Of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin F. Sawyer of Wame., New
Hampshire・ and Harvey C. Young, SOn Of Mr, and Mrs.
C腫ord Young of Albany, New York, Were married
July 21. Mr. and Mrs・ Young are residing in Catskill,
New York・ Where Mr. Young lS engaged in the insurance
business.
DORIS A. STAHL・ B.S・ Gn P.A・L・ ’37, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Karl F. Stah】 of South Boston, and War-
ren E. Davidson・ SOn Of Mr・ and Mrs. Everett W.
Davidson of Temple, New Hampchire, Were married
August lO. Mr. and Mrs. Davidson are living at lO6
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Lonsdale Street, Dorchester. Mr. Davidson率q Civil
enginee「 with the Metropolitan District CommlSSIOn.
ROBERT MARV量N STOW, B.S. in B.A∴37. and
Rita Constance CoI.Win, daughter of Mrs. Adelaide M.
Corwin of PoI.t】and, Maine, Were married June l.
Mr. and Mrs. Stow are living at Bayldor Manor,
Canton, Ohio, Where Mr. Stow IS COnneCted with the ’
Cluet Peabody Company.
ALVIN SCHOFF WHITMORE. B.S.訪J. ’37, SOn
of Mr. and Mrs. AIvin Fi*ke Whitmore of Newtonvi11e,
and Eleanor LOuise MacCarey, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Aubrey C. MacCarey of Newton Centre, Were
married September 7. Mr. and Mr8. Whitmore are
living in Newtonville.
ISA量AH T. WOODBURY, LL.B. ’37, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester T. Woodbury of Salem, New Hamp-
shire, and Maxine ArvilIa Hooper, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frederick L. Hooper of Lawrence, Were married
Au富ust 16. Mr. and Mrs. Woodbury are living in
Boston.
DEMETRIA ZERVOGLOS. B.S.綴　Ed. ’37,
架g藍善書露盤霊管轄鞘一語豊蕊鵠
Voyatzis of Brighton. were married September 15. Mr.
and Mrs. Voyatzis are living at 182 Primrose Street,
H郷ver書ii11.
HENRY C. N. ÅNDERSON, S.B. ’38. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Peter Ludwig Anderson of Winchester, and
Frances Clapp Sa11ee, daughter of Rev. JESSE
DWIGHT SÅLLEE, A.M∴IO and Mrs. Sallee, Of
Kensington, Connecticut, Were married August 23.
Mr. Anderson is∴an instmctor in the BerliD High
Sch○○l.
HERBERT HOTCHKISS BRADLEY, B.B.A. ’38,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Myron Bradley of Belmont,
and Laura Edna Roberts, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Perley James Roberts, also of Belmont, Were married
September 9. Mr. and Mrs. Bradley are residing on
Elmwood Street, Newton Center.
VIOLET L. BUXてON. B.S. ;n Ed. ’38, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Horace C. Buxton of Fort Fairfield,
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June 22. Mr. and Mrs. Merrill are living in Brunswick,
Maine, Where Mr. Merri11 is owner and manager of the
Webber Studio.
BEATRICE JEAN CHALMERS, PγαC海al Aγts
a融Lel!eγS ’38, dallghter of Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Shattuck of Newburv, and Kenneth Hawkins Wilson,
Jr., nf Fitぐhburg, Were married.July 20・ Mr. and Mrs.
Wilson aro reF.iding at 9 Ware Street, Cambridge.
ÅRTHUR W. CLAPP, B S.わoB.A. ’38, SOn Of Mrs.
Schl]yler Clapp of Sharon, arld Am Dorsey, daughter
of Mr. Ely B. Dorsey of Columbia, Missouri, Were
married September 8.
ROGER LESL賞E DAVIS, B.S.寂B.A. ’38, SOn Of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Davis of Reading, and Edith
Constance MuらSells, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George
A. Mussells, also of Reading, Were married August 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis are li¥・ing at 153 Broadway, Haver-
址ll, Where Mr. Davis ib emPloyed by the Wilson Com-
P龍盤邑・L. FISHER, B.S. ;徹Ed. ,38, and S,。n-
1ey L. Harding were married July 20. Fo? the past two
years. Mrs. Harding has been r}rlnCやal of the Dwight
School in Needham. Mr. Ha丁ding lS Senior instructor
in mathematics and science at the Kew-Forest School,
Forest HiIIs, Long Is]aTld, New York.
MILDRED FLORENCE GRÅNT. B.S. ;n J. ’38,
譜豊0…荘.謹館8宝鑑p鶉拙薯磐霊
B.A. '3O, SOn Of Mrs. Chester Haworth Smith of Sayles-
ville, Rhode Island, Were married in August.
DONALD IRVING HOLBROOK, B.S. jn B.A. ’38,
of South Portland, Maille, and Dorothy H. Rennard.
-daughter of Mrs" Annie D. Rennard of Newtonvillel
were married August, 3. Mr. and M購. Holbrook are
re轟iding at 81 Madis!On Avenue, Newtnnvi]le. Mr.
Holbrook is assis†allt Purchasing agent for Rustcraft
Corporation, Boston.
ALBERT H. HOLGERSON. B.S. ;n Ed. ’38. son of
Mr. and Mr9. John A. Holgerson of Rockport, and
Helen F. Sche=enberg. daughter of Mr and Mrs.
He「man A. Sohellenberg of Manchester, New Hamp-
shire. were married August 17. Mr. and Mrs. Holgerson
.are living at lO Wood End Lane, Reading, Where Mr"
Holgerson is footbaj置coach and teacher at the high
喝ch〇°1.
JANE F. KLINGER, B.S. de P.A.L. ’38, daughter of
Mr and Mrs. Paul O. Klinger of Melrose, and Wayne
Austin Parman, SOn Of Mrs. M. E. Parman, a]so of
Melrose, Were married AuguEt 4.丸山. and Mrs. Par-
man are re高ding in Rc‘ading.
HERBERT WATSON MOORE. S.B. ’38, Of Mel-
rose, and Henrietta Jull調On, daughter of Mr・ and Mrs.
William Johnson of Nashua, New Hampbhire, Were
married Auguft 3. Mr. Moore is emp!oyed in the cost
‘department of the General Electric ComPany at Lynn.
INA BVELYN ROSE, B.S.か’P.A L. ’38, daugllter
Of Mr. and Mrs. Philうp Rose of Worcester, and Haskell
R. Gordon of Phila(lelphia, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
トGordon of Malden, Were married June 30. Mr. and
Mrb. Gordon are living at WylJgate Hall, Philadelphia.
where Mr. Gordon is empIoyed as∴an aerOnautical
.engineer for the United States Government.
ANITA PAGE SHAW, S.B. ’38, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rodney N. Gri鯖th of South Carver, and Louis E.
CosmoB. bOn Of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cosmos of Sp「ing-
屯eld, Were mar重jed recently. Mr・ and Mrs. Cosmos
Pαge Fo宛g-Foαr
are living in Philadelphia, Where Mr. Cosmos will
種ttend the Philade]phia Col]ege of Osteopathy.
PARIS VAUGHN STERRETT, A.M. ’38, S.T.B.
3ク, SOn Of Rev. and Mrs. J. Albert Sterrett of New
York, and Hope Irene Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ashby Smith of Providence, Rhode Island. were mar・
ried September 2. Mr. and Mrs. Sterrett are re壷djng
寵盤土龍紀蔀盤鵠霊も藍Mr・ Sterrett
GLADYS RUTH TENNYSON, B.S.海Ed. ’38,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore H. Tennyson of
Roslindale, and WALLACE RALPH ESSERY,
B.S.寂B.A. ’38, Of Brookline, SOn Of Mrs. Albert G.
Essery of Charlottetown, Prince Edward Is】and, Were
married in A11guSt, Mr. Essery is a nephew of Mrs.
Everett O. Fisk (LOUISE HOLMAN RICHARD-
SON, A.B. ’83, A.M. ’87, Ph.D∴9I).
HOWARD G. WALLACK, LL.B. ’38, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert M. Wallack of West Hartford, Con-
necticut, and Josephine M. Vogel, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur S. Vogel of Hartford, Connecticut,
were married September l.
ZALMON WALLACK, LL.B∴38, SOn Of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Wallack of West Hartford, Connecticut,
and Lillian She債. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Sheff of Roxbury, Were married in September.
ROBERT N. YANCEY, B.S. ;n B.A. ’38, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. I」uther F. Yancey of Stoncham, and Mary
Hepbum of Wobum were married Ju]y ]4. Mr. and
Mrs. Yancey are living at 16 Maple Street, Stoneham.
JANE ADÅMS, PγaC巌aZ Aγis　αnd LeiicγS ’39,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Adams of New
Bedford, and William H. Poor, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis F. Poor, also of New Bedford, Were married July
18. Mr. and Mrs. Poor are living in New BedfoI.d.
ROBERTA BRÅCKETT, Me!S.B∴39, daughter of
Mrb. Forrest Brackett of Lewiston, Maine, and
ROBERT D重NSMOOR WILDER, Mus.B. ’40, SOn Of
Mrs. SoIon Wilder of Gardner, Were married July 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilder are living at 208 Holden Green,
Cambridge. Mr. Wilder is assistant organist at Trinity
Church in Boston.
CÅROLYN MAY COFFIN, B.S. ;n P.A.L. ’39,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Francis B.Coffin of Newton
Centre, and Arthur Frederick Muldoon, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur J. Muldoon, also of Newton Centre,
were married June 29. Mr. Muldoon is an emp置oyee
of the Newton Trust Company.
JAMES MAXIME COYNE, LL.B. ’39, Of Boston,
and BaI.bara McNulty of Northeast Harbor. Maine,
were married August ll. Mr. Coyne is emp書oyed by
the Boston Claim Division of the Maryland Casualty
Company.
FRANKLIN CL重FTON CROSBY, Ed.M. ’39, SOn
of Mr. and Mrs. Alvah B. Crosby of Winthrop, and
Dorothy Rose Perkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward A. Perkins of Dorchester, Were married August
ll. Mr. and Mrs. Crosby are living at 207 Pleasant
Street, Stoughton.
JAMBS S. DÅVIS, S.B. ’36, M.D∴39, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Davis of Chelsea, and FIorence
Josem, da¥lghter of Mr. and Mrs. Mayer Josem of
Norwalk, Connecticut, Were maITied August 18. Dr.
and Mrs. Davis∴are reSiding in Boston, Where Dr.‘ Davis is resident physician in ear, eye, throat and nose
at the Beth Israel Hospital.
JEANNE DUM, M.R.E. ’39, Of Carlisle, Pennsyl-
vania, and MARCUS J. B霊RRELL, S.T.B. ’39, SOn Of
Rev. and Mrs. John Birrell of Rice Lake, Wisconsin,
were married August 7. Mr. BiTrell is pastor of the
Methodist Church at Brodhead, Wisconsin.
ALBERT RALPH FULCHINO, Ed.M. ’39, Of
Revere, and Margaret M. Camarot were married
August 31. Mr. and Mrs. Fulchino are residing at 72
Reservoir Avenue, Revere. Mr. Fulchino is a teaoher
in the Revere public schooIs.
CONSTANCE H. HOPKINS, B.S.わ　Ed. ’39,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Hopkins of Clare-
mont, New Hampshire, and Henry Mascarello, SOn Of
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Masぐarello of Malden, Were mar-
ried June 22. Mr. and Mrs. Mascarello are living at
77 Egerton Street,. Arlington. Mr. Mascare]lo is execu-
tive secretary of the United States Prison Association
of Massarhusetts.
DOROTHY L. JACKSON, A.B. ’39, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs.’Wa]ter F. Jackson of Milford, and
FI.ederick H. Gould, also of Milford, Were married
recently. Mr. Gould is manager of the F. A. Gould
Hardware Store of Milford.
KATHERINE JOHNSON, 4.B. ’39, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clem R. Johnson of Needham, and Auren
W. Uris of Long Island, New York, Were married July 5.
MARGARET KENERSON, A.M. ’39, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, Edward H. Kenerson of Winchester, and
C】eveland Dodge Rea, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Rea of PittsbuI‘gh, Pennsylvania, Were married Sep・
tember 14. Mr. and Mrs. Rea are living in Pittsburgh.
WILBUR F. LEWIS, JR., B.S.寂B.A∴39, SOn Of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Lewis of Somerville, and
MÅRION I. ALFRED, B.S. ;n J. ’40, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Alfred of Orange, New Jersey, Were
married June 29. Mr. and Mrs, Lewis are living at
l19 College Avenue, West Somerville.
ELEANOR L. MARTIN, A.B. ’36, A.M. ’39,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Martin of Marb]e-
head, and Charles W. Dodge, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter H. Dodge of Groton, Were married August 24.
Mr. and Mrs. Dodge are living at 4 West Main Street,
Milford, Connecticut. Mr. Dodge is connected wit,h
the engineering department of Vought Sikorsky Aircraft.
CHARLES P. MORRIS, JR., LL.B. ’39, and Ellen
T. Mabry, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. I. E. Mabry of
Bridgton, Maine, Were married August 16. Mr. and
Mrs. Morris are residing in Bridgton, Where Mr. Morris
is now practicing law.
JOHN HSTES PHEMISTER, B.S.寂B.A. ’39. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter R. Phemister of Hanover and
St. Louis, Missouri, and Alison Reid Kimpton,
daughter of Dr. Arthur R. Kimpton of Boston, Were
married September 7. Mr. and Mrs. Phemister are
residin筈at 204 Crescent Street, Northampton.
RUTH MÅRGARET RICHTER, B.S.寂P.A.L. ’39,
and Roland Stone Bullerwell, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence D. Bul]erwell of Be]mont, Were married Aug-
ust 28. Mr. and Mrs. Bu】lerwell are living at 64 Frost
Street, Cambridge. Mr. Bullerwell is employed by the
Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company in Boston.
MUR暮EL J. RUSSELL, B.S.寂　Phγ.Ed. ’39,
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Hverett E. Russell of Farm-
ington, Maine, and Wi11iam M. McGowan, Jr., Of
Scarboro, New York, Were married September 6. Mrs.
McGowan is director of women’s physical education at
Ruston Academy, Havana, Cuba, Where Mr. McGowan
is athletic director.
R量TA E. SCIPIONE, Busincss Adm寂isきγαiion ’39,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs Charles Scipione of Newton-
viIle, and Leonard Everett Wade, SOn Of Mr. D.
William Wade of Brookline, Were marl.ied August 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade are living at lO8 Henderson Street,
Needham.
MURIEL BLIZABETH SCOTT, S.B. ’39, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Irving O. Scott of Sharon, and
ARTHUR JULIUS WÅTZINGER, S.B. ’37, SOn Of
Mr. and Mrs. Julius Watzinger of Everett, Were married
September 2. Mr. and Mrs. Watzinger are residing at
157 Vernal Street, Everett. Mr. Watsinger is teaching
and studying for his doctorate in philosophy at Harvard
Univerrity.
ROBERT CHANDLER THOMPSON, B.S. ;n
J. ,39, Of Flushing, Long Island, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
John B. Thompson of Bangor, Maine, and Barbara B.
Freeman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Freeman
of Bath, Maine, Were married in September. Mr. and
Mrs. Thompson are ]iving at 22-35 75th Street, Jack-
son Heights, Long Island, New York.
JOHN CLARK BILLS, jrd., LL.B. ’40, SOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. J. C]ark Bills, Jr.. of Geneva and West Palm
Beach, FIorida, and Phyl】is C. Atwood, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Atwood of Bridgewater, Were
married September 7.
WILLIÅM JACKSON BURNS, S.T.B. ’40, SOn Of
Mrs. May O. Burns of Carrollton, Illinois, and Evelyn
R. StapIeton of Norwich, Connecticut, Were married
August 15. Mr. and Mrs. Bums are living in Medford
where Mr. Bums is pastor of St. John’s Methodist
Church.
NICOL嘱TTA W. GEORGOPOULOS, B.S. j飾
P.A.L∴40, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William X.
Georgopolllos of Boston, and DEMETRIOS E.
THEODORE, A.M. ’33, Ph.D. ’38, Were married
September 8. Dr. and Mrs. Theodor? are reSidin筈in
Marietta, Ohio, Where Dr. Theodore lS a member of
the faculty of Marietta College.
JAMES E. GLOVER, LL.B∴40, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles E. GIover of Watervi11e, Maine, and I.uci】le V.
Shoemaker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde H. Shoe-
maker of New York City, Were married August 17.
Mr. and Mrs. GIover are living in Waterville.
SIBLEY HIGGINBOTHÅM, M.S.加8 S.S∴40, SOn
of Rev. and Mrs. Isaac Higginbotham of Wo11的ton,
and Ruth E. Keown, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ArthuT.
D. Keown of Wilkinsonville, Were married June 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Higginbotham are living in Boston where
Mr. Higginbotham is a case worker with the ChuI.Ch
Home Society.
VIVIÅN M. INGRAM, B.S.Sc. ’40, and Joseph
Dunning were married August 30. Mr. and Mrs.
Dunnlng are living at 1832 West 36th Street, Loi An-
geles, California. Mr. Dunning is∴an aeurOnautical
engineer at the Douglas Aircraft Company.
MURIEL RUTH KABLER, PγaC庇のl Aγis　αnd
Le#crs ’30, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. IノeOnard L.
Kabler of Wareham, and Dr. Herbert H. Cohen, 8On Of
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Cohen of Brighton, Were married
Sep七ember 29. Dr. Cohen is a chiropodist.
GIRARD J. LONG,Ed.M. ’40, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank A. Long of Brockton, and Dorothy H. Greene,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John H. Greene of Onset,
were married August 26. Mr. and Mrs. Long are living
at 40 Pleasant Street, Onset.
CHESTER G. MUSCHE, B.S. inB.A. ’36,LL.B. ’40,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Musche of Dedham, and
Ruth Anna Murchison, daughter of Mrs. Genevieve C.
Murchison, also of Dedham, Were married September 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Musche are residing at 108 Oakdale
Avenue, Dedham.
JOHN D. OLIVA, Ed.M. ’40, SOn Of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Oliva of Fitchburg, and Laura A. Tricarico,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Tricarico of Astoria,
Long Island, New York, Were married August 3. Mr.
and MTS. Oliva∴are living at 4　Mountain Avenue,
Fitchburg. Mr. Oliva is instructor in the physical edu-
cation department andぐOaCh of basketbal] and baieball
at Fitchburg High School.
EMMA NINA PANTANELLA, B.S. ;�P.A.L. ’40,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Pantanella of
Cambridge, and Thurston Sibley Merriman, BOn Of Mr.
and Mrs. Thurston C. Merriman of Ansonia, Con-
necticut, Were married September 7. Mr. and Mrs.
Merriman are residing at lO95 East Main Street, Water一
bury’Connecticut・ Where Mr・ Merriman is employed
by the Scovill Manufacturing Company.
Births
To W冒LI‘IAM STONE HONNEUS, S.B∴16, and
M高. Honneus of St. DavidsI Pennsylvanin, a SOn,
David C】oyd, August 6.
To J. REX SHEPLERI S.T・B・ ’26, and Mrs. Shepler
(ETHEL Å・ LACOUNT, S.B. ,32), Of Jamaica PIain, a
SecOnd son, July lO.
To Dr. and Mrs. Hermann Seyfarth (MYRNA A.
BARD, 4.B・ ’28), a daughter, Myma Ann, August l.
To Captain and Mrs. MaI.ke Smith, Jr. (LILLA C.
潔㌢名宝署・葦薯J盤蕊嵩盤雷悪患
Professor of Military Science and Tactics∴at Boston
University from 1930 to 1935, is now commanding the
Army Company at the World,s Fair, New York.
To JOSEPH A. STEVENSON● S.B・ ’31, S.T・B. ,34,
S・T・M・ ,37・ and Mrs・ Stevenson, a SOn Allan Richard,
August 6.
To BDWÅRD A. ABBOT, A.B・ '3I, M.D. ・35, and
藍嵩舘前場諾覚書DOMIN・ A.B・ ’34)・ al SOn・
To J. NORMÅN BARRETT1 4.B・ '33, S.T.B. ,36,
and Mrs・ Barrett of East Rochester, New Hampshire,
a daughter, CaroI Elizabeth, July 24.
To Rev. PÅUL EDWIN SPIECKER, S.B. ’38, and
Mrs. Spiecker, al SOn, Paul Sheldon, June 18. Mr.
Spiecker is now pastor of the Methodist Church in
Hawthome, New Jersey.
To FREDERIC J・ CHRISTIANSEN, B.S. f壷Ed.
’34, and Mrs・ Christiansen (LOUISE WAITE, B.S.わe
Ed・’33), Of WoIIaston, a, SOn, John Eddy, July 4. Mr.
Christiansen is a teacher at the North Quincy High
Sch○○l.
To NORMAN SURREY ATWOOD, S.B. '35, and
Mrs. Atwood’a SOn, Norman Surrey. Jr., July 3. Mr.
Atwood is assistant to the Mamging Director of the
West Virgjnia Chamber of Commerce, Char]eston, West
Virginia.
To J. ORV重LLE RVANS' S.T.B. ’39, and Mrs.





Mrs" Fenetta Sargent Haskell, Sister of Mrs. Jesse S.
Sargent (FENORA W. SARGENT, M.D.) of Eureka,
Missouri, died Apri1 28, 1940. Mrs. Haskell was∴a
graduate of the Boston SchooI of OI.atOry in 1885.
1885
JOHN W・ MASON,LL・B・ '85, Celebrated his seventy-
hinth birthday on August 18. He is presiding judge of
the Hampshire District Court.
1889
Dr・ LUTHER FREEMAN, A.B., and Mrs. Freeman
(BERTHA MANSFIELD・ Ph・B・)・ Pf Pomona, Cali-
fornia・ Celebrated the aftieth annlVerSary Of their
marriage on September lO.
1899
DAMON E. HALL,LL・B・,LL.D. ,40, has been elected
a membeI. Of the board of trustees of Cushing Academy
in Ashburnham.
190宣
CORNEL賞US F. KEATING, LL.B., has been elected
a director of the Co]umbia Trust Company, East Bos-
ton. Mr" Keating has been attomey for this Company
for many years.
1905
Bishop JAMES C. BAKER, S.T・B・, Of IJOS Angeles,
California, WaS honored recently with the degree of
doctor of Iaws by the University of Southem California.
WILLIAM S. DUNCAN, LL・B.1 Was∴aPPOinted oI]
August l, judge of the First District Court of Northem
Worcester.
Charles E. Lawrence, Jr., SOn Of CHARLES E
LAWRENCE’LL・B・, and Mrs. Lawrence of Belmont,
and Mildred E. Chase were married September 7.
宣906
ALFRED H. AVERY' A.B., A.M. '07. has been
elected one of the vice-PreSidents of the Harlow Family
鑑漂流a謹鵠誓霊嵩轟露盤器nd-
1911
Erma Barron, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Barron, Jr. (JENNIE LOITMAN, A.B., LL.B. ’I3,
LZ‘.M・ ’14), and Philip Wernick were married Sep-
tember 9.
LEONARD OECHSLI. S.T.B., PaStOr Of the First
Methodist Church in Alhambra, California, reCently
露盤諾l霊詣繋#諾∵ Doctor of Divinity
1912
ILGÅ ELÅINE HERRICK, A.B.言s one of the
authors whose poems∴are incl「】ded in　=The Poetic
Voice of America' 1940’,, a 736-Page VOlume recent】y
Published.
19宣4
JOSEPH B. KERIGAN’LL・B・, is senior partner of
al neW law五rm in the Bank Building in Palmer. Mr.
Kerigan will continue his Springfield o鯖ce. Mr.
Kerigan’s son is now a student at Monson Academy.
Rev・ Raymond Lang, husband of RUTH McARON,
A・B・, A.M・ ’24, Of Newtonville, Chaplain of the 211th
請露語鴇豊半端晶豊島鴬霊,-詰霊霊
Pany his reglment tO Texas, Where as part of the
I]ational guard of the United States the outfit wiIl train
for one y9ar. Mr. and Mrs. Lang have two sons, Edwin,
]7’a Sen]Or at Huntington School, and Sheldon, 9, Who
attends the Newton pub】io schooIs.
1915
Margaret B. Stringfe]low, daughter of LeROY W.
STRINGFELLOW, S.T.B., Of Haverhill, is the first of
three girls in a class of sixty taking a government
SuPerVised course in組ying at the University of Roches-
ter, New York, tO Win a private pilot,s 〕icense. Miss
Stringfellow is a third-year medical student at the
Un iversity.
1916
CHARLES G. COLE, S.T・B・, Of Havre, Montana,
recently received the honorary degree of Doctor of
Divinity from Nebraska Wesleyan University.
1917
BIshop BRUCE B. BAXTER, S.T,B., has been as-
Signed to the Portland, Oregon, Area of the Methodist
Church.
Mrs. V. A. Fletcher (GRACE NIES, A.B.) of Town-
Send, is the new editor of “Junior Friends and Neigh-
bors,’’the magazine of the Woman’s Division of Chris_
tian Service of the Methodist Church.
1918
MYRTL鴫H. WATERFALL, A.B., has been elected
to membership in Rho ohapter of Pi Lambda Theta,
nationa] honorary society at the Schoo] of Education of
New York University.
1920
JOHN K. COLBY,.1.B., has joined the Latin de_
PaI.tment at Phillips Academy, Andover.
RALPH W. STOODY. S.T.B, ,26, at a reCent meet-
ing of the Ceneral Conference Commission on Public
Information was elected diI`eCtOr Of its Puhlicity Bureau.
He plaりS tO have his o臆ce established in New York
City by November l.
宣922
KENNETH G. KELLEY, S.B., Professor of Music
Education at the College of Musie, is organist and choir
director at the First Baptist Church of Melrose.
蕊警務霊もi鴇豊主謹・荒警務u霊豊
July 31 received his doctorate in philosophy from the
University of Wisconsin.
Rev. ROBERT J. WILLIAMS, Lαte′l is now pastor
Of a church in Boisetown, New Brunswick. He was
Ordained to the priesthood in 1929 and was professor of
COmmerCia] ]aw at St. Thomas College, Chatham, New
BI‘unsWick, before taking over parish work.
1923
JOHN H. LEAMON● S.T・B・, A.M. ’28, is pastor of
the First Church Congregational, Cambridge. Mr.
and Mrs. Leamon have three ch;ldren, tWO boys and a
girl, the eldest of high sohoo] age.
For the past two years, JOHN B・ MERR賞LL, A.B.,
has been assistant professor of astronomy at Hunter
College of the City of New York. Professor and Mrs.
Merrill (ESTHER M. IVES, A.B. ’25) have two chil-
dren, Laura-May Esther, Six, ana John Raymond, One.
MARION G. FOTTLER●　B.B"A., M.B.A. ,27,
A.M. ’30, is now associated with the Hartford District
Ordinance O航ce, 95 State Street, Springfie】d.
1924
ROGER G. OSTERHELD, M.D., is now Assistant
State Mental Health Commissioner. Dr. Osterheld is
assisting in the administrative institute recently
established for training key of五cials in the department.
He is also handling special investigations.
Mαγ柳e拙gge高‡如きタの録加i′0持あ` 0α′ α伽e′」的∽
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122・1 26 DUDLEYSTREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Telephone Highiand8 0207-0208
職やe Foすきg-Fわe
WILLIAM H. STEWART, S.T.B., SuPerintendent
Of the Brooklyn South District, New York East Con-
ferenoe of the Methodist Church, and DONALD
TIMERMAN, S.T.B., SuPerintendent of the Zanes!vil]e
District in the Ohio Conferenぐe, Were given Doctor of
Divinity degrees by Ohio Wesleyan University this
J11ne.
1925
ARTHUR T. HOBSON, S.T.B., is superintendent
Of the Long Beach District of the Southem Cali-
forhia-Arizona Conferenee of the Methodist Church.
His address is 901 East PhiIadelphia Street, Whittier,
C乳lifornia.
CHARLES F. KING, LoαI, reCently of Portland,
Maine, has opened a law o伍ce in Calais, Maine.
EDMUND M. MURRAY, LLB., Of Wellesley, has
been appointed special justice of the district court of
Northem Norfolk County, Dedham. Judge Murray is
the son of WENDELL P. MURRAY, LL.B. ’ク8, and is
associated with his fathe〇・ in the practice of law with
o鯖ces in Boston.
CARMEN M. SIMON, A.B,, A.M∴29, Who has
taught in Reading High School for eleven years, is now
instructor of French at the School.
宣926
JOHN F. BURKE, JR., B.B.A., M.B.A. ’39, has
been appointed assistant professor of accounting at the
SchooI of Commerce of the University of Georgia,
Athens, Georgia.
THOMAS M. HEÅRNE, S.B. ’28, M.D. ’37. has
OPened o撞ces for the genera】 practice of medicine and
Obstetrics at 43 Stratford Road, Melrose. Dr. Hearne
ha。 anOther o駐co at 15 Bay State Road, Boston. Mrs.
Hearne was VERONA K. PAUL重NG, Libeγal AγIs ’30.
JOSEPH A. KLINE, LZ,.M., aSSOぐiated with Stead-
man & Thomason of 45 MiIk Street, Boston, for the
past seven years, has leased his own suite on the sixth
floor of the same buildin箆.
DANIEL H. WHELTON, LL.B., has been selected
as assistant manager, fidelity and surety lines, for the
Travelers Indemnity Company’s o缶ce in Albany,
New York. Mr. Whe]ton has had many years’ex-
perience in the bonding business. He was p「eviously
employed as a district supervisor in one company and
]ater as assistant manager ln anOther.
JOHN R. WILKINS, S.T.B., is now pastor of the
F重rst Methodist Church of Burlingame, CaliforDia.
1927
BVERETT H. DUDLEY, LL.B., has been appointed
speぐial justice of the Fitchburg court.
J. REGINALD HALL, B.B.A., has retumed to his
Alma Mater as an R.O.T.C. instructor with the ratin宮
Of assistant professor.
CHÅRLES L. HOLMES, Busimss AdminisiγOiio称
has been elerted treasurer of the Boston Chapter of the
National Association of Cost Accountants. Mr. Holmes
has been a Certified Public Accountant of Massachu-
setts since 1934 and is at present empIoyed as Senior
Accountant for Char!es F. Rittenhouse & Company of
Bo畠ton.
MERTON H. MÅCK. S.B., M.D∴29, and Mrs.
Mack of Wahiawa, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, Visited
in the United States this past summer. He had been
away from continental United Sta.tes for ten years.
W重LLIAM E. SHAW, S.T.B., WaS inaugurated
pI.eSident of Illinois Wesleyan University on September
13 at BIoomington, Illinois.
1928
JOSEPH T. COENEN, Business Admin諦raきion, has
been admitted to partnership in the firm of Al]ey &
Richards, advertising agents in Boston.
MORRIS KATCHER, M・D・, 9n July l enro]led at
Mitchel Field, Long Island. for a slX Weeks’active duty
course leading to創ght surgeon rank of captain. Dr.
Katcher has been in the O競cers’Reserve Corps since
1932.
ORETT F. ROBINSON, B.S. ;n Ed., is now head of
the science department at the Aroostook State Normal
SchooI of Maine.
RODNEY P. SEELEY, B.B.A., is now sales manager
with Heat Headquarters, Inc., 36 Webb Street, SaIem.
1929
LLOYD Å. GUSTAFSON, S.T.B., is now pastor of
the First Methodist Church at Clinton, Iowa.
1930
Re▼. STANLEY B. ANDERSON, 4.B.言s minister
of the First Congregational Church in Danvers. Mrs.
Anderson is the former RUTH L. WHYMÅN, Social
Woγ鳥’34.
BLMER F. BURMAHLN, B.S.海Ed., and Mrs.
Burmahln (EL喜ZABETH L. BUTLER. M.Ed. ’30) of
Lynchburg, Virginia, reCently returned from a three-
month vacation tour of the United States. A soutbem
route we8t and a northern route east were traveled.
Dr. W重LLIAM M. DRETLER, S.B., has been ap-
pointed town physician in Marblehead. Dr. Dretler is
also in oharge of the old age assistance cases in that
town.
JOSEPH E. GOODBAR, LL.B.. of New York City.
attended the Trienrial Council meeting of Phi Beta
Pαge Fo宛g-S沈
Kappa at San Francisco’August 28-311 as∴a delegate
from Alpha Chapter. Phi Beta Kappa’University of
Arkansas. This counciうis the legislative body for
Phi Beta Kappa, United Chapters.
193宣
DONALD B. HOWARD, S.T.B.. is now pastor of
the Union Congregational Church at Point Shore,
Newb¥一rVP Ort.
ROCKWELL C. SMITH. S.T.B., has been appointed
assistant professor in the fie】d of rural church life and
socioIogy at Garrett Biblical Institute'　Evanston’
Illinois.
1932
Chaplaln JAMES H. BAGLEY, S.T・B・, has been
called for extended active duty with the regular army
at Fort Munroe, Virginia.
EDWARD S. D重K, B.S.寂B.A., has been appointed
production manager of the American Optical Company’
Bu債alo, New York. Mr. and Mrs. Dik and their two
children have been living in Saugus.
1933
MEREDITH F. ELLER, A.B., S.T.B. ’36, is now an
assis‘tant in the Department of Religion at Duke UIli-
versity for tbe ensuing year
Rev. STEPHEN WHITE, /1.M., PaStOr Of the
ChuTCh of the Nazarene and a teacher in Eastem
Nazarene Co11ege in Wollaston, has been transfeTred to
Olivet Nazarene College in Kankakee, Il]inois.
ROLAND P. W重LDER, S.B., M.D∴36, has an-
nounced the removal of his o億ce for the practice of
general medicine and surgery to 314 Clifton Street,
Malden.
1934
DORIS L. CORBETT, B.S.寂Ed., is a teacheI. al
the Batchelder School in North Reading.
HAROLD R. DANFORD, Ed.M., is instructor in
health and physical education at the State Teachers
Col]ege in Danbury, Connecticut.
WILLIAM DELANEY, B.S.寂Ed., has been ap-
pointed to the General Vocational department of the
Southbridge public schooIs.
T. JOSEPH McCOOK, Ed.M., is now prlnClpa] of
the Marlboro High School.
DONALD C. McKIE, B.S.寂B.A., has been ap-
pointed company treasurer of the Metropolitan Federal
Savings and Loan Association of High Street’Boston.
Mr. McKie, Who since 1937 has been conneoted with
the examining division of the Federa】 Home Loan Bank
board at Washington, has been granted a leave of
absenぐe tO aSSume his new position.
SERAPHINO P. TOMBARI, M.D., is assi8tant
physician at Cedarcrest Sanatorium' Hartford, Con-
necticut.
1935
MANFRED A. CÅRTER, S.T.B., is now pastor of
the Methodist Church at Blackfoot, Idaho.
EMILY C. GOURLIE, B.S. ;n Phγ.月d. ’35, is teacher
of physical education and mathematics at the Roosevelt
Schoo], Melrose.
JOSEPH B. MURRAY, Mus.B., 4.M. ’37, has been
appoint/ed supervisor of music in the schooIs of Adams.
WINIFRBD PETERSON, B.S.寂Phγ.Ed., has re-
resigned as hea]th secretary at the Y.W.C.A・, Hartford,
Connecticut, Where she has taught golf and swimming
for the past three years. Miss Peterson plans tO COn-
tinue her studies t,OWard a master’s degree.
Mrs. P. E. Provost (HELEN CURTIS,�.D.), has
opened an o餓ce in the Depositol.S Trust Company
buildin筈in Augusta, Maine, tO S。ecialize exclusively in
diseases of children. DR. PROVOST, M. r). ’86, and Mrs.
Provost have two children, Pierre, Jr., and Marguerite
Marie.
WILBUR F. STORER, B.S.寂Ed., Ed.M∴36言s
teacher of bioIogy, aPPlied science and chemistry in the
Belmont Senior High School.
VERNA F. SWIFT, 4.B., is instrl重CtOI. Of advanced
stenography at the Weylister Junior College in Mil-
ford, Conneぐti仇lt.
LEO P. ZENTGRAF, S.B., M.D. ’38, after con-
cluding his interneship at St. Elizabeth’s Hospital,
単ghton, has opened his o航ce for the practice of medi・
clne at Manchester, Massachusetts.
1936
GEORGE S. CHÅSE. B.S.寂Ed., is supervisor of
music in the schooIs of West Warwick, Rhode Island.
MYRTLE C. ERIKSON, Mus.B., Of Barre, Ver-
mont, is music supervisor in the grade schooIs of Mil・
:諾豊器寵蒸器謁提議器
Salt Lake City, Utah. Mr. Gile has the rating of
second lieutenant in the finance department of the
United States Army.
MARY R. STÅCKNIS, B.S. ;n Ed., is art superin-
teIldent of the public schooIs in Auburn, Maine.
宣937
ROBERT BRONNER, B.S. ;n Ed., Ed.M. ’38, Who
for the past two years has been te額.ohing English in
Greenfield, is now a member of the faculty of the
Reading High School.
HARRY A. JOHNSON, Ed.M., is a science instruc-
tor at the Somerset High School.
HAROLD W. POTTER, B..S. ;nB.A., has ]eft for a
month’s cruise with the United States naval forces.
Followlng this cruise, he wil] enter a United States
training school, either at Newport or Norfolk, for three
months of extensive tI.aining. Since 1937 Mr. Potter
has been in the employ of the Hardware Mutual Cas-
ua]ty Company of Boston
KENNETH L. MacKENZIE, B.S.海Ed., Ed.M. ’38,
is∴Starting his third year as instructor of American
history, English and commercial geography at the high
school in Berlin, Connecticut. Mr, MacKenzie is a】so
assistant coach in athletics.
MARY HELEN MORAN, B.S. ;n Ed., is instructor
Of commercial subject§∴at ThoI.ntOn Academy, Saco,
Maine.
F. WALDO SAVAGE, B.S. ;n R.E.. for the past
three years pastor of the Congregational Church at
Dunstable, is now pastor of the Congregational Church
Of Cheshire, Connecticut.
DONAL M. SULLIVAN, LL.B., has been e】ected
president of the American Newspaper Guild. Mr. and
Mrs. Sullivan and their two children are living in
Lexington.
DOROTHY N. WHITNEY, B.S. ;1O P.A., is∴art
instructor at the high school in Keene, New Hampshire.
宣938
ELEÅNOR CLARKE, B.S. ;n Phγ.Ed., Of Westfield.
is in charge of physical education at the House in the
Pines School.
BERNARDIN F. DÅBNEY, A.B., is instructor of
English at Virginia State College, Ettrick, Virginia.
RUTH E. GALIANO, B.S.寂S.S. ’37, is engaged in
social service work in Cleveland, Ohio.
GLENNA M. G重BSON. B.S.わEd., is teaching the
first and second grades in the AthoI schooIs.
RALEIGH I. GLYNN, B.S. jn Ed., is director of
physical education in the public schooIs of Bath, Maine.
ARTHUR L. MÅNSURE, A.M., ,S.T.B∴39, is now
pastor of St. James Methodist Church, Detroit,
Michigan. Mr. and Mrs. Mansure are living at 14220
Rutherford Aveme, Detroit.
JOHN V. PARNELL, JR., S.B., A.M∴40言s in-
structor in bioIogy at Virginia State Co!lege , Petersburg,
Virgi nia.
LENNART SWENSON, A.B., is acting prlnCIPal of
the junior high school in Merrimac.
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JOYCB N. BLACKMAN, B.S. ;n P.A., is teaohing
art∴at the Linden Street School, Plainville, Con-
necticut.
MILAN　Å. CHAPIN, M.D., is jun王or resident
physician in medicine at the Evans Memorial unit of
the Massachusetts Memorial Hospita】s.
M. LOUISB CHICK, B.S. Gn Ed., is teaching voca-
tional home economics∴at the high school in West-
brook, Maine.
VENILA B. COLSON, A.M., is a member of the
facult,y Of instruction of the Hartford Retreat, 160
Retreat Avenue, Hartford, Connecticut.
PETER B. GAY, LL.B.. has opened a law o鯖ce in
the Brogna Block on North Maine Street, Mansfield.
DAV霊D GOLDBERG, B.S. GnB.A., is now on active
service with the Royal Canadian Air Force.
ÅNNE HELEN HAAVISTO, S.B., A.M. ’40, is
head of the English department at the Maine SchooI of
Commerce, Bangor.
ORRIN A. MANIFOLD, A.M.. S.T,B. ’40, has been
appointed pastor of the Methodist Church at Bonds-
vi11e.
ALBERT LERER, Ed.M., is pnnCipal of the May-
nard High School.
IRVING C. LEWIS, B.S. h8 Ed., is now prlnCIPal of
the new high s]Chon] at Kittery. Maine.
RUTH M. L量NDEGREN, B.S.初Phγ.Ed., is in置
structor of physical edueat,ion at the University of Wis-
consin, Madison.
ELIZABETH V. MERROW, S.B., has been ap-
pointed to teach physics’bioIo筈y’freqhman English・
and gymnasium at the new high schoo] in Westwood.
HELEN L. PETERSON, B S. ;n Ed., is teaching at
the Scituate Junior High Schoo○ ○
GERTRUDE A. PRADEL, B.S. in Ed., has been
eIected to membership in the Comectiout Archaeo]ogi-
c櫨l S○○iety.
ELISABETH H. RATT台, A.B., A.M. ’40, is teacher
of languages and girls, physical education director in
the high school at Raymond’New Hampshire.
GERTRUDE M. REYNOLDS, M郷.B., is∴SuPer-
visor of music in the elementary schooIs of Scituat.e.
GEORGE C. ROY, Ed.M., is now prircipal of the
South School in So¥lth Bellingham, Rhode Island.
FRANK N. RUSSO, S.B., is working in the depart-
ment of census in Washington, D.C.
JOHN T. SAMUELSON, MαS.B., Ed.M. ’40, is
supervisor of musio in the Junior and Senior High
SohooI of Scituate.
RUTH K. SMYTHE, A.B・, is now a secretary in the
empIoyment o鐙oe of C. F. Hovey Company of Boston.
JESSIE EL喜ZABBTH USES, B.S.わ3　P.A.L・.
A.M. ’40, is te寄ching commercial subieets at the high
school in Plainvi11e, Connecticut.
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GEORGE A. DUNN. ’89, Eacc寂tlC Alα加扇Sccγ細γγ
CoIIeさe of Llberal A重t3
MRS. HERBERT W. SAUL,.17
MRS. KENNETH S. BALLOU,,09





STANLEY W. PARKER, ,24
Colle亀e of Pracdcal Art8
and Letters
MARY E. JOHNSON, ’24





MRS・ EUGENE H. FLOYD, ,39
● Directors
Sar亀ent Colle亀e of PhysIcal
露ducatlon
HELEN LOUISE NASS, ’33
MARGU嘱RITE L. GOURVII.LE.’29
JOSEPHINE A. BOLGER, ’24
SchooI of TheoIoさy
HAROLD H. CRAMER, ’26
GEORGE A. BUTTERS, ,29
WILLIAM R. LESLIE, ’12
SchooI o重Law
GEORGE C. P. OLSSON, ’26
J. ROBERT AY嘱RS. ’36
ELWOOD H. HETTRICK, ’38
School of MedlぐIne
EDWARD S. CALDERWOOD.’O4
DAVID L. B嘱LDING. ’13
MILO C. GREEN, ’15
SchooI o重Educatlon
JAMES T. GEARON. ’26
CECILIA A. MACHUGH, '34
CHARLES E. VARNEY, ’28








ELMER E. HASKINS, ’38
● DEPARTMENTAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATIONS
EpsILON CHAPTER, CoLI.EGE OF LIBER▲L ARTS.
P′`S;d`ut. Mrs. Herbert S種ul; SccγC`αγツ. Mr雷.
Ketmeth R.( Pa重sotlS.
CoLI.BGE OF BusINESS ADM重N重STR▲T重ON ALUMN重
CしUB.　PγCSidc�ら　Roger A. H種重dy: Sccγelαγγ.
Alice BIais.
CoLI.寄GE OF PRACT重CAL ARTS ▲ND LBTTE京S ALUMNAR
AssocIATION. PγCSidcut. Mrs. Melville Prior; SecγC.
Iαγγ. Miss M. Jean Rogers.
CoLLEGE OF MusIC ALUMN重Assoc重ATION. PγCS;de房.
黒. Carmody; SccγC‘αγγ・ Mr8. Hele調Kruger
AしUMNAE AssocIATION OF SARGENT CoししEGB OP
PHYSIC▲L EDUC▲TION. Pγe高庇持I. Josephine A.
Bolger: SccγCIaγγ, Mr8. Edward A. Clement.
AI.UMNI AssocI▲で重ON OP∴富HE GR▲DUATE ScHOOL.
PγCSide海. Edward J. Rowse: Sccγe書のγγ, Alice P.
Blanchard.
AI.UMN重Assoc重▲T重ON OFiでHE ScHOOr. OF THEOLOGY.
Pγ`Siβe海, Charles W. Je癒ras: SccγC;αγγ. Harold H.
Crame富.
BosTON UNIV露RS重TY LAW ScHOOL AI.UMN重Assoc喜A.
TION. PγGS;de海. John J. O’Neill: Scc′elαγγ. Harry
K. Stone.
AしUMN重AssocIAT重ON Or THE ScHOOL OF MEo重CINE.
PγeS・de初, Milo C. Green. Secγ`,αγγ. FrankE.
Barton.
ScHOOL OF EDUCA↑重ON AしUMN重Assoc重A↑章ON. PγeSi.
de初. James I. Heggie: Se`γ`Iaγγ-TγOaSu′Cl'. Mabel
Parkes F‘riswell.
K▲PP▲ CHAPTER. Sc照OOL OF REし重G重OUS AND Soc重AI. WoRK
P′CSidc面. Har'iet G. Yates. SccγC他γツ. Mrs. Margaret Scott Weiderhold
VIRGINIA E. VINBS, B.S. ;n Phγ.Ed., is supervisor
Of physica看education in the Scituate schoo]s. Miss
Vines is a】so teaching history.
JOHN H. WALKER, B.S. ;n Ed., 1939　football
CaPtain, is physical director of the junior-Senior high
School in Plymouth, Last year Mr. Walker was physi-
aal director in the Sockanosset Schoo] for Boys in
Howard. Rhode Island
GEORGE B. WATERMAN, A.M., has been ap-
POinted professor of bioIogy at Assumption Co11ege,
Woreester.
MILDRED F. WHEELER, B.S. ;n Ed., Ed.M. ’40, is
teaching seventh grade English, HistoI.y, and Music in
the Daniel T. Buzzell Junior High School in Wilming-
ton. In February she plans to begin part-time work on
a Bache]or of Music degree at the College of Music.
CARL E. W量LLGOOSE, B.S. ;n Ed., Ed.M. ’40, is
teaching in the North Reading SchooI System.
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JOSEPH T. BARRY, LL,B., is associated with the
Boston Le筈al Aid Society, 16-A Ashburton Place.
HOWARD BEMISS, JR., B.S.寂Ed,, is teaching
SOCial science and coaching ath]etics at the high school
in Vergennes, Vermont.
FRANCES M. BOLES, B.S. ;n Phγ.Ed., is∴SuPer-
Visor of physiotherapy and instructor of student nurses
in St. Mary’s Hospital, Saginaw, Michigan.
MARION C. BURNS, B.S.Sc., is now superintendent
Of the Convalescent Home of the Children,s Hospita] in
We】lesley Hills. Recently Miss Burns has been servmg
as medical social case worker at the Boston Djspensary.
NORMÅ L. CASWELL, Mus.B.言s∴SuPerVI轡Or Of
music in the public schooIs of Canton, I,ivermore and
Sumner, Maine.
VIRGINIA CLARK, Mus.B., is supervisor of music
in the public schooIs of I」ittleton and Bethlehem, New
Hampshire.
BURNHAM W. COWDBRY, B.S. Gn B.A., Writes:
“I compIeted my academic course at C.B.A. last Feb_
ruary and joined the U. S. Army Air Corpsin May. I
received my degree by proxy in June, aS I was engaged
in the primary stage of my flight training at the Ala-
bama Institute of Aeronautics∴at Tuscaloosa at the
tlime. My basic training will be comp]eted at RandoIph
Field, Texas' in October. I wiIl then go to Kelley
Field for advanced training and will graduate from
there in December, 1940, at that time receiving a com〇
一宣壷sion as Second I完eutena11t i]l thc‘ Arml. Ai「 Co叩ら.
ELIZABETH H. DUMMER, B.S・ in Ed・, is teaching
at Falmouth.
CHARLES W. FIELDS, S.T・B・, has beeI] aSSigned
by the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist
Church to Angola, Portuguese East Africa.
LUCY M. FRENCH. Mus.B.言s organist and choir
director of St. John’s Episcopal Church in Winthrop.
MADELINE M. GILLEN, 4.M., is teaching Eng-
1ish at the high schoo] in Danbury, Connecticut.
MEYER GREEN, LL.B., is a member of the law
firm of Green & Green’10O8 Elm Street, Manchester,
New Hampshire.
MA廊ION A. HOUGHTON, B.S.寂　Phγ.Ed., is
Physical education instructor in the schooIs of Goshen,
New York.
ARBETTA S. KASHIMURA, B,S.寂Ph少.Ed., is
director of physical education at the CoIorado School
for the B】ind and Deaf in CoIorado Springs.
CHARLES W. KAUFMAN' Ed・M・, is teaching
SCience and mathematics at the high school in Andover.
MARY B. KBTT, B,S.寂Ed., has been promoted to
the principalship of the Dwight School, Needham.
HENRY J. KIERONSKI, B.S. ;nB.A., is now with
the General Food CorDOration of New York City.
HAROLD M. LAWRENCE・ B.S・寂B.A・・ has been
appointed to the faculty of Portland Junior College m
Portland, Main6, Where he is teaching economics and
advertising・ Mr・ Lawrence is also in charge of place-
ments at the Colle蜜e.
RUTH L. MACKENZIE, B.S.寂Phy.Ed., is physi-
Cal director at Stevens Junior Co11ege, Columbia,
Missouri.
Rev. WILLIAM J. MacLEOD, A.M., has accepted
a call to the Baptist and Affi]iated Church in Brewster.
SARAH McALLISTER, B.S.諒Ed., Of Gorham,
Maine, is teaching in Brownville Junction, Maine.
THOMÅS J. Mc量NTYRE, LL.B., JOHN Mc-
LÅUGHLIN, LL.B., and THOMÅS F. MORAN,
LL・B・, have successfully passed the New Hampshire
Bar examinations.
JOHN F. McKENZIE, M.C.S.言s teaching French
and Spanish at Tilton Junior College, Tilton, New
Hampshire.
JOHN D. McLAUGHLIN, LL.B,, has opened an
O鯖ce for the practice of law in the Professional Building,
Nashua, New Hampshire.
ESTHER F. MEHRING, 4.B., is teacher of English
French, and Latin at tbe Sutton High School.
THOMAS F. MORAN, LL.B.. has opened o鯖ces
for the practice o=aw iIl the Odd Fellows Building,
Nashua, New Hampshire.
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For young women. Two-year COurBeS (or
high 8chool graduates. Academic. Home
Economic8, Secretarial, Merchandising.
Art. Muric, Dr種matic8, College Prepara-
to重y.
Quiet residential district, ten mileきfrom
Bo3tOn. Thirty acree of l種wns and g種rdens
Delightful home life. All sports. Founded
185l.
W存`カγ `αIαめg
GUY M. WINSLOW, Ph.D.. Presldent






ELIZABETH MOWER, B.S.訪P.A.乙., is instructor
Of shorthand in Auburn, Maine.
AGNES MUNRO, Mus、B., is instructor of music in
the schooIs of Lancaster, New Hampshire.
ROSALIE LANSON NEAL, B.S.わ3　Ed., is∴a
member of the facultyof the DutcherSchoolinHopedale.
J. RAYMOND NEEDHAM, B.S. ;n Ed., is instructor
Of physical education for boys and coach of athletics at
the Shrewsbury High School.
EUGENA T. NOWICK, B.S. Gn Ed., is teaching at
the Webster School, Auburn, Maine.
GEORGE F. PARKER, A.B., is a student at Yale
University Divinity School.
MABLE B. PETERSON, B.S.寂Ed., has been ap-
POinted to a teaching position at the Beebe Junior
High School in Malden.
MARY E. POLLARD, M.C.S., is a member of the
faculty of the Gilbertville High School.
EDWÅRD A. POOR, B.S.わZB.A., is associated with
the Hodgeman Rubber Company in Framingham.
MELV賞N S. PREBLB, B.S.寂Ed,, is teaching at
Mt. Desert, Maine.
JEÅNNETTE B. REED, A.M., is a member of the
faculty at the Reading High School.
ÅSA H. ROACH, LL.B., has entered the law o缶ce of
Charles P. Connors. Esq., Of Bangor, Maine.
BLAIR F. SCANLON, B.S.海B.A., has been ap-
pointed a member of the sales department of the Hotel
Statler.
SAMUEL S. SHUMOFSKY, B.S.寂B.A., has been
named secretary and director of sales for the Bamby
Bread Company of Bridgeport, Connecticut.
ROBERT A. SKÅIFE, 4.M.. is teaching English at
the West Springfield High Sohool.
WILLIAM L. SPENCER, B.S. ;nB.A., is connected
in a sales training capacity with the Toledo, Ohio.
branch of the Chase Bag Company.
WILLARD O. STANEWICK, A.M., is teaching
English and dramatics at the high school in East Had-
dam, Connecticut.
WILBUR F. STANTON, Ed.M., is acting head of
the normal department and assistant principal of the
Maine SchooI of Commerce, Bangor.
DONALD G. STATHER. Ed.M., is teacher of com-
mercial subjects at the Beverly High School.
GRETA E. SUNDIN, B.S.海Ed., is supervisor of
girls’physical education at the high school in Peterboro,
New Hampshire.
DOROTHY F. TILTON, B.S.わ, P.A.L., is teacher




Lee of Manila and the Board of ForeigII
Missions, I came to the Philippines under ap-
Pointment as Mission Superintendent for this
鯨eld.
質The Methodist Church has been in the
P皿ippines since March, 1899, SO血at we have
just celebrated our forty-One years Of service
here as a church. We now have a member-
ship of approximately　90,000, tWO Annual
Conferences and a Central Conference author-
ized by the General Conference. Au our
pastors are now Filipinos with one exception.
All the District Superintendents are Filipinos
SO that we have succeeded in building up a
real church in a little more than one generation.
“The Philippmes is expecting complete
POlitical independence in 1946, and the Protes-
tant Church here now numbers 300,000 mem-





``I am a teacher at a State High School
and Co11ege, and as such I lead reIigious
SerVices for the young folks twice a week in
addition to preaching in state and free
churches : )
Mr・ Lennarth writes under date of Apri1
8, 1940.
“During the World War most of the Chris-
tian churches in Europe and elsewhere
lowered the flag, and the result of that has
been evident ever since. BoIshevism, Nazism
and Democracy’nOt religion’are amOng the
mosもdominating ideas at present. The means
of promoting these ideas is the bruもal force.
Reason, reSPeCt for the ri如ts of others,
Christian love, and the like seems to be of
little va萱ue. But in the heroic struggle of
t,he Finnish people to defend their right to
live in freedom and peace the Scandinavian
people have glVen fine proof of sympathy
and Christian love.
“Russia is galnlng grOund in Europe’and
the powers which could hold her back are
preparmg the way for her by being at war
with one another. The future seems darker
than ever. Here in Sweden we have only one
desire, and that is to live in peace with all
our neighbors.’’
JosEF E. RuTHER,
S.T.B. ’2上., Lic. Pん枕.
Gothenburg, Sweden
“Having an opportunity to write a few lines
to Bo8to諭n I wish first of a11 to say a word
of thanks to my AIma Mater and to the pro-
fessors who were my teachers during my stay
in Boston 1980 _ 19飽. I remember them all
with gratitude and appreciation. Since 19鰯
when I was called home from Boston I have
held the posi七ion as one of the instructors
at our Methodist SchooI of TheoIogy∴in
Sweden. It was founded about 70 years ago
and it is a very sma11 schooI where we how-
ever try to keep a hi如standard. My sub-
jects are English and Old Testament冒heoIogy
(with optional Hebrew)-and I am very proud
of being a pupil of the grea七　Albert C.
Knudson. Since 1924　our school is a Union
Scandinavian SchooI where students from four
di鱈erent countries live together under ab-
sdutely equal conditions.
“Ours is not a missionary work in the
strict sense of the word, Our COuntries being
Christian lands since the tenth century. We
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25 Bla容den Street Boston, Massachusetts
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train young people mainly for血e皿inistry
inside the Methodist Church in Scandinavia
but also for the Foreign Fields and have of
late years sent missionaries to Sou七h Africar
North Africa, India∴and Sumatra where血ey
have represented their Alma Mater in a very
good way.
“And now we live in the dark shadow of
what has happened in Finland・ One of our
students is from that country. What it meant
for us all and especially to him having his
mother in Abo, Which was bombed with
5,300 bombs, Will be very di鯖cult for you
to understand living so far away. From
Sweden we can reach Abo by airplane in
less than one hour. Most of the Swedish
speaking ministers working in Finland are
alumni of this institution. Many churches
have been damaged.
“we in Sweden have tried hard to find
the best way of helping Finland・ 10’000
volunteers went into the fi如t and financially
we helped with $100,000,000. None the less
we are scomed by many people for choosing-
as they see it-the wrong way. Now we are
helping Finland in rebu蘭ing their country.
And in this work we hope that the American
people w皿tcke part.11
April, 1940・
Graduation sトould no=ake you
away from your University …





● Let the NEWS be your weekly letter from Boston
University. Keep informed on the activities of your
former professors and college friends.
● Alumni the world over reぐeive血e NEWS. Put your
name on this year‘s mailing list. It should be there for
your own pleasure・
● Send Subscriptions to the Ciroulation Manager・





ECAUSE Of the increaslng tendency on the part of alumni and other friends to provide
for the growmg needs of Boston University by bequests and the many lnqulrleS reCeived
as to the proper wording thereof, there are glVen below forms for the convenience of those
Who plan to remember Boston University in their wills.
L U元γeSiγicted
I give and bequeath to the Trustees of Boston University, a COrPOration existing under
the laws of the State of Massachusetts and located in the City of Boston in said state,
…………………………………………‥∴….dollars,tO be used for the
bene飢of Boston University in such manner as the Trustees thereof may direct.
IL Tb E短ab嵐h a Pとγmanent Fhond,
hcome U元γeStγicted
I give and bequeath to the Trustees of Boston University, a COrPOration existing under
the laws of the State of Massachusetts and located in the City of Boston in said state,
………………………………………………‥dollars, tO COnStitute an
endowment fund to be known as the‥.‥‥‥‥.‥‥‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥‥.‥.‥‥.‥.
Fund, SuCh fund to be kept invested by the Trustees of Boston University and the annual
income thereof to be used for the benefit of the University in such manner as i†.s Trustees
may direct.
m Sbec妨c PuγPOSeS
I give and bequeath to the Trustees of Boston University, a COrPOration existing under
the laws of the State of Massachusetts and located in the City of Boston in said state,
………………………………………………‥do11ars, tO COnStitute an
endowment fund to be known as the‥‥...‥‥.‥..‥...‥‥‥.‥.‥‥‥‥‥.‥..
Fund, the income therefrom to be expended by the Trustees of Boston University for; the
fo11owmg PurPOSeS :　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　l
Current Expenses of the University Current Expenses of any Department
For the maintenance of a
Professorship Fellowship Scholarship




GIFTS FOR DEVELOPMENT ON THE CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS
The President and Trustees of Boston Univdrsity have undertaken to obtain subscriptions and contributions
for the development of its new campus on the Charles River.
In consideration of the educational service of Boston University and because of the need of such service in
training young people in American ideals and in the American way ot life, I promise to pay to the Trustees of Boston
Universitythesumof…….・・…二…・・…・…・……・………・…・…Dollars ($……………・) overa
Period of … … … … yearS m Seml-annual installments.
I desire my subscription to be applied to (please check) :
1. General Development of the University
2. Co11ege of Liberal Arts
3. School of TheoIogy
4. SchooI of Medicine
5. SchooI of Law
6. College of Business Administration
〈
$ub$のめer
7. School of Education
8. College of Practical Arts and Letters
9. Sargent Co11ege of Physical Education
lO. SchooI of Religious and Social Work












WA廿CH TⅢE TERR案ERS IN 1940!
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珊靴8 �朋題.馬 �鵬T.1∴1 �O↑T.19 
Norwich �Upsala �Manhattan POLOGROUNDS �U.Cincinnati 
NICKERSONFIELD �NICKERSON　FIELD �NEWYORK (NighiGαme) �NICKERSONFIELD 
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WesternReserve �BostonCollege FENWAYPARK (HomecomingGa朋e) �Springfie案d �W・Ma富y案a皿d 
CLEVELAINI) ��N案CKERSONF工ELD �NICKERSONFIELD 
Address all app萱ications to
BOSTON UNIVERS宣TY ATHLETIC ASSOC案ATION
178 Newbury S七ree七? Boston? Massachusetts
ANNUAL FOOTBÅLL DINNER. . FEBRUARY 12, 19組
